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Decentralized Planning and Poverty Alleviation
 
Biron Kumar Banerjee* 

Professor Amartya Sen in his monograph with Jean Dreze entitled "Indian 

Economic Development and Social Opportunity" writes in the beginning 

ofchapter 2 : 

"Whenthe subject of development economics emerged as a distinct field of 

study shortly afterthe Second World War, it appealed to be something ofa bastard 

child ofgrowtheconomics. Some influence other thangrowth economicswasclearly 

involved inthe originof development economics, but it wasnot altogetherclear 

what fromthisinfluence had taken. In one respectat least, the offspring did not 

differ fromwhat couldbe expectedfrom a genuine' son ofgrowth economics', 

namely anoverarching preoccupationwiththegrowthof real income perhead." 

Oneimportant lessonlearnt fromthe development experience ofthe 1950s 

and1960sisthat higher ratesofgrowthdo notnecessarily generate proportionate 

increases inemployment or reduce incomeinequality bothbetweenDC'sandLDC's 

asa wholeandamong LDC's themselves. Hencethe decade of1970s wasdubbed 

byUNOasthe"Employment andIncome Distribution Decade". 

Inthe early 1960sPitambarPant,the great Indian planner, propagatedthe 

phrase, 'thestrategy ofrapid growth' sustained byinternal savings andsupplemented 

byforeignaidand it was thought to provide the central thrust ofthe assaulton 

poverty: Byproviding gainful employment wecould provide incomes andpull more 

people above thepoverty line. But this policy needed to becombined witheffective 

andcomprehensive land reforms aswell aswithincreasing level ofpublic distribution 

ofsocial consumption suchascleanwater, sanitation, health services andeducation. 

This isthewell known pull-up strategy ortrickle-down strategyforattacking poverty. 

Butunfortunately sofaras our Country isconcerned, Government expenditure in 
*FonnerProfessor ofEconomics andPro-Vice-Chancellor, CalcuttaUniversity. 
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the saidsocial sectors fell far short of expectations and the progress ofland reforms 

for the countryas a wholewasvery slow, to saythe least, for the first three decades 

of planning. 

From the early days of developmenteconomics celebrated economists like 

Rosenstein-Rodan, Lewis andNurkseadocated theories thatprovided the intellectual 

rationale forcentralized planning. These theories identified theproblem ofdevelopment 

as simply one offailure ofinvestment to materialize. The task of the plannerwas to 

identify the constraintthat led to thisunfortunateoutcome and to break it. Rodan's 

thesis wasthat decentralised entrepreneurs fail to invest since noneoftheminisolation 

had the assurance that others would invest simultaneously and create demand for 

one's output. Thus came Rodan's celebrated theory ofBalanced Growth which 

advocatedor co-ordinated planof investment bythe Government. 

Works by Arthur Lewis (1954) and Ragnar Nurkse (1953) and others also 

advocated a planning modeof thinking although for a different reason. Theybelieved 

thatintheunderdeveloped countries thereexist hidden resources waiting to betapped 

and they saw the hiddenresources as tappable viawhat can onlyimplya planning 

approach. 

AlbertHirschman's 1958critiqueof the Rosenstein-Redanapproach shared 

the samediagnosis of the basicdevelopmental problem. It viewedthedevelopmental 

task as one of creating the inducements to invest, but for all practical purpose it 

advocated ananti-planning modeofthinking. He also shared the optimism concerning 

hidden resource, but Hirschman's hidden resource would emerge through an 

uncoordinated 'anti-planning' developmental process generating the necessary 

creative disequilibria. 

India, however, opted for the then Soviettype comprehensivedevelopment 

planning soonafter Independence. According to ProfessorSukhomoyChakraborty, 

dominant ideas ofcontemporary development economics influencedthe logic of 

Indian plans, and correspondingly development theory was for a while greatly 

influenced bythe Indiancase. Chakraborty continuesto say "At the time the Fifth 
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FiveYear Planwasformulated, itwaswidely feltthat Indian planning hadnotpaid 

sufficient attentionto problems of poverty, anda strategywas sought thatwould 

make perceptible impacton povertywithin a specified time frame. That strategy 

was not implemented for a varietyof reasons; so the problemhas remained, and 

requires serious attention." 

According to H. Myint: "One ofthe most serious gaps in the knowledge 

required for(centralized) planning islikely to arise notmerely from a lackofgeneral 

'technical knowledge', but from ignorance of the local conditions in the 

underdeveloped countriesthemselves, andinefficient feedback ofthis vital local 

knowledge fromthe different partsofthecountry to thecentral planning machinery. 

Norcanthis beeasily remedied, asiscommonly supposed, byimproving thestandard 

typeofstatistical information". Hencearises the needfordecentralised planning. 

Chakraborty also thought thatthesolutionto theproblem ofrural poverty will 

require that small farmers mustalso begiven access to modemagricultural inputs. 

Sidebysidethere shouldbea programme ofwell-conceived public works."Both 

thesemake considerable demand onavailable servicesandorganizational capabilities 

astheycannotbemerely directed fromabove- many ofthe specific taskswill need 

to be done on a decentralized basis". Government of India in a report in 1992 

clearly recognized thisbypointing out that inthe processof development, people 

mustoperateandgovernment mustcooperate. 

Theearlier planning regime inIndiawasessential inputs andoutputs bymeans 

ofdiscretionary controlsandrationing. Itwasbelieved that the freeplay ofmarket 

forceswould result inconcentration ofgrowthbenefits in the handsof a few and 

swelling.the number ofpeople living belowthepoverty line. Unfortunately since the 

mid-1960's thissystem failed to generate ahighrateofgrowthandalleviate poverty 

besidesspreadingcorruption at everylevel, .. The advocates ofNew Economic 

Policysinceearly 1990's has advised the governmentto abandonthe systemof 

quantitative rationing andrelymoreandmoreon the freeplay ofmarketforcesto 

shape the pattern ofgrowth. Theproblemofpoverty, theysuggested, shouldbe 
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tackledbyadoptingseparatepovertyalleviation programmes. 

The debate on market versus plan or, for that matter, on market failurevs 

governmentfailure is still very muchalive.I would liketo mention two important 

researches inthiscontext both published ina recenteditedvolumeentitled "Essay 

on Public Intervention, Institutional Arrangements andEconomicEfficiency"- One 

by Chandana Das and the other by Ambar Ghosh. Das uses a macrotheoretic 

framework suitable foranunderdeveloped countrylikeIndiato makea comparative 

assessmentofthe two policyoptions fromthe point ofview ofthe distributionof 

income inthe short run. Her analysis suggeststhat evenwhen blackmarket thrives 

under quantitative rationing, itmaybeabetteralternative thanthefree market solution 

for attaining the desiredallocation of scarceresource. 

Ghosh, on the other hand, has raised grave doubts as to whether an 

underdevelopedcountry like Indiareally hasthe option of movingaway from the 

regime ofdiscretionary controlsand still hopeto improvethe economicconditions 

oftheweaker sections of the populationby meansof separate poverty alleviation 

programmes, sustain a high rateofgrowth and promote competition andtechnological 

progress. 

Poverty is generallyidentified with low per capita consumption ofcereals 

which, inturn, islinked withlowpercapitaoutputof cereals, the latterbeingtreated 

as exogenous. Ghosh, in tunewithProfessorAmartya Sen, identifies povertywith 

low per capita consumption not only of cereals but also of socially necessary 

consumption goods like clothing, shelter, health care services, transport and 

communication and education ofsomedesired quality. Achieving a minium percapita 

output of the socially necessaryconsumption goods bydevelopingan indigenous 

technological baseisthenecessary condition forremoval ofpoverty while thesufficient 

condition requires, inaddition, adoption of somesuitable social security programme 

to give reliefsto the unemployed, the old and the disabled and also those whose 

incomefrom employment falls belowthe desired minimum.Therefore one cannot 
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hopeto makea denton poverty byleaving thegrowthprocess to beshaped entirely 

poverty alleviation programmes to reducetheincidence ofpoverty. 

Ghosh'spaper stressesthe needfordiscretionary controlsanddirectpublic 

investment inessential areas forreducing theincidenceofpoverty. Inthelatter context 

theroleoforganisations like village panchayats andotherlocal bodies withpeople's 

participation in thedecision making process isextremely important. Thedevolution 

ofeconomic andpolitical powersto thegrassroot level will increase efficiency and 

reduce project costs. We have already mentioned that the relevant information 

available at the local level wouldbe muchmorereliable than that available at the 

higherlevels. It shouldalsobe kept in mind that there is likely to existdiversities 

between localities and communities inrespect ofdemand forbothquality andquantity 

of public services. Decentralized plans caneffectively handle suchsituations. It has 

beenrightly arguedthat controlrights should be handed over to peoplewhohave 

the necessary informationas well as incentives, and at the same time bear the 

consequences oftheirdecision. 

Toconclude, decentralization canhelp mobilize resources, encourage local 

participation, increaseaccountability oflocal officials, andpromote growthwith 

justice by involving the poor in the development process. More importantly, 

decentralized planning ensures concerted efforts to achieve rapid economic growth 

withsocial, organizational andinfrastructural development intherural areas. 
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Poverty Alleviation in India: A Note 

Kamal Nandi" 

Concept of Poverty 

Poverty is a comprehensive umbrella term. It encompassesmany facets of 

conditions oflife. The term has socio-economic connotation. Normallyit means 

'want of barenecessities oflife'; 'ROTl - KAPRA andMAKAN' are the essential 

needsofa man. Sufficient food,proper amount ofclothes to cover the bodyanda 

roofoverheadasa shelter aretheessential needs ofa man. Thelist maybelengthened 

byadding health, sanitation, education, gainful employment etc. etc.but veryrarely 

theterm'mental poverty' ismentioned andI or discussed, though itisnotinsignificant. 

Thecrisis ofthe dayiscentred morearound the latterthanaroundtheearlier facet of . 

poverty. 

Context and Issues 

Poverty alleviation constitutesthe most importantproblemofIndependent 

India. SinceIndependence huge amount offund was allotted and there was no 

dearth of planning. Though muchwater has flownthrough the Ganges nothing 

appreciable couldbeachieved. Population hasgone almost as highas threefoldthe 

figure in 1947. But the number ofhungrymouthshasincreased disproportionately. 

Now-a-daysdeath due to starvation is an important item in news mediaand the 

figure issmall, whereas thecases ofsemi-starvation, though abnormally high, remains 

unrecorded. 

That inspite of various plansand substantial funds allocation the purpose 

remains unfulfilled raises thequestion. Why? Exactly therelies the focus ofattention 

of the presentpaper. 

*FormerDirector,Geological Surveyof India, Kolkata, 
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Pre-requsites ofanyplanto be successful arethe following: 

(1) sincere identification ofthe problem, 

(2) honestassessment ofitsdimension, 

(3) objective solutions, i.e., projects andprogrammes selection, 

(4) plans execution, 

(5) motivation ofthe executives, 

(6) social commitment ofworkers at alllevels, 

(7) monitoring andsupervision, 

(8) introspection andevaluation. 

Conceptual Framework 

Sincereplannerswork on 3 H formula, In briefthey makean endeavourto 

bringabout perfectharmony and co-ordination betweenthe Head andthe Hand, 

and between theHandand theHeart. TheHead designs theplan, theHandexecutes, 

theproblem pains theHeart. Wherever thereis a discord betweentheHeadandthe 

Hand, andthat betweenthe Handthe Heart, the planner obeysthe dictatesof his 

Heart. Heartisheresupreme inposition, because itisonly theHeartthat canfill the 

agonyofdistress. Head andHandarejust mechanical. 

Real difference lies between a mechanical functionary and a sensitive 

functionary. The latter has a goldenHeart to feel. ProblemofIndependent India 

exactly lieshere. I shall narratemyexperiences witha fewcasehistories. 

Central andlorStateagencies areheartless mechanical devices. Theirdutyis 

to allocate the fundand spendit somehow. Thereis a widegap betweenthe grass 

root endbeneficiaries and the whitecollaredexecutive. Sometimes it is a highly 

absorbing medium. Toclarify it,letmequoteonestatement ofourex-Prime Minister, 

Rajib Gandhi who sarcastically remarked that for every100Rupeesspent for the 

poor, they get onlyRs 14. Betternot to askwhyandhow? Sideby side,there are 
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few NGOs where utilisation offund for the purpose it is allocatedis nearly lOO%. 

Though thelistwill not betoo long, mention maybemadeof(i) Ramakrishna Mission, 

(2) Bharat SevashramSangha, (3) Ramakrishna Vedanta Math, (4) Ramakrishna 

Sarada Mission, (5) VivekanandaSwasthya0 Sangha, (6) VivekanandaKendra 

etc etc. 

The purpose ofthis article isto analyse indepthwhyimportantandpowerful 

Centralandlor State Agencies fail whereas less importantNGOs can performina 

far better way. 

Tostartwith,I havementioned eight pre-requisites for successful completion 

of anysocial welfare programme. 

Discussion of Pre-Requisites 

Let us discuss them pointby point 

(i) Sincere identification of the problem: 

Before launching any social welfare project planners and the anticipated 

beneficiaries shouldsit together and discuss the problemopenly withoutanycaste

colour-religion or political distinction. Manyprojects fail becauseofbiasonthisside 

or that side. Todefine a problem, identification ofthe beneficiaries isthe mostcrucial 

part ofany project. Onceit ischalked out impartially withoutanypreferential biasto . 

anyfactor, the project willbe a good starter. 

In thiscontext, the great nalionalleaderand Herbinger of a new era, Swami 

Vivekananda raised a few questions to the planners: (1) Does the problem make 

you deeplyabsorbed? (2) Does it painyou so muchthat you can't sleep at night? 

(3) Doyou sincerely believe that whateveryouhavethoughtaboutwillbe beneficial 

to thesector ofthe peopleyouhaveearmarked. Thefirst two factorsare important 

for identification ofthe individuals to beinvolved inplanning. Thethirdfactorneeds 

experiences, far-sight andwisdom. Screening throughthesethree factorsmakesan 

individual fit for the stageof planning. 
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(2) Honest assessment of its dimension: 

Oncetheproblemhas beenidentified, thenextimportant is: whatistheextent 

ofthegeographical areaor thepopulation affected bytheproblem? Ifit isa problem 

oflocation ofpotablewater reserve, then it is surely geological and geographical 

and hence the area is to be delineated for the pupose. Ifit is a problemrelated to 

poverty, howmany persons areaffected isto be estimated. Thereis a needfor fund 

andpopulation match, i.e., to saywhatis the fund available andhow many people 

canbebenefitted out ofit. 

(3) Objective solutions: 

Emotional and I or subjective solutions to anyproblemhardlycan hit the 

target. Theprojectof GRandTR cannoteventouchthefringe areaofthe problem 

ofalleviation ofpoverty. Theygiveonlyveryverytemporaryreliefandthe entire 

fund thusspentgoes waste. Swami Vivekananda once commented that evenifthe 

entireasset ofthe wealthiestmanin theworld is spentto remove povertyfrom a 

village, it cando it for a week or a monthbut neverpermanently unless the planis 

-designed to makethemselfdependent. Anyshort-term help isaninsult to humanity, 

unless it cangenerate self-confidence intheman. Thisistrueforacountry likeIndia. 

ManyNGOsdistribute newclothes to thepoorchildren onreligious occasions and 

makeashowoftheircharity. Every yeartheygoondoing it involving even increasing 

fundand perpetuatingthe annual ceremony ofclothdistribution. In steadofthat, 

another NGOtaughtwomenfolk inavillage theartofcutting andsewing. Nextyear 

it allocated fewmetresofclothto every family. Onthethirdyearnota single penny 

hadto be spentfor that village. Theystartedearning bystiching others' clothesin 

theirlocality andadjacentto it. Doesit not appearto be a better proposition? 

(4) Plans Execution: 

Plansexecution isverydelicate. It should not hurtself-respect of anyperson. 

Toservemankind is to serveGod. Therefore it mustbe performed withgreatcare, 

respect anddevotion. Executors' hands should touchtheheartofthe people served. 
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At this pointexecutors should be selected on the basisoftheir socialcommitment 

and lovefor the grass root levelofpeople. OneNGO in North Calcutta opened a 

FreeTuitorial Class ina slum area. Many students startedcoming andgood teachers 

alsovolunteered their servicefor them. After a couple of months, 1observedthat 

the studentswere not coming anymore. It struckme: good teacherswere teaching, 

stillstudentswere not coming. On enquiry, it wasfound that one student has been 

ridiculed on the way by one ofhis friends because he is attending a free tutorial 

class. Theword "Free" hurts them. Wehadto reintroduce the classat a nominal fee 

ofRs. 20/-perstudent. Thecollected sumwasspentto provide them exercise books, 

whicharenow-a-days verycostly. Assoonas a nominal feehasbeenlevied students 

no morefeel anyhesitation andtheparentsgladly sendtheir'Yards there. Thesociety 

is fast changing, its aspirations are to be realized sympathetically, without any 

expressionofpride or pomp on the faceofthe volunteer. This type ofproblemwe 

have nevercome across inour earlylives. 

(5) Motivation ofthe Executives: 

Unless the workers are properlymotivated, the end result will alwaysbe far 

away fromthe target. The storygoes thisway- the burdenis always imposed from 

the top And the executives pass the buckdown the line. Therefore ifno one in the 

processisfoundto be sincerely involved inthe implementation theobjective reality 

is neverachieved. Number 1 in the process ofexecution is alwaysa minister. The 

intensity of realization for the pains sufferedby the poor fixes up the scale for 

motivation. If! ampermitted to citean example, the paceand extentofland reforms 

policy oftheGovernment ofWest Bengal asachieved bythe thenminister SriBenoy 

Chaudhary could never be achieved in post-Benoy Choudhury period. For the 

successful implementation of'this policy, WestBengaldeserved appreciation,not 

only innational contextbut alsofrom international arena. Threequestionstherefore 

emergebeforethe policymakers intending to address a critical problem. 

(a) Howto identify the proper personto head andto executea programme? 

(b) How to imbibe motivation inexecution? 

(10) 
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(c) Howto assess and monitor theobjective achievement in realtime frame? 

The answerto all these queries pointto perfection of a man ; how far an 

individual ishumane! 

(6) Social Commitment or Social Indebtedness: 

Thefigure cited in thiscontext isalmost knownto every one,thatto make a 

doctor/ medical practitioner, thetaxpayers ofIndiapayaround Rs4 to 5 lacs, and 

to produce an enginner or ahighly skilled technologist, thetaxpayers spend about 

Rs3 to 4 lacs. Inexchange, themoment a doctor or anengineer appears in thefield 

of service and gets a job, he cravesfor money and moremoney. He completely 

forgetsto think about the Indians who havepaidfor hiscareer to grow. Swami 

Vivekananda rightly addressed themasthetraitors to thecountry. I strongly feel it is 

nouseto blame in isolation. Inoureducation system, isthereanyhonest attempt to 

bring hometo themthiselementary truth? They aretrained byagroupofcareerists 

however talented they may be, without any value orientation. They must betaught to 

spend a reasonable length oftheirservice life to paybackthissocial debt. It will be 
I, ideal ifthroughouttheir life, they dedicate themselves (i) to repay their social gratitude 

by restraining their lofty economic aspirations, and (ii) not to try to become a 

Rockfeller or Fordin onelife. 

Thisareaneedsimmediate attention ofthe planners. Netaji Subhas Chandra 

Bosein hisPreface to "Planning for India" emphatically mentioned that in thefirst 

phase of 10 years in Independent India, entire attention had to be focused on 

'CharacterBuilding' and 'Man-Making'. Thereafter everything will take careof 

itself; as the man; the mostvaluable element inthe process of development and 

progress isproperly groomed. This aspect ofthehuman problem haslostthevision 

ofthe thenpolitical leaders. I feel, still it isnot too late, letus strive hardto make 

good the lossesandgear up our education policy to imbibe a sincere feeling for 

social indebtedeness andnational integration. Downtheline after thepoIiticalleaders 

comes theroleof thecivil servants. Unless theycandiscriminate between'national 
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goal' and 'national losaand priorotise 'service' before 'self', in hue sense ofthe 

term, no bumper harvest can be expected however good the plan and programme 

may be . SwamiVivekananda J. number of times stressed the need of 'man-making' 

and' character-building' J11 national policy of education. 

(7) Monitorimpmd Supervision : 

Each programme havinga time scheduleneeds monitoring and supervision 

manily becauseoftwo reasons. Firstly, incourse ofits implementation, it em change 

itscourse at anypoint oftime. Secondly, completion or successto a pre-determined 

level in a fixed frame oftime is to be achieved. Therefore, vigilantsupervision and 

cordial monitoring pave the pathofsuccess of anyplanand programme. Sometimes, 

successful completion of a programme is found to be hindered due to either (a) 

political, or (b) socialbarriers. As for exampleinmid-daymeal programme social 

attitude isthe main stumbling block. jfthe mealiscooked bya person belongingto 

lowercaste, then the highcaste studentswill not take it. No one could apprehendof 

it. It needscareful handling ofthe situation Anycoercionon the part ofthe authority 

may defeat the very purpose ofthe scheme. Another typicalexampleis the issue of 

identification ofpeople belowthe povertyline(BPL)where political attitude of the 

ruling partysometimesposes a problem. Very cheap and parochialmentality works 

here. If a person is to be benefitted let him belong to the ruling party in order to 

broaden their base area. To me it appears on the contrary. IfidentificationofBPL 

person is irrespective ofpolitical-religious and caste bias, then the rulingparty can 

earn long lasting confidence ofthe villagers. Poverty does not enjoy any political

social or castepreference. Inanysuchpreferential treatment, reality isthefirst casualty. 

(9) Introspection and Evaluation: 

In general, it is observed that as soon as a programme is fulfilled or its 

scheduledtime isover, the entire group involved in its execution breathes a sigh of 

relief. Hardly ever a man ponders over the pros and cons of a project after its 

completion. But to me it appears that analysis ofthe failures and successofa project 

enables the planners to design future plans in a full-proof manner and plug many 
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loopholes. 

While we wereworkinginHazaribagh DroughtReliefCamp unexpected 

donation inkinds wasreceived from allovertheglobe. Very goodquality blankets, 

horlicks, garments, butter, cereals weresupplied forthemfromdifferent countries. 

A part of it was pilfered on transit fromgovt. godownto site camp. Afterthat 

whatever items areleft, theyweredistributed. Finally we observe thatbeneficiaries 

notbeing inthehabitofusingsuchcostly items sold out andwhatever money they 

could get,utilized it and came backto initial state ofdestitution. Since thenwherever 

I have worked I insisted onmedium-gradematerials sothatthebeneficiaries donot 

hesitate to usethem. Sometimes muscle power predominates, thephysically weaker 

groups areoverpowered bystronger groups and their foodgrains and clothings are 

looted. Inthiscontext, instead ofCentralisedDistribtion System, local distribution 

points aremorebeneficial to thevictims. 

BeforeI conclude, I amreminded ofa wordofcautionmadebythe patriot 

andprophet Swami Vivekananda. Heemphatically cautioned thattheentire wealth 

ofa countryifpoureddownfor the development andwelfare ofa small village, it 

can do so for a very short period oftimebut not permanently. The beneficiaries 

should realize thatthehelp or assistance isvery temporary innature; ultimately they 

areto beself-dependent and to generate their ownwealth and livelihood. Any type 

ofhelp or assistance should consistoftwo distinct components. Onecomponent is 

meantfor temporaryalleviation ofhissufferings; anothercomponent, the most 

significant component, should build up hisfuture and prompt himto be self-reliant. 

Muchemphasis andattention isto befocused onthis delicate design of any poverty 

alleviation scheme. 

6. Conclusions: 

Povertyisdeep-seated and age-old chronic disease of Indian society. In the 

post-Independence period only fringe areahasbeentouched andsuperficial patch 

up project hasbeentakenup,hugefund hasbeendiverted withoutany permanent 
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benefit. Themalaise needsdeepintrospection andwhole-hearted and sincere analysis 

of tileprobleminvolving grass root level social workers andplanners. Thisproblem 

can not not be tackledfrom ivorycastlebywhitecollared planners; it shouldinvolve 

those who lovethe country selflessly andthe dimension of the problem painsthem. 

It isa tallclaimbut without thispainful feeling nothingmeaningful can be achieved. 

Swami Vivekananda called the wealthier section of the society 'traitors', 

because accumulation of wealthmorethan a manor afamily needshas a history of 

exploitation in the background. This blood-stained wealth needs redistribution 

amongst the poorest ofthe poor. When this national feelingwill bleed the heart of 

the planner, emergingnew horizonsofTndia willbe visible to everyone. 

(14) 



Swarnajayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana Is it an 

improvement over IRDP ? 

Dilip Kumar Ghosh * 

Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP), essentially a poverty 

alleviation programme, was launched throughout all blocks of the country during the 

Sixth Five Year Plan by the Government of India. The programme was not only all 

pervasive but also comprehensive. It continued for nineteen years (1980-81 to 1998

99) without any jerk. In view of the huge dimension of poverty in the rural areas 

(according to 1977-78 estimate the percentage of population below poverty line was 

50.82 percent in the rural areas) the Sixth Five Year Plan adopted the strategy to put 

major thrust on strengthening socio-economic infrastructure of development in the 

rural areas and thereby alleviating rural poverty and reducing regional disparities. 

Before the beginning ofthe Sixth Five Year Plan, there was a number of programmes 

for improving the economic conditions of the rural poor. None of these programmes 

had coverage throughout the country. On the other hand, at the operational level there 

were the problems of multiplicity of programmes and different funding patterns. For 

avoiding all such problems and to initiate concerted efforts towards betterment of 

socio-economic conditions of the rural poor, the Sixth Five Year Plan proposed 

introduction of an integrated programme. It is relevant here to present the proposal of 

the Sixth Five Year Plan in the words of the document : 

"It is proposed that such multiplicity ofprogrammesfor the rural poor 

operated through a multiplicity of agencies should be ended and be 

replaced by one single integrated programme operative throughout 

the country. The programme will be called the Integrated Rural 

Development Programme ", 

IRDP was conceived as a strategy to assist families below the poverty line 

... Senior Research Officer, State Institute ofPanchayats and Rural Development. Kalyani, 
Nadia. 
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with productive assets provided through coupling of government subsidy and bank 

credit, technology and skills for making their economic activities viable. With the 

commencement of TRDP, all agencies were merged into a single agency, known as 

District Rural Development Agency (DRDA). The Sixth Plan emphatically indicated 

the importance of the credit institutions for success of this programme. To quote: 

"The success (~l Integrated Rural Development Programme 

will mainly hinge on the preparation of viable schemes for 

those identified for assistance and the provision (?!" investment 

credit on assured basis. While over the years there has 

undoubtedly been an impressive set-up in credit availability 

to the weaker sections. its dispersal among various strata of 

the rural poor has been extremely disparate Experience 

shows that bracketing those who have some resource (land) 

with those who have none generally tends to operate to the 

disadvantage of the fatter. It, therefore, appears necessary 

that the strategy of credit deployment should he so oriented 

as 10 equitably serve the needs (~l each category", 

In course ofreviewing the implementation ofIRDP, the Seventh Five Year 

Plan observed that working ofthe programme was by no means uniform in the 

country. The performance ofthe programme was found to be better in the relatively 

developed regions where the infrastructure was better and the beneficiaries possessed 

high awareness level. The Seventh Plan document itself mentioned that such a massive 

programme for poverty alleviation was taken up with very little preparation: 

"Many of the shortcomings of the Integrated Rural 

Development Programme would appear to stem from the 

fact that a programme of massive dimensions having a 

multiplicity(lcriticalparameters and functioning in a highly 

diverse environment, was launched 'with what can be called 

ve,y little preparation" (Vol. 11). 

For remedying the gaps in the programme, the Seventh Plan proposed to put 
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emphasis ontakingupgroup-oriented activities forthebeneficiaries though promotion 

ofcooperatives, registered societies, informal groups etc. Itwasexpected thatgroup 

activities wouldbe able to realise economies of scale fully andat the sametimeit 

would promotegroup initiative and effortsofthepoor. Unitedlytheymightgetstrength 

forbargaining. For betterutilization ofthe programme benefits, the Seventh Plan 

prescribed assistance underIRDPintheform ofmore thanoneschemelassetfora 

family. Ifnecessary the assistance should beextended to different members of the 

identified household. This change was recommended to create a capacity for 

productive absorption ofcredit among thehouseholds. 

TheEighthFiveYear Plan(1992-97) was introduced in aperiodwhenthe 

process ofliberalizationwasalready rolled intheeconomy through introduction of 

majorreforms inthe economic arena. Thechanges inthegovernment policies are 

visible through thefollowing quoted from theEighth Five Year Plandocument: 

"...theplanningandimplementation0/theruraldevelopment 

programmesmustenablegreater self-helpbythepeople and 

their participation in programmes through panchayati raj 

institutions, cooperatives andotherself-managedinstitutions. 

Thiswill mark a reduction in the dependence on thepresent 

developmentadministration/or delivery" (Vol. 11). 

However, forremoving any confusion intheminds ofpeople inthematterof 

State withdrawal fromthe ruraldevelopment, inthe sameplace, the document 

continued to say, "this should not be interpreted as a greater move towards 

privatization or leaving the rural poorto lookafterthemselves". TheEighthPlan 

assured that the State intervention should haveto continue inthe interests ofthe 

poorandvulnerable. In reviewing theperformance ofIRDp, theEighth Plannoted 

thelimited achievements ofthe programme; forexample, "thereisa perception that 

theachievements have notbeen commensurate with theresources spentonthem". 

TheEighth Planviewed IRDPnotasa programme based onsubsidy supplemented 

bybankcredit, but asa credit-based self-employment programme withanelement 
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ofsubsidy. This planalsoapprehended thatthe implementation oflRDP didnot give 

guarantee that oncea family crossedthepoverty line, thishappened forever: "even 

thosewhohavegenerated sufficient additional income to crossthe povertyline may 

relapse into the category of poor, with additions to the family, loss of assets and 

non-viability oftheactivity chosen byhim" (VolIl), TheNinth FiveYear Plan(1997

2002) alsopointedout the weaknessoflRDP where it mentionedthat "the major 

constraint intheimplementation ofJRDPhasbeensub-critical investments". Though 

the programme guidelines stressed on higher per family investment for better 

incremental capital-output ratio,yet the Ninth Plandocument madeobservations 

like this : 

'Though the average perfamily investment has been rising 

steadily in monetary terms, in real terms the increase has 

been inadequate and in some cases sub-critical due to the 

inflationary trends and the increase in the cost of assets" 

(IN. II). 

Inadequate development of infrastructure and insufficient forward and 

backward linkages andmarketfacilities remained asanareaofconcern under IRDP. 

Though the allocationunder IRD programme towards the development ofrural 

infrastructure increased from 10 percent to 20 percent in all the States and to 25 

percent in the North Eastern States, yet the expenditurewas not in tune with the 

expectations. TheNinthPlan document notedthisinfollowing words: 

.' ....... despite this enhanced provision for programme 

infrastructure under JRDP and the relaxation in sanctioning 

norms, the actual expenditure Oil irfrastructural development 

was a mere 5 percent to 7 percent of the total allocation 

under the programme at the all india level. There is therefore, 

a critical need to prepare a irfrastructuralplan at the district 

and block level and to ensure that thefunds earmarked for 

infrastructural development under JRDP are closely 
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monitored and not diverted elsewhere" (Vol. II.) 

Considering themajor lacunae intheprogramme implementation, theNinth 

Plan recommended a strategicshiftunder IRDPfrom an individual beneficiary 

approach to agroup and! orcluster approach. According to theNinth Plandocument, 

"as part ofthe group approach, the focus ofIRDP wouldbe on the formation of 

Self-help Groups". These SelfHelp Groupswould actasthecatalyst fororganizing 

the poor and in turn wouldempowerthemto be viable units in the society. The 

Mid-term Appraisal oftheNinth FiveYear Planindicated many weaknesses ofthis 

massive programme. The prominent onewasthe lackoflinkagesbetweenallied 

programmes ofIRDPlike Training ofRural YouthforSelf-Employment (TRYSEM), 

Development ofWomen andChildren inRuralAreas(DWCRA), GangaKalyan 

Yojana (GKY), Supply ofImproved Toolkitsto Rural Artisans (SITRA) and Million 

Wells Scheme (MWS). According to the document ofMid-term Appraisal of the 

Ninth FiveYearPlan, IRDPwassimply seenasascheme distribution programme. 

Forrevamping theIRDPanditsallied programmes, witheffect from 1st April, 1999, 

theGovernment ofIndialaunched Swarnajayanti GramSwarozgar Yojana (SGSY) 

replacing allself-employment programmes ofthe Ministry ofRuralDevelopment. 

Strategically, SGSY is different from the earlier programmes of self

employment. This programme is conceived as a holistic programme of self

employment covering all aspectslikeorganization of the ruralpoor intoselfhelp 

groups, theircapacity building, provision oftraining, planning ofactivity clusters, 

building ofinfrastructure andmarketing and technology support. Twokeyaspects 

ofSGSY areactivity clusters andthegroupapproach. Like IRDP, SGSYisalsoa 

credit-cum-subsidy programme wherecredit is marked as the critical component 

andsubsidy is madethe minorand enabling element. In IRDP, both subsidy and 

creditwere critical components andtherewas strong linkage betweentwo, i.e. 

subsidy could notbedisbursed without therelease ofmatching credit from thebanks. 

Accordingly, SGSYenvisages greater involvement ofthebanks forimplementation 

ofthe programme. Through SGSYattemptsare beingmadeto establish a large 
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number ofmicro-enterprises inthe rural areas. Theseareto be built uponthe potential 

of the ruralpoor. In establishing the micro-enterprises, the emphasis under SGSY is 

on the cluster approach. The guidelinesmake followingprovisions regarding the 

selection ofactivities for such clusterformation : 

" ....... about JOkey activities wil! he identifiedfor each block 

based on the resources, occupational skills ofthe people and 

availability of markets. However. focus should be on 4-5 

activities which are identified for training and micro

enterprises development in a cluster approachfor a larger 

number ofgroups. Selection ofkey activities will he with the 

approval (if the Panchayat Santitis at the block level and the 

DRDAI Zilla Parishad at the district level. The major share 

ofSCSI' assistance will he ill activity clusters ". 

LikeIRDP, in SGSY also there isa provision for infrastructuredevelopment 

inthe ruralareaswhere20 percentofannual allocation (25 percent incaseofNorth

easternStates)is kept apart for thispurpose. Thisfund isto be maintained at DRDA 

level as 'SGSY-lnfrastructure Fund'. Similarly, for skill development also SGSY 

guidelinesmake necessary provision. This is likeTRYSEM component oflRDP. 

DRDA is entitled to meet all expenses for both Basic Orientation and Skill 

Development Training out ofSGSY-Training Fund. Tn SGSY guidelines it hasbeen 

specially mentioned that in cases where the swarozgaris (beneficiariesofSGSY) 

possess the required skills they maybe put through a basicorientation programme 

after the loans are sanctioned by the banks. This training is mandatory. Skill 

Development trainingisfor the identified activities. Under SGSY, individuals also 

can get the benefits. For safeguarding the interests of the weaker sections, the 

programme guidelines specify thatthe scheduled castes! scheduled tribeswill account 

for a minimum of50 percent ofindividual swarozgaris, women willaccount for a 

minimum of40 percent ofthe total beneficiaries and the disabled shouldbe at least 

3 percent ofthe total beneficiaries. In case ofself-help groups, SGSY programme 
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guidelines reiterate that all out efforts will bemadeto involve all members ineach 

SHG. Inaddition, exclusive womengroups also have to beformed. Theunderlying 

logic forwomenbenefits inthisprogramme is: 

"Ourexperience in thepast hasshownthatSelfHelp Groups 

ofwomenhavebeenmoresuccessfulandsustainable. Further, 

women are better carriersofdevelopment. Therefore, effort 

should be to organize largenumber ofSHGs exclusively of 

women" (SGSY GUidelines). 

Withthisbackground, the presentstudyhasbeentaken up to explore the 

areas where SGSY brings inimprovementovertheerstwhile IRDP. SGSY basically 

isdesigned byincluding many features ofIRDPand itsallied programmes. InIRDP 

also therewas a programme based ongroupapproach - Development ofWomen 

and ChildrenintheRural Areas (DWCRA). DWCRA, however, wassolely restricted 

to women; whereas in SGSY; theremay beSHGs withmen. It isexpected that in 

SGSY; shortcomings ofIRDP will becovered upwithbetterimplementation. The 

indicators adopted inthis study for comparing these twoprogrammes are(i)utilization 

of available funds, (ii) perfamily investment and(iii) expenditure on training! skill 

development, etc. 

Thepresent paperisstructured infollowing manner: 

Section I provides a scenario of 15major Statesofthe country inrespectof 

implementation ofboththe programmes. TheStatesareAndhra Pradesh, Assam, 

Bihar, Gujarat, Haryana, Kamataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Orissa, 

Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, UttarPradesh andWest Bengal. This section will 

help to get an all-India pictureof implementation ofIRD programme. SectionII 

presents the caseofWestBengal. InWestBengal, all programmes ofMinistry of 

Rural Development areadministered bytheDepartment ofPanchayats andRural 

Development, Govt. ofWest Bengal and are implemented through active involvement 

ofthe panchayat bodies at district, block and village levels. Thus, the onusfor any 

achievement positive or negative, lies on the panchayats at the appropriatetier. 
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SectionIII triesto anaJyse the inherent limitations of SGSY for whichits progressis 

beingimpeded inmost ofthe districtsof WestBengal. For example, low recovery 

ofiRDP itselfbecomes a problemfor credit linkage10 SGSY 

Section I 

For the present purpose we consider the State-wise details of lRDP and 

allied programmes for the period] 992-93 to 1998-99, This period comprises the 

whole of the Eighth Five YearPlan (1992-97) and the first two years ofthe Ninth 

Five Year Plan (1997-2002)" For SGSY, we consider the period J999-2000 to 

2003-2004 for State details. Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP) 

was designed in such a way that it would promote self-employment ventures in a 

varietyofactivities in the rural sector. Evaluation studies indicate its strong bias 

towards animal husbandry schemes, moreparticularly milch cattle.The similar bias 

prevailed duringthe Seventh Plan periodalso. The EightFive YearPlandocument 

gave a sectoral composition ofail the schemes provided under IRDP during the 

Seventh Plan: "44 percentwere inthe primary sector, 18.5 percent inthe secondary 

sector and 37.5 percent in the tertiary sector" This indicatesthe preference ofthe 

beneficiaries for such schemes in which they have their own experiences and 

knowledge. IRDP as such could not bring in any new dimension to the rural 

occupationalstructure. In reviewing theprogress ofIRDP, during the Eighth Five 

Year Plan, the Ninth Plan pointed out that out of total allocation ofRs. 5048.29 

crores during the five years, Rs. 4874.70 crares could be spent - in percentage, 

96.56 percent. During the first two years ofthe Ninth Five YearPJan, out of total 

allocation ofRs. 2589.79 crores, Rs. 2270.43 crores was the expenditure _. in 

percentage, 87.67 percentoftotal allocation. In table I, major State-wise proportions 

ofexpenditure vis-a-vis totalallocation aregiven to visualize theextentofexpenditure 

by the States over the total period ofthe Eighth Five Year Plan and the first two 

years ofthe NinthPlan. There were variationsamong the States. In all the States, 

District Rural Development Agency had the responsibility to implement the 
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programmes. The extentofexpenditure reflects the efficiency of these agencies. 

Regardingthe protection of the interests ofthe marginalized sections, women 

beneficiaries intheprogrammewerealways less thanthetarget. For example, during 

the first two years of the NinthPlan, i.e., the last two years of the programme 

womenassistance wasto theextent005 percent of totalassisted whenthe target 

coveragewas 40 percent. 

Table l(a) : Progress of Expenditure in mDP 

States 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997·9S 1998-9~ Average 

for the 

period 

Rank 

Andhra Pradesh 93.50 87.70 94.89 89.05 106.17 90.58 101.08 94.71 6 

fissan 87.13 100.45 56.52 73.33 113.62 81.82 25.89 76.96 11 

Bihar 70.53 87.24 47.95 62.59 57.78 60.86 62.82 64.25 14 

Gujarat 102.58 113.86 102.40 97.75 94.55 81.61 99.89 98.95 2 

Haryana 92.33 100.46 76.40 86.49 144.78 75.87 107.99 97.76 3 

Kamalaka 85.29 72.12 66.93 67.04 80.18 73.79 62.19 72.50 13 

Kerala 89.72 84.56 89.39 77.17 110.65 85.50 86.53 89.07 7 

Madhya Pradesh 96.09 90.65 94.71 82.39 102.20 115.64 96.56 96.89 5 

Maharashtra 96.66 76.66 72.12 88.06 96.95 87.61 90.12 86.88 9 

Orissa 82.95 88.94 76.27 80.64 100.00 92.09 99.94 88.69 8 

PunjctJ 88.60 115.44 95.26 157.60 101.51 75.75 105.38 105.65 1 

Rajasthan 72.98 73.47 77.90 86.18 71.46 72.23 78.50 76.10 12 

Tamil NactJ 97.20 94.80 84.67 103.70 79.13 110.08 108.70 96.90 4 

Uttar Pradesh 89.86 82.18 85.54 71.54 81.64 82.16 76.38 81.33 10 

West Bengal 93.56 43.87 50.33 54.79 51.54 45.09 44.18 54.76 15 

All India 87.46 83.17 75.57 76.70 81.50 80.60 78.20 80.46 . 

Source: 

Note 

BasicRural Statistics. 

(I) Allfigures except Rank areinpercentage. 

(Ii) Erstwhile Bihar, Madhya PradeshandUttar Pradeshare takenas 

the stateswerenot bifurcated then. 
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From table 1it can be seenthat the progressof expenditureremained low in 

the Stateswhere below poverty linepersonswere more in number. For example, 

according to the poverty estimates of 1993-94, the BPL persons were 450.86 

lakhs in Bihar, 94.681akhs in Rajasthan, 496,17lakhs in Uttar Pradesh, 209.90 

lakhs in West Bengal and 140,90 lakhs in Orissa, Together they were 1392.51 

lakhsout of the total of2440,31 lakhs inthe country as a whole - in percentage 

termsthiswas 57.06 percent. In the Stateslike Punjab, GujaratandHaryana where 

therewerelessnumber ofpoorandbetterinfrastructure facilities, expenditure ofthe 

total available funds was quite high, This is a dichotomy of the country's most 

comprehensive povertyalleviation programme, InWest Bengal,implementation of 

lRDP and its allied programmeswas vestedon the panchayatsat the appropriate 

tier. TheSabhadhipati ofthe Zilla Parishadwasmade thechairperson ofthe Governing 

Body ofDRDA, the Sabhapati at the block panchayat (Panchayat Samiti) was 

giventhe authorityto sanction IRDP casesafterthe identification was donebythe 

gram panchayats. In all stages, fromidentification ofbeneficiaries to selectionof 

schemes and disbursement ofloans and subsidies, the panchayats were involved in 

the processof implementation ofIRDP. Inspiteof all these, the expenditure vis-a

vistotal available funds remained at a low level, 

Like IRDP, implementationofSGSY is also the responsibilityofDRDA, 

where the involvementofthe panchayatiraj institutions (in particular, the gram 

panchayatsand panchayat samitis), the banks, the linedepartments and the non

governmental organisations (NGOs) arevery specifically mentioned in theguidelines, 

The involvement ofNGOs is a new dimension in SGSY - it was not that much 

clearly spelt out in IRDP. The guidelines ofSGSY published byMinistry of Rural 

Development delineate the role of different agencies in implementation of the 

programme: 

"The DRDAsare expected to coordinate the implementation 

of the programme. In particular their role will be critical in 

organization (~f the Self Help Groups and their capacity 
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building as wellas in termsofcoordinationwith the technical 

institutions for technology and training, the banks for 

planning and credit mobilization, the line departments for 

infrastructure and technical follow up as well as in 

coordinating the marketing activities". 

In spite of such elaborate arrangements for implementation of this self

employment programme, the expenditure progress till nowdoesnot improve very 

muchin comparisonwith the trend ofIRDP. The Annual Report for the period 

2003-2004 of theMinistry ofRural Development, Govt. ofIndiashowsthat inthe 

first yearofimplementation of theprogramme, itbecame possible to utilize 48.92 

percent of the total available funds: In the subsequent years the figures were as 

follows; it was 69.52 percentin2000-200I, 74.67 percentin 2001-2002, 78.18 

percent in 2002-2003 and 87.95 percentin 2003-2004. Let us now present in 

table 1(b)the State-wiseprogressofexpenditure in SGSYduring 1999-2000 to 

2003-2004. 

Table l(b) : Progress of Expenditure in SGSY 

States 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 Average for Rank 

the period 

Andhra Pradesh 91.18 111.17 99.12 101.81 99.98 100.65 2 

~ 58.23 93.77 65.16 64.64 82.05 72.77 12 

Bihar 31.65 58.64 63.60 71.42 75.48 60.16 13 

Gujarat 54.77 90.71 104.96 96.71 101.61 89.75 7 

Haryana 77.95 118.72 98.93 100.46 99.77 99.17 3 

Kamataka 49.99 58.62 81.61 90.12 102.83 76.63 11 

Kerala 58.09 102.84 92.49 98.06 96.55 89.60 8 

Madhya Pradesh 57.75 106.85 97.52 101.78 96.42 92.06 6 

Maharashtra 64.84 82.05 90.03 85.94 95.59 83.69 9 

Qrtssa 55.74 94.18 106.10 101.43 110.49 93.56 5 
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Punjab 76.67 131.99 98.69 98.17 98.88 100.88 

Rajastilan 69.68 77.25 89.94 75.81 75.74 77.68 10 

Tamil Nadu 100.76 118.84 101.56 67.37 97.87 97.28 4 

Uttar Pradesh 19.76 57.12 60.23 66,67 78.73 56.50 14 

West Bengal 36.01 14.23 27.24 55.70 64.39 39.51 15 

All India 50.31 73.40 74.66 78.14 87.95 72.89 

Source : Basic Rural Statistics for the years 1999-2000 and 2000-2001, 

AnnualReports ofMORD, Govt. ofIndia for the remaining threeyears. 

Note (i) Erstwhile Bihar, MadhyaPradesh andUttar Pradeshare presented 

inthetablemaking adjustment withtherespective newly constituted 

states. 

(ii) All figures, exceptRankshowspercentage ofexpenditure vis-a-vis 

total available funds 

From tables 1(a) and l(b) it can be easilynoticed that the proportion of 

expenditure in relation to the total available funds was reduced incase of SGSY. 

The maincausefor such declineseemsto be the procedures ofimplementation of 

SGSY. In lRDP it was quite simple. After sanction of the loans by banks, they 

immediately disbursed thewhole amountdebiting thecorrespondingsubsidyfrom 

the account ofDRDA maintained at the link branch of the concerned banks. In 

SGSY, thrust ismore on group activities and formation of self-help groups. These 

SHGshaveto go throughvariousstagesofevolution beforeestablishing linkswith 

thebanks. Theguidelines ofSGSY mention fourstages, viz. group formation, group 

stabilization, micro finance andmicro enterprise development. Fromthe micro finance 

stage, involvement of the bankscommences. Generally, a SHG consistsof 10 to 20 

persons where focus is more on women selfhelpgroups. The point of departure 

regarding selection ofthe beneficiaries foraSHGisthatSGSYguidelines incorporate 

thescope forinclusion offamilies living marginally above thepoverty line. Therelevant 

provision isas follows: 
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"Generally all members oj the group should belong to 

jamilies below the poverty line. However, if necessary, a 

maximum oj20% andin exceptional cases, where essentially 

required, up to a maximum of30% ofthe members in a group 

may be taken from families marginally above the poverty 

line living contiguously with BPL families and if they are 

acceptable to the BPL members of the group". 

Selfhelpgroup formation isa timetaking event, because the essentials like 

social mobilization andcommunity organization involve process-oriented approach 

where many dichotomies have to be subsumed before group consolidation. 

Therefore, SHG formation cannot be equated with target-oriented approach. 

Approximately sixmonths or more times may be required before agrouppasses the 

firstgrading test. Allthese depend uponthe literacy andawareness levels ofthe 

group members andtheir socio-economic background. The gradingexercise is 

normally undertaken byDRDAs with thehelp ofindependent agencies. Forthis it is 

alsonecessary to build up capacity ofthe DRDApersonnel for conducting such 

exercises. This aspect isnotproperly cared. In mostofthe cases longtimehasbeen 

takenfor completing the process ofgrading. Asa consequence, hugeamounts of 

available funds remain unspent. 

Next point ofdiscussion is the per family availability ofbank creditunder 

IRDPandSGSY In boththe programmes, investment on the schemes comprises 

government subsidy andbankcredit, whereinstitutional finance bearsthe major 

component. In IRDP, the patternof subsidy was25 percentof the projectcost in 

caseofsmall fanners, 33 1/3 percentformarginal farmers, agricultural labourers, 

ruralartisansetc., 50percentfor SCsiSTsand physically handicapped persons. 

There was monetary ceiling in each case. For plain areas it was Rs. 4000/-, for 

DPAPI DDPareas the limit wasRs. 50001-, incaseofSCsiSTs thelimit ofsubsidy 

availability wasRs. 60001- while forthegroup activities involving atleast 5persons, 

the ceiling of subsidy admissibility wasfixed at Rs. 1.251akh or 50 percentof the 
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projectcost,whichever was less. Thesubsidy patternin SGSYslightly differs from 

IRDP. UnderSGSYsubsidy isuniform at30 percentof the projectcost, subject to 

a maximum limit ofRs. 75001- only. In respect ofSCsi STsand disabledpersons 

thesubsidy component is50 percent ofthe projectcost, subject to monetaryceiling 

ofRs. 10,0001- only. For self-help groups, SGSY guidelines make provisionsfor 

subsidy of 50 percent project cost subject to per capitasubsidyofRs. 10,0001- or 

Rs. 1.25 lakhswhichever isless. However, nomonetary limit isprescribed forirrigation 

sector schemes. The subsidy admissibility and the monetary limit for different 

categories ofbeneficiaries clearly explain themajorshareofthe financial institutions 

intotalprojectcost.For thisreason, we calculate separately per family mobilization 

of credit in both the programmes. Thiscalculation(table 2a) will helpus explain 

whethercreditflowis adequateor not. 

Table 2(a) : Per Family Credit Availability ( in Rupees) in IRDP 

States 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996·97 1997-98 1998-99 Average for Rank 

the period 

Andhra Pradesh 4048 3938 6534 10856 8013 9605 10115 7594 11 

Assam 4182 4554 5692 7497 7043 7805 8337 6451 15 

Bihar 4092 4454 4841 9601 8879 10617 13631 8016 10 

Gujarat 345'{ 4858 5512 8790 9134 11646 12593 8041 9 

Haryana 4571 5348 7307 8364 12927 15217 16707 10063 5 

I<amataka 4116 4527 5342 7479 5728 9738 10359 7184 12 

Kerala 4455 4927 8612 11034 13413 15581 16587 10658 4 

Madhya Pradesh 5316 5541 6475 8029 11684 15235 15716 9721 6 

Maharashtra 4904 5466 6494 3006 10846 12758 14794 9038 7 

Orissa 3732 3887 4944 8968 9588 13560 13512 8313 8 

Punjab 6024 6498 8244 19260 15020 14797 15902 12249 2 

Rajasthan 4449 4899 6618 9224 18666 21767 24324 12849 1 

Tamil Nadu 4185 4681 5837 8005 7343 8023 9921 6856 13 

Uttar Pradesh 7475 9568 10120 12622 12894 13441 1364.') 11395 3 

West Bengal 5002 5104 5047 7395 7756 8154 9110 6795 14 

All India 5012 5548 6547 9411 10236 11699 13079 8790 

Sonrce Basic Rural Statistics.
 

Nole (i) All figurersexcept rankare inRupees.
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From table 2(a)itcanbeseenthattheperfamily availability ofcredit increased 

gradually. But thisincrease wasinmonetary tenus. Dueto inflationary trends, the 

realincrease ofavailability of creditwouldbe less. In addition, therewas certain 

increase incost ofthe assets. Forlowmobilization ofcredit for the IRDP assisted 

families, banks hadgenuine reasons fornotmeeting thefull creditrequirements of 

thebeneficiaries. Thereasons "include poorrecovery ofIRDP loans, lack ofadequate 

rural banking infrastructure incertain areas andtheweakfinancial performance of 

Regional Rural Banks andCooperative Banks"(NinthFive Year Plan, Vol. II). The 

observation oftheNinth Plan Mid-tennAppraisal regarding lowinvestment isworth 

quoting here: 

"Theaverage investmentperfamily remainedat sub-critical 

levels, inadequate togenerate incomeofRs. 2000perfamily 

per month as the programmes had set out to do. Such 

investment at thebeginning oftheEighthPlanwasRs. 7889. 

Even the investmentat the beginning of the Ninth Plan of 

Rs. 16,753 wasnot muchhigherin real terms. Such lawper 

family investment in theface ofinflationary trends andrising 

costofassetscannotfinance viableprojectstoofferadequate 

incomeson sustainedbasis". 

Theirony oftheprogramme wasthatthese inherently unviable projects financed by 

coupling bankcreditandgovernment subsidy weredelivered to the persons who 

hadveryloweducational attainment or noliteracy skillandhadverylittle working 

skill or no skill for managing such assets. Asa consequence lossofassetwashuge 

intheprogramme. EvenifabeneficiaIywho retained theassets, theincomegeneration 

wasnotadequate to crossthepoverty line onlasting basis. TheExpert Committee 

on IRDPconstituted byReserve BankofIndiaonthe 29th September, 1993 also 

held under-financing responsible fordismal affairs oftheprogramme: 

"....... large scale underfinancing ofIRDP beneficiaries in 

the initialyears ofprogramme hasresultedin sub-optimal 
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utilization ofassets and inadequate income generation which, 

in turn, had an adverse impact all the quality of lending in 

general and on recovery in particular ". 

Like IRDp, SGSYisalso a credit-linked scheme. Thesizeanaanfor a project 

depends onthenatureoftheprojects where loanisalways acomposite loaninvolving 

both the working capital and the fixed capital. The guidelines ofSGSY accord 

certain discretion to the bank branches inrespect of selection ofthe beneficiaries for 

thisprogramme. It isexpectedinthe guidelines that thebankersshould"associate 

themselves intheentire gamutof activities". Theguidelines urgeforadequate flow of 

bankcredit for requisite incomegenerationfor the poor families. No ceiling for 

investment isfixed inthe programme guidelines. The purposeis to mobilize credit 

throughproperassessment of the swarozgaris' needs andviability ofthe scheme. In 

table2(b)we calculate the per family creditmobilisation in SGSY 

Table 2(b) : Per Camily Credit Availability in SGSY (in Rupees) 

States 1999·2000 2000-01 2001·02 2002·03 2003·04 Average for Rank 

the period 

Andhra Pradesh 5678 9300 7760 10398 11303 8888 13 

Assem 4984 6277 11546 6904 10108 7964 15 
Bihar 10187 10532 9846 13279 11370 11043 11 
Gujarat 11445 13007 13921 14383 15299 13611 S 

Haryana 17294 22481 22201 20162 20833 20594 2 
Kamataka 17540 18850 15267 17036 15025 16744 6 

Kerala 16980 15854 14467 14714 12545 14912 8 

Madhya Pradesh 9685 16181 20212 19641 21163 17376 5 

Maharashtra 17505 19747 18560 17092 16425 17866 4 
Orissa 12618 14313 13350 14080 13137 13499 10 

Punjab 13456 21727 21859 20669 21759 19894 3 
Rajasthan 17925 27899 29086 28586 27833 26266 1 

Tamil Nadu 11271 9876 7539 5699 6759 8229 14 

Uttar Pradesh 16830 13678 14639 15808 14494 15089 7 

West Bengal 8068 3595 11742 14281 12913 10120 12 
All India 11312 14027 13560 14333 14702 13587 
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Source: Basic Rural Statistics for the years 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 and 

AnnualReports ofMORD, Govt. ofIndiafor the remaining years. 

Note (i) Per family bank credit = Total credit mobilisation 
No. offamilies assisted 

(ii) All figurers except rankarein rupees. 

Comparing withIRDP, SGSY hasbetterscope formobilising more money in 

favour ofthe poor throughhigherinvestment. Inthisprogramme major part ofthe 

available fund (takingintoaccountboththe subsidy andcredit)goes to SHGs. A 

SHGcanget maximum subsidy ofRs. 1.25Iakh. Against this, average creditflow 

shouldbe minimum Rs. 2.50 lakhs. But in 2002-03 and2003-04, subsidy-credit 

ratioiswellbelow2 - it is 1.95 in2002-03 and1.84 in2003-04. Thisindicates that 

credit flow is not in proportion to the subsidies released by ORDAs. As a 

consequence, theinvestment perbeneficiary remains ata lowlevel. Thesize ofloan 

for aprojectdepends on thenature ofproject wheretheloancomponent comprises 

both fixed andworkingcapital. Thebeneficiaries ofthe programme ingeneral do 

not opt for anynon-traditional project. Theyhavestrongpreference for primary 

sector- in2002-03, of totalbeneficiaries, 63.83 percentoptedfor primary sector 

schemes, 19.60 percent forsecondary sector schemes comprising village industries, 

handicrafts, handlooms etc.and 16.57 percent accepted tertiary sectorschemes. In 

2003-04, the shareofthe primary sectorschemes increased to 66.11 percent, the 

shareof secondary sectorrose to 21.06 percentandthat oftertiarysector decline 

to 12.83 percent.Thisis mainly dueto lack ofentrepreneurial ability amongthe 

beneficiaries. Poor people need theimmediate income generation andpreferthose 

schemes only forwhich they have before-hand knowledge. They tryto avoid further 

riskinthepathto income generation. 

Thefocus of SGSY isondevelopment ofactivity clusters, withemphasis on 

keyactivities as identified at the block level. Thisisapplicable bothin thecasesof 

individual swarozgaries and the self-help groups. The activity clusters indicate 
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geographical clusters covering neighbouring villageswithin a reasonable radius. 

Reserve Bank ofIndia's circulars for this programme, however, put a caution on 

identification ofactivityclusters. The messageruns likethis: "care should however 

be taken that the market is either readilyavailable or there is a potential for market 

creationfor the products", The District SGSYCommitteeformedineachand every 

districtofthe country are mainly responsible for identifying the activityclustersand 

to select about 10 activities per block where major focus would go to 4-5 key 

activities. As this identificationprocess isyet to be completed, SGSY cannot take 

the shape ofa full-fledged programme ofself-employmentgeneration in the rural 

areas. Low expenditure for the training and capacity building component is an 

evidence for this proposition. In IRDP, throughthe programmeofTraining ofRural 

Youth forSelfEmployment (TRYSEM), theGovt. oflndiaandthe StateGovernments 

spenta lot of moneyforupgradation andinculcation ofnew skills for the ruralyouths 

(18-35years). The objectiveofthe programmewas that after receiving the training 

under different trades (obviouslyat thegovernment costs), the rural youths would 

be ableto undertake own self-employment ventures or at least could pursue some 

wage employment activities on sustainable basis. As per official records, the 

achievement was less than 50 percent. Forexample, in 1995-96,out oftotal youths 

trainednumbering 291450, only 141115 were settled inself-and wage employment 

(Basic Rural Statistics, 2001) - in percentage, 48.42 percent. In the year 1997

98, out ofl75034 youths trained,76655 were employedindifferent self-andwage 

employment activities - in percentage, 43.79 percent. Overall, the achievements 

are quite below the expectation. The Mid-term Appraisal ofthe Ninth Five Year 

Plan madescathingcriticism ofthis training programmeinfoUowingwords: 

"The rural youths so trained were only interested ill the 

stipends, they had not used the knowledge gained under the 

programme for furthering self-employment prospects. 

TRY.')E!'vf had a weak link with the overall strategy for self

employment in rural areas and with industrial policy. 171e 

training was not related to capacity or aptitude (~r trainees 
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nor to demandfor the respective skill. It was impossible for 

trainedruralyouthto runa selfemployment enterprise, given 

thepoor technological baseand uncer!ainty overavailability 

ofcredit". 

Like IRDp, thisprogrammeforprovidingtraining to theruralyouths continued 

fora period ofnineteen yearsandwitheffect formI"April, 1999, wasmerged with 

SGSY Inspite of all thelimitations, theprogramme wasanopportunity fortherural 

youthsto get an exposureto new skills. Failure ofthe programmewas dueto the 

failures ofthe delivery mechanism ofDRDAs.TheseAgencies were inchargeof 

implementation oftheprogramme inthedistricts. Evenwiththesefailures, DRDAs 

areagain given theresponsibility ofimplementing SGSY where training andcapacity 

building areimportant components. Norevamping oftheseagencies ismade andno 

restructuring isbrought. Thistraining component of SGSYstill remains a neglected 

issue. Very littlepercentageof total available funds is spent for this purpose.For 

example, in2002-03 only5.44percent oftotalexpenditure in SGSYwas spentfor 

training! capacitybuilding component. In 2002-03 and2003-04respectively Rs. 

4116.44lakhsand 5082.81lakhswere spentfor training andcapacitybuilding of 

swarozgaries against theaverage spending ofRs.7236.12lakhsinTRYSEM during 

1992-93 to 1998-99. Allthese indicatethat in SGSY adequate attention is not 

being givento theskill development aspects. Merging ofIRDPandallied programmes 

withSGSYultimately ledto lossofopportunity fortheruralyouths inthis area. With 

theanalysis of all India situations, letusnowpresent thecaseofWestBengal where 

expenditure inSGSYisveryless incomparison to theothermajorStatesdiscussed 

here. 

Section II 

Along withtherestofthe country, inWest Bengal also IRDPwas launched in 

allthe blockswith the beginning of SixthFiveYear Plan. The State Government 

devised suitable meansto harness all three tiersofthe panchayati raj institutions, 
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district administration andthebanking network inimplementation ofthis programme. 

All fundswere channelised through DistrictRuralDevelopmentAgencieswhich 

werealso thenodal agencies forimplementing theprogramme including itsmonitoring 

and evaluation, In DRDAs, Sabhadhipati of the Zilla Parishad was made the 

chairperson ofthe governing bodyandtheDistrict Magistrate, theVice Chairperson. 

Thegrampanchayats wereentrustedwiththe identification ofthe beneficiaries and 

sponsoringof the cases to the panchayat samitisfor sanction. At the panchayat 

samitis there was a committee comprising panchayat representatives, block 

functionaries and the bankers. Thiscommitteewas known as Block Level IRDP 

sub-committee. TheSabhapati of thepanchayat samiti was madethechairperson of 

this committee andBlockDevelopment Officer, theMember-Secretary. This Standing 

Committee wasresponsible fortheselectionofthebeneficiaries, selection ofpackage 

ofschemes for betterper family investment, resolving specific problems at theblock 

level regarding implementation ofthe programme, monitoring oftheprogramme etc. 

Even after so much preparation and laying out of well defined strategies for 

implementation oftheprogramme, a StateGovernment document (1988)recognized 

that the preparednesswas not adequateto tacklea programmeofvast magnitude 

likeIRDP: 

", .... there were considerable difficulties in the earlier years 

in the implementation oftheprogramme. The administrative 

machinery was not prepared to tackle a programme of vast 

magnitude with credit linkage. There was lack of adequate 

cooperation and responses from the credit institutions and 

the idea of carrying forward the community approach was 

not much favoured by them ". 

For assessing the progress ofIRDP inWestBengal,we considerthe period 

1992-93 to 1998-99 as we didfor the majorstatesin Section1. First,we calculate 

the proportion ofexpenditure in eachyear for everydistrict andthen compare it 

withthat inSGSYforthe period 1999-2000 to 2003-2004. Thisisdoneforviewing 
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whether rate of spending of available funds improves in course of SGSY 

implementation. Next,we calculate perfamily bankcredit mobilisation bothinIRDP 

andSGSYandtraining expenditure in SGSY. Thiswill helpusunderstand whether 

SGSYisan improvement over IRDP. Intable3(a),proportions of expenditure vis

a-vistotal available fundsaregivenfor the period 1992-93 to 1998-99. 

Table 3(a) : Progress of Expenditure in IRDP : District wise 

Districts 1992-83 1993-94 1994-95 1995-S6 1996-97 1997-98 1998-$ Average for Rank 

the period 

Burdwan 104.89 19.13 25.26 37.71 36.44 49.30 26.94 42.81 16 

Bankura 80.11 45.90 44.63 42.89 63.37 45.12 45.63 52.52 12 

Bilbhwn 94.63 112.71 75.25 60.20 61.72 53.94 40.10 71.22 

Midnapll' 85.75 33.48 51.68 68.30 78.77 49.10 49.04 59.44 7 

Howrah 106.03 26.66 32.44 35.11 5045 61.08 32.78 49.22 13 

Hooghly 107.08 58.50 59.06 50.23 41.11 43.80 32.30 56.01 10 

North 24Parganas 107.30 107.04 48.90 74.39 49.27 30.20 36.81 64.84 4 

South 24Perganas 106.79 14.59 26.29 30.94 34.54 43.26 28.77 40.74 17 

Nedia 93.75 26.79 48.79 60.25 39.57 37.55 61.28 52.57 11 

Murshidebad 88.01 70.34 43.49 38.09 50.88 69.22 51.80 58.83 8 

uttar Dinapll' 70.86 69.60 47.99 50.63 56.33 72.98 50.24 59.80 6 

Dakshin Dinapll' 74.93 35.46 72.48 68.18 79.92 85.50 40.16 65.23 3 

Maida 89.07 37.08 71.68 44.25 11.36 27.73 30.63 44.54 15 

Je~lIi 99.05 38.26 65.07 41.05 64.32 43.51 74.37 60.80 5 

Dajeeling 95.14 80.58 80.13 61.37 67.08 65.76 36.64 69.53 2 

CoochBehar 92.10 27.57 43.52 60.46 66.03 53.66 65.20 58.36 9 

Purulia 63.14 21.90 39.63 47.00 42.34 38.34 61.91 44.89 14 

west Bengal 92.58 48.50 45.93 49.18 49.37 46.85 41.72 53.16 

Source Department ofPanchayats andRural Development, Govt. ofWest Bengal. 

Note Allfigures exceptrankareinpercentage. 
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Fromtable3(a) itcanbe visualized that the rateofexpenditure ofthe available 

funds inlRDP was consistently low since 1993-94. Thismightbe dueto the change 

in mode ofreleasing subsidy- from front-end subsidyto back-end subsidy. This 

switchover was suggested by the Expert Committee on IRDP formed by RBI in 

1993 : 

"With a view to preventing the misuse ofcapital subsidy, the 

committee recommend,' switch over to a back-end subsidy 

system. Although, the ful! project cost including subsidy 

wouldbe disbursedto borrowers as loan right at the beginning 

by the banks, the real benefit (4" subsidy under this system 

would be made available to the beneficiaries only at the end" 

Due to introduction of this new systemofreleasing subsidy, the sponsoring 

agencies andthe identified families might not feel anyencouragement to get involved 

inbank loan. In the earlierfront-endsystemofreleasing subsidy, loan and subsidy 

were disbursed separately but simultaneously. 

In the backend subsidy, however, loanand subsidy were disbursed at a time, 

'which means no scope for grabbing the subsidies only. The expert committee 

underlined the weakness ofthe front-endsubsidy by sayingthat: cc•••. the present 

front-end subsidy system hascausedleakages andmalpractices besides encouraging 

beneficiaries to clandestinely dispose of assets." Theintroduction ofback-endsubsidy 

became able to check the leakages and misuse ofsubsidyand better utilisationof 

the assets / schemes delivered to the beneficiaries. This became possible as the 

subsidy amount could only be adjusted with last few loan instalments and there 

would bea lockinperiodfor subsidy. Inthe caseoffront-end subsidy, the repayment 

of bank loan immediatelyafter the disbursement was rampant - the beneficiaries 

simply grabbed thegovernment subsidy without pursuing anyselfemployment ventures 

provided underthe programme. Thesetendencies frustrated the objectives ofIRDP. 

The back-end system ofadjusting subsidy isalso adopted in SGSY. Let us see the 

extent of expenditurein SGSY (table3 b) indifferent districtsof the state. 
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Table 3 (b) :ProgressofExpenditure in SGSY: District-wise 

District 1999·2000 2000·20012001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 Average for Rank 
the period 

Burdwan 57.33 6.11 17.76 33.27 45.39 31.97 14 

Bankura 41.38 8.16 16.92 58.43 77.49 40.47 8 

Birbhum 43.32 3.92 19.17 48.14 62.36 35.38 12 

Midnapore 40.43 20.05 48.78 79.33 67.23 51.16 5 

Howrah 40.31 38.13 61.49 93.04 85.22 63.64 3 

Hooghly 23.43 6.59 28.62 59.71 65.04 36.68 9 

North 24Pgs. 39.01 3.70 23.92 69.08 77.82 42.71 7 

South 24Pgs. 43.74 23.09 15.51 80.54 83.67 49.31 6 

Nadia 22.83 3.20 24.21 60.24 63.86 34.87 13 

Murshidabad 46.88 17.29 19.32 43.50 55.28 36.45 11 

lJt1ar Dinajpur 43.30 23.62 78.53 95.85 45.41 57.34 4 

Dakshin Dinaj>ur 71.56 25.03 86.92 79.66 56.39 63.91 2 

Maida 26.99 19.07 19.76 45.62 47.39 31.77 15 

Ja~iglli 24.21 4.53 7.07 16.49 51.20 20.70 16 

Dajeeling 19.32 28.63 32.47 36.37 65.49 36.46 10 

CoochBehar 79.72 60.59 66.66 71.26 90.70 73.78 

Purulia 30.58 0.20 7.59 7.83 46.20 18.48 17 

West Bengal 34.74 14.42 27.24 55.12 63.85 39.07 

Source	 Department ofPanchayatsand Rural Development, Govt. ofWestBengal 

Note	 Allfigures exceptrankareinpercentage 

Thepercentages showproportion ofexpenditure vis-a-vis totalavailable 

funds. 

According to the guidelines of SGS"Y, expenditure in the programme in a year 

should be at least 60 percent of the available funds. Though there is no dearth of 

funds expenditure remains at a low level. This tendency persists since the days of the 
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IRDP and it becomes further low in SGSY era. The result is that the availability of 

funds from the Government of India gets reduced. To quote the relevant instruction 

from Govt. of India for realizing the loss: 

"The opening balance ill the district, i. e., aggregate (~f 

balance with DRDA should not exceed 15% ofthe district 

allocation ofthe previousyeat: In case, the opening balance 

exceeds this limit, the central share of the amount by which 

it exceeds this limit will be deducted at the time ofrelease of 
second instalment. " 

Most of the districts suffered from this cut in allocation of fund due to their low 

expenditure. This is again a failure of delivery mechanism of the programme. The 

main reason as may be ascertained through field reality is that the panchayat members' 

arc not showing much interest in this programme because of its new approach to 

generate self-employment through group formation. In JRDP a beneficiary got the 

assistance immediately after completion of the formalities. Receiving of cash or an 

asset was an immediate phenomenon where the panchayat members normally took 

initiatives with or without any interest. While in SGSY there is a grading system of 

categorizing the SHGs, 'which usually takes long time before a group can be linked 

with bank credit. 

Adequate assistance for the families below poverty line was a sine qua non for 

the success oflRDP. The general impression is that the assistance under the programme 

was 110t adequate. The mid-term appraisal of Ninth Five Year Plan elaborated this: 

.'The average investmentperfamily remained at sub critical 

levels. too inadequate to generate income of Rs. 2000 per 

family per month as the programmes hadset out to do. Such 

investment at the beginning ofthe Eighth Plan was Rs. 7,889. 

Even the investment at the beginning of the Ninth Plan of 

Rs. 16. 753 was not much higher in the real terms. Such low 

per family investment ill the/ace of inflationary trend" and 
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rising cost ofassetscan notfinance viable projects to offer 

adequate incomes on a sustainedbasis. " 

The consequence of low investment was inadequate incremental income 

generated fromtheschemes endowed, which in factdidnotenable thepoorbeneficiaries 

to cross the poverty line on a sustained basis. This frustrated the major objective of 

the IRDProgramme. IRDP, assisted families mostly hadnoothersources of occupation 

whether main or subsidiary. The indication of the Ministry of Rural Development, 

Govt. of Indiain theyear 1986-87 was that forbeing a viableunitpercapitainvestment 

shouldbe in the range ofRs. 13000 to Rs. 14000. Onlythen it would be possible to 

generate such additional income that would enable the assisted families to cross the 

povertyline in onego and on sustainable basis. The expertcommittee on IRDP set up 

byRBIin 1993 alsowas oftheviewthat 'thereisa strong caseforenlarging significantly 

the per family / enterprise investment underthe IRDP.' In table 4(a), wecalculateper 

family investment in IRDPsince 1992-93 tillthe merger oftheprogramme withSGSY. 

This calculation willalso helpus getan ideaaboutthe subsidy-eredit ratio which also 

indicates adequacy of creditavailability. 

Table 4(a) : Adequacy of investment in IRDP: West Bengal 

Year No. offamilies Bank credit Subsidy Per family investment Loan-subsidy 

assisted mobilised released (in Rupees) ratio 

1992-93 171695 8588.35 5141.20 7996 1.67:1 

1993-94 73818 3767.86 2326.00 8255 1.62:1 

1994-95 15972 lU1.07 5016.65 8187 1.61:1 

1995-96 161724 9472.64 5817.71 9454 1.63:1 

1996-97 110280 8552.94 4485.75 11823 1.91:1 

1997-98 91733 7480.25 3755.94 12248 1.99:1 

1998-99 71134 6480.70 3141.78 13527 2.06: 1 

Source; Department ofPanchayats and Rural Development, Govt. ofWest Bengal.
 

Note Figures ofbank credit mobilized, subsidy released arerupees inlakhs.
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From the table 4(a) it can be easily realized that the quantum of investment is 

not adequate for the poor families to cross the poverty barrier. This is reflected in the 

BPL survey conducted by the Department of Panchayats and Rural Development, 

GO\t. of West Bengal. According to 1997-98 survey, 44.75 percent rural families 

below poverty line as against 45,37 percent in 1993-94; in absolute number, 4918296 

families were reeling under poverty in 1997-98. The districts in the western region of 

the State, viz. Bankura, Birbhum and Purulia and the districts in the northern part of 

the State viz. Coach Behar, Jalpaiguri, Maida, Uttar Dinajpur and Dakshin Dinajpur 

accounts for 35.34 percent of total BPL families in J997-98. A question often comes 

in the mind, what then happened to sueh a colossal programme which continued for 

slightly less than two decades. Failures of the delivery mechanism, which included 

government officials, bankers and panchayat representatives in different tiers are 

very much glaring (the case of low expenditure and low investment). In spite of 

repeated instructions from the Government ofIndia for providing at least two schemes 

for a family, in West Bengal it was never complied. For example, in 1992-93, family

scheme ratio was 1:1.45, in 1993-94. l: 1.43; in 1994-95, 1:1,13; in 1995-96, 1:1.26; in 

1996-97. I: 1.28: in 1997-98, 1: 1.26 and in 1998-99,. 1:131. Low per family scheme 

also is a pointer towards low per family investment. The vicious cycle of low per 

family scheme ratio, low investment per family and low income generation was very 

strong in IRDP, The programme interventions failed to break this cycle for better 

prospects in favour of the rural poor, Let us see, how far the situation improves in 

case ofSGSY during its implementation period from 1999-2000 to 2003-2004. In table 

4tb), flov, of bank credit and subsidy in SGSY are shown to reflect their adequacy as 

to the income generation, 
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Table 4(b) : Financial Assistance inSGSY 

Year No. of Swarozgarles Total amount Amount of Investment per Loan Change in 

assisted of credit subsidy Swarozgary SUbsidy investment per 

(Rs. in lakh) (Rs. in lakh) (inRupees) ratio Swarozgary over 

theprevious 

year 

1999-2000 75977 7162.84 3463.74 13986 2.07:1 

2000-2001 6723 676.65 321.44 14846 2.10:1 6.15 % 

2001·2002 13472 1887.24 904.00 . 20718 2.08:1 39.55 % 

2002-2003 28748 4105.58 2108.46 21615 1.95:1 4.33 % 

2003-2004 27008 3487.58 210413 20704 1.65:1 ·4.21 % 

Source Department ofPanchayats and Rural Development, Govt. ofWestBengal 

Note (i)Loan-Subsidy Ratio =Total BankCreditdisbursed I Total amount 

of Subsidy given 

Comparing the tables 4(a)and 4(b)itcanbe seen thatpractically thereoccurs 

no substantial improvement underSGSY inrespect ofthe qualitative indicators like 

per family investment or loan-subsidy ratio. Anotherweak area ofSGSYis the 

organization ofskill development programmes fortheassisted individuals and self

help groups. With theabolition ofTRYSEM, therural youths ofBPLfamilies more 

or lesslost the opportunities forgettingtraining at thegovernment expenses for 

acquisition ofnew skills or upgradation of their existing skills. The progressof 

expenditure ontraining isverymuch lowinSGSYTheguidelines ofSGSYmakes 

elaborate provisions for skill upgradation of the swarozgaries. In reality, the 

achievements touchonly fringe ofthem. Intable 5,letusprovide some relevant data 

fromwhich itwill beclear thatimplementing agencies payvery little attention to this 

training aspect. SGSY guidelines provide forearmarking of 10percent ofthetotal 

allocation for training purposes andgivethisearmarked fund the name' SGSY 

training fund'. Again, itisalso specified thatthetotalexpenditureonbasic orientation 

and skill development training will not exceed Rs. 5000per trainee. This means 
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:i,ere existspermissible limit for spending Rs. 5000per personidentified for training. 

An excerpt from the guidelines of SGSY can help to understand the elaborate 

arrangements madefor providing training. 

"While developing the project profilesfor the identified key 

activities, the District SGSY committee should in consultation 

with concerned technicalpersonnel determine the Minimum 

Ski]! Reoutrement (AfSR), ill tenus ofboth the technical and 

managerial skills. Once the person or group ofpersons has 

been idemifiedfor assistance. their training needs also should 

be ascertained with reference to MSR. The assessment 

regarding technical skills may he made hy the line 

departments whiIe that ofthe managerial skills may be made 

by the banker while scrutinizing the loan application Such 

WI exercise along with the swarozgaries will help in 

identifying those who have the lvl.'j'R and therefore need only 

a basic orientation and those who needskill training. Keeping 

this ill mind two types (~f training are contemplated under 

SGSY. .. 

Basicorientationprogrammehas the objective to familiarize the beneficiaries 

ofSGSY with the programme objectivesand purposes, These programmes me of 

veryshortduration and should not normally bemorethantwo days Skill development 

trainings are longer duration trainingswheretheir allexpenditures are borne out of 

SGSY fund. The fixation ofduration cftraining programmes is left to the State 

Government Thishasbeendone for maintaining uniformity in allthe districts and to 

maketraining duration activity specific. 
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Table5 : Progress ofSkill Development in SGSY 

Year No. of Total Expenditure Percentage Pertrainee 

Swarozgaries training in training of expenditure 

trained fund (Rs. in fund (Rs. in expenditure (inrupees) 
Iakhs) lakhs) 

1999-2000 8569 1015.58 184.38 18.15 2151.70 

2000·2001 3843 579.59 19.92 3.44 518.34 

2001·2002 109364 520.01 158.79 30.53 145.19 

2002·2003 182355 520.01 176.50 33.94 96.60 

2003-2004 99690 718.40 479.66 66.77 481.15 

Source : Department ofPanchayats& RuralDevelopment, Govt.ofWestBengal 

P . d Total no. of Swarozgaries trained 100Note : (1) ercentage traine = x 
Total no. of Swarozgaries 

..) P f di Total expenditureincurred for training 100 
Cn ercentage 0 expen iture = x 

Total training fund in SGSY 

From table 5 it can be seen that the proportion of expenditure in training vis-a

vis total training fund in SGSY is began to take off from the year 2003-2004 when it 

was above 50 percent. The expenditure per trainee is also low; because emphasis 

was placed on basic orientation programme only where duration of training would be 

maximum two days. An observation (Banerjee and Sen, 2003) from the field can 

express the reality : 

" Almost all the members are involved in small activities, 

which are mostly home-based. They are mostly continuation 

ofwhat they had been doing in the past before joining the 

group. The additional resources had helped them to expand 

their scale to some extent. But in spite of the talk about 

SGSY's training component, we saw no indication of new 

skills being introduced or oldskills being upgraded. " 
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Thisstate ofaffairs simply indicates that Swarozgariesassistedunder SGSY 

including self help groups arc boasting upon low productivity work where both 

capital andtechnological inputs are predominantly absent; evenwhen there isa little 

ofthem,theyare inrudimentary form. With thistypeofsupportto SHGsinparticular, 

it isverydifficult for themto withstand the competition ofthe markets inandoutside 

theirdistricts. £n SGSYexpenditure majorsharegoes to subsidy and revolving fund 

(around60 percent). The shareof training expenditure intotalexpenditure ofSGSY 

indifferent years continuesto below throughout the period - it was 3.26 percent in 

1999-2000, I.! 9 percent in2000-2001,5.54 percent in 2001-2002,3.30 percent 

in 2002-2003 and 9.05 percent in2003-2004. From the discussionsin this section 

it becomesclear that even ifit isprophesied that SGSY is an improved version of 

lRDP, inrealityit is not felt so far. Before conduding the paper, inthe next section 

someinherentcomplexities and inherited problemsof SGSY can be discussed. 

Section III 

The focus of SGSY is on self help groups. Many stages are there before a 

group cantake up economicactivities andbecome a micro enterprise.This itselfis 

a timeconsuming process. Inbriefthestagesare (i) social mobilisation andformation 

ofgroups, (ii) groupstabilisation through thrift andcredit activity amongst the members 

and beginning of internallending, (iii)the stage ofmicro financewhere the group 

corpus formed through own contributionofthe SHG membersare supplemented 

by the revolvingfund and linkagewith the banks and (iv) the final stage ofbeinga 

microenterprise. The guidelines ofSGSY clearlydelineatedthat the SHGs having 

more membersfrom assetlessfamilies or possessinglittleskillmaytake more time 

to passthe microfinancestage andto enter micro-enterprise stage. In the words of 

the guidelines, " suchgroups maycontinueto remain inthe microfinance stagefor a 

longerperiodoftimeand mayrequire intensive training andcapacitybuilding inputs 

to enable themto reachhigher levels of income generation." DRDAsare responsible 

for extending these inputs in time and inproper way. Ifthese are lacking then the 

progressofthe programme isboundto suffer. Development ofWomenand Child in 
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Rural Areas(DWCRA) alsoadoptedthisgroup approach for thedevelopment of 

women. In strict sensethere was no demarcation of different stages like SGSY 

beforeagroupearnseligibility to getbankloan. It is true that theareaofDWCRA 

waslimited incomparisonto SGSY; butitisalsotruethattheguidelinesofDWCRA 

were bit simplerthan those ofthe current SGSY. The ground reality is that even 

DRDApersonnel ingeneral havenot gained theexpertise ofgrading thegroupsin 

courseof theirtransition from onestageto the nextstage,not to talkofthe block 

agencies orthepanchayat functionaries. Thegroup formation and itsevolution through 

different stagesis not a spontaneous approach. It requires proper caring, support 

and constant monitoring. Any process approach requires long time before 

consolidation; therefore low expenditure in SGSY is a natural outcome of the 

programmestrategy. In IRDP, dueto its simple implementation procedures, the 

poor families had the privilege to get assetsin fairly easierway than the present 

SGSYTherewerecasesofmisutilisationofassets, grabbing ofgovernment subsidy 

throughimmediate repayment ofbankloanetc. Alltheseweredue to inadequate 

monitoring arrangements andlack ofvigilance onthepartofadministrative agencies. 

Fromthe pointofview of immediate assistance to the poor for their amelioration 

from thepoverty menaces, lRDPwasfarbetter thanthecurrent SGSYIt isexpected 

that inany povertyalleviation programme immediate assistance to thepoor should 

get the priority overallotherissues. In SGSY lessattention isgiven onthisaspect. 

Apart form SGS~ there is a numberofprogrammes catered to generate 

self-employment opportunitiesforwomenthroughselfhelp groupapproach. Some 

of themare initiated byNABARD, Rashtriya Mahila Kosh(RMK),Women and 

Child Development Departmentunderthe name of Swa-Shakti and Swayamsidha 

etc. All theseprogrammes are implemented inisolation. As a consequence itmay 

happen thatthesame group or same personcanenioy multiplebenefits from different 

programmes ofthesamenature. Only consolation isthat theseprogrammes do not 

coveralldistricts ofthe State;while SGSYis all pervasive. Building ofa database 

incorporating informationofselfhelp groupsinthe districts formed underdifferent 
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programmes canprovidesomesolution to the problem of overlapping activities and 

multiplebenefits. The DRDA may act as the nodal agency tor developing such 

database. Convergence of different plogrammes having more or less the sat,ne 

objectives is necessary for consolidating the benefits. 

Huge defaulters in IRDP create problem in identification of prospective 

beneficiaries in SGSY. A defaulter inthe eyes of the bank is no longer eligible for 

further assistance, even ifhe or she fails to cross the poverty barrier. The bankers 

are concerned morewith repayment ofthe dues, insteadofconsideringthe socio

economicsituationsunder whichthe BPLfamilies are reeling. It is desirablethat 

repayment ofbank dueswill be madeout ofthe incremental income generatedfrom 

the asset!schemedelivered underIRD programmes. Whenthe schemefailed or the 

assetbeingsold out, a poor family lost the ability to repaythe loan taken fromthe 

bank. For redressingthe miseries, banks need to consider a case by its merit. It is 

not that a willful defaulterbe assisted through a furtherdose ofassistance. Againit 

also needsto be seenthat otherwise eligible members of a BPL family must not be 

debarred fromgettingthe benefits ofSGS\' (eitherthroughindividual assistance or 

bybeing a memberofSHG) onthegroundthata member ofthat family isa defaulter 

in the records ofa bank. SGSYrequiresto incorporate thistype oftlexibility. 

Regarding monitoringsystem also, SGSYis not at all an improvementover 

lRDP. In IRDP Manual published in 1988, it was advised to initiate qualitative 

monitoringat Block!DRDA level through field visitsand physical verification of 

assets. The Manual suggested a scheduleof inspectionoffamilies by the various 

levels ofofficers ina district. Exactly similar suggestions arealso given in theguidelines 

ofSGS Y published in the year June 2003 These two are givenbelow: 
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Levels of officers IRDP SGSY 

(i) District Magistrate! 10permonth 10per month 

Chairman DRDA 

(ii) District Development 20 permonth 20per month 

Officer/ Project 

Officer DRDA 

(projectDirector, 

DRDA) 

(ill) APO(Monitoring) 40 per month 40 per month 

(Project Officer/ 

Project economist) 

(iv) SDMs 20 permonth 20 per month 

(v) BDOs 20 permonth 20 per month 

(vi) ADOs 20per month 20 per month 

In reality theseinstructions arerarely followed. WhateverwasdoneinIRDP 

wasthrough statutory meetings andthrough theproforma reportssubmitted. Field 

visits werefewandfar between. Till now, no newdimension is addedbySGSYin 

thisarea. 

Conclusion 

Ideologically, Integrated RuralDevelopment Programme wasbasedon the 

premise thatthe families living below poverty line should beassisted adequately for 

crossing thepoverty barrier onpermanentbasis. Inourcountry wheremore than 50 

percentofthe population intheruralareaswasliving below poverty line, IRDPwas 

themostappropriate intervention bytheState foralleviation ofruralpoverty. Many 

experimentations weremadewithIRDP; itsweaknesses werebroughtto the fore 

and ultimatelytheprogrammewasdiscontinued after nineteenyears ofitscontinuation. 

Thewholeapproachto the problem ofalleviation ofpovertywaschanged. In the 
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presentSGSY approach, immediate assistance cannotbeextendedto the needyas 

the whole process involvesmanystages and it passes through a long time frame. 

Self'help group approachmaybeadopted tor organizing the ruralpoor,but for their 

assistance focus shouldbe placedon more individual assistance. Thiscan expedite 

the expenditurein the programme. The samedelivery mechanism ofIRDP is there 

for implementing SGSY --it willbe natural that they carry the vices ofthe earlier 

programme. For correction, alternative mechanism through more involvement of 

non-government organizations (NG-Os) may be explored. NGOs are more 

accountable andflexible thanthe governmental structure. Theyare moresensitive to 

the causes of'the poor. It is expected that NGO-DRDAcollaborationwith greater 

involvement ofthe panchayats cangivesomecluetowards betterimplementation of 

the programme. At the end ofthe year 2003-04 in West Bengal, out oftotal self 

help groups of58752fanned sinceI" April, 1999, only2885 reachedmicrofinance 

stageand 1005havetaken up economicactivities, i.e., they havereached the stage 

ofmicro-enterprise - in percentage" 4,91 percent and 1.71 percent respectively. 

Until and unless, a group reached micro-enterprise stage and started economic 

activities theachievements ofSGSY remain limited. Forchanging thecurrent scenario 

of slow growth of the programme, it is desirable that there should exist strong 

interrelationship among the panchayats --NGO and rural development officials 

associated withtheprogramme implementation. Initially, the panchayats maybeshy 

ofNGO involvement, but that should be alleviated through mutual respect and 

understanding. In absenceof any synergic effect, the rural poor willsuffer. 
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Finance for SME Sector and State Financial Corporation : 

A Study with Special Reference to Western Part of the State 

of West Bengal 

Trinath Krishna Sinha * 

In thefifties of thelastcentury, thefinancial managers of thecountrypavedthe 

wayforsettingup StateFinancial Corporations withcertain special objectives, which 

include (a) PromotingEconomicGrowth, (b) Reducing regionalimbalances and 

(c) Widening entrepreneurial base. To achieve such objectives, the SFCs were 

designed to promote,aidandfinance tiny, small andmedium scaleindustries to start 

with at thegrassroot level andplaya crucial roleinbringing decentralized economic 

development. 

The State Financial Corporations including the West Bengal Finance 

Corpotation(WBFC)had theiruntiring andpersistentserviceto extendlong term 

loans to tiny and SSI units and allied activities during the last 50 years of their 

existence and no doubt played the most significant role in the promotion and 

development ofthe SSI sector. Today, nobody candenytherole andstatusof Small 

Scale Sector; interms ofnumber ofindustrial units(being 90%), output andturnover 

(around40%) andexport contribution (morethan 35%) this sector runs ahead of 

all other sectors. In terms ofemployment too, small scale sector is the second 

largestcontributornextto agriculture. Potentiality of further employment through 

agricultural activities isalmost exhausted andherelies the importance ofSSI sector. 

As on 3 I·tDecember2003, there were] 5.541akhregistered SSI units and 98.41 

lakh unregistered unitsmaking a total afll3 .951akh units showing5.86,3.79 and 

4.07 percentagegrowth respectively overthe previous year. Fixedinvestment was 

RS.170726 croreas against RS.162533 crore inthefinancial year2002-03 resulting 

*Managing Director, West Bengal Finance Corporation, Kolkata. 
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inproduction ofRs.351427 crore atcurrent prices and registering growth of 12.64%. 

Employment inthecorresponding period was271.361akh persons while the same 

was260.13lakhin theprevious yearimplying anincrease by4.32%. Attheendof 

2002-03, exports were ofRs.860.13 crore achieving 20.73% growth over the 

previous year. Further, as against the 6.3%growth inthe Industrial Sector as a 

whole, the SSISector hasachieved agrowthof8.02% during the year2000-01. 

During 2003-04,therateswere6.6%and11.6% respectively. Hadtherenotbeen 

consistent and ceaseless effort on the part of SFCs in the past, the Spectacular 

Performance ofSSI sectorcouldnothave beenachieved. 

TheProcessofEconomic Liberalization andFinancial Sectoral reforms were 

initiated in 1991. Priorto suchreforms, theSFCs enjoyed almost monopoly status 

inthetermlending activity butwitheasyflow offund at cheaprate ofinterest, the 

Commercial Banks andSmall Industries DevelopmentBankofIndia (SIDBI) with 

its directlending activity haveposeda seriousproblemfor the SFCsto carryon 

theirlending at a competitive rate infavour ofthe SSIunits. Eventhen, the SFCs 

played their roleveryfaithfully during the verybeginning of the currentcentury 

(Table 1). 

Table 1 Loan Sanctioned and Disbursed by SFCs 

Financial Year Loan Sanctioned Loan Disbursed 

(Rs. in crore ) (Rs. in crore) 

2001-2002 2078.6 1770.9 

2002-2003 1808.4 1488.7 

2003-2004 1545.4 1291.4 

Because ofchanges inattitude and Industrial Policy, WestBengalhasemerged 

asanimportantdestination ofinvestment. Investors consider the State, nowadays, 

asone ofthefoci ofindustrialinvestment. This hasopened uptremendous opportunity 

forindustrial finance. 
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WBFCbeingthe pivotal stateagency to aidand furtherthe industrial progress 

of thestate responded positively to the needof thehour. The Corporationduring its 

existencethrough the last 50 years hadalwaysbeen instrumentalto pave the way 

for development of entrepreneurship and ofthe underprivileged segment ofthe 

industrial economyinthe state and sanctioned Rs.1336]21akh insupport of2300 1 

industrial units. 

The Corporation has been strivingto register better performanceyear after 

year and over the last couple ofyears, it posted an encouragingtrend (Table2). 

Table 2 Amount Sanctioned, Disbursed and Employment Potial ofWBFC 

Financial Year Sanction Amount Disbursement Employment 

(Rs. inlakh) Amount Potential 

(Rs. inlakh) (Nos.) 

1999-2000 7996 5522 5574 

2000-2001 9492 6879 7068 

2001-2002 14400 9586 6702 

2002-2003 14]70 10600 5490 

2003-2004 11778 10136 6038 

2004-2005 18148 11098 6763 

Over aU the years, the thrust area of financing of the Corporation changed 

fromone group of industries to anothergroup as suited the industrial scenario ofthe 

state. Once it was coldstorage, ricemills, hotels andsimilar enterprise. As the area 

appearedto be almostsaturatedfor furtherfinancing, the Corporationhadto move 

into new areas of financing like mini steel plant, restaurants, tea processing, 

entertainment complex, healthcare, pharmaceuticals.jute-basedproducts, Haldia 

downstreamprojectsand other emerging areas likel.T., food processing industries 

viz., biscuits, bread andconfectionery itemsflourmills, printing andallied activities, 
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bio-tech-based projects andactivities etc. etc. 

With aviewto encouraging enterprise building bytheunemployed youth, the 

Govt. ofWestBengalhad launched an employment-oriented scheme- 'Bangia 

Swanirbhar Karmasansthan Prakalpa(BSKP)'. Under this Prakalpa, a sum of 

Rs.956 lakhwasdisbursed uptoMarch31,2005 and StateGovernment's matching 

grant wasto the tune ofRs. 249 lakhas against Rs. 1161akh disbursement upto 

2003-04 with StateGovernment's matching grantofRs. 471akh. 

Tofacilitate theunits which hadundertakenupgradationoftechnology under 

the 'Technology UpgradationFundScheme (TUFS)' fortextiles, theCorporation 

drewandreimbursed @ 5%p.a.interest subsidy forRs.3.50 lakhreleased bythe 

Ministry of Textiles, Government of Indiaduring the F.Y. 2004-05 asagainst Rs. 

10.311akh duringtheF.Y. 2003-04. 

TheCorporation sanctioned assistance ofRs.197 lakhto 40 units assoftloan 

bearing service charge@upto 5%p.a. and thecorresponding TermLoan sanction 

wasofRsA041akh at therangeofinterest rateof9 - 9.5%p.a. underthe National 

EquityFund Scheme (NEFS) during 2004-05 as against Rs.1571akh to 67 units 

as softloanandtermloanforRs.263 lakhunderthesaid scheme during theprevious 

Financial Year. 

Asa measure to promotetheentrepreneurs of small means, the artisans and 

the skilled ones,the StateFinancial Corporation contributed to extend assistance 

undercomposite loanscheme. SofarRs,33081akh hadbeensanctioned infavour 

of 13402units. 

Toprovide bettermedical facilities, WBFC sanctioned financial assistance to 

thetuneofRs.660 lakhforsetting up 31 Nursing Homes, Diagnostic Centres with 

modemmedical equipments during theF.Y. 2004-05 asagainst Rs. 2851akh to 14 

unitsduring the F.Y. 2003-04. 

Sectoral sanctions andportfolio-wise disbursement overall theyears during 

the last decade exceptthe F.Y. 2002-03, 2003-04& 2004-05 willrevealthat the 
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SST sector has received the larger share of the lending disbursed by West Bengal 

Financial Corporation and indeed in some of the years the percentage shares 

exceeded 80~''O Out ofthe total fund disbursal ofRs. 1200 crore , SSI sector drew 

Rs. 665 crore, which is more than 50% (Table 3). 

EY. Total Amount Total Amount Number (4) as (5) 

disbursed Number disbursed ofUnits 1% of as % 

( Rs. in lakh) of Units to the SSI in SSI (2) of(3) 

secror Sector 

(Rs. in 

lakh) 

1 2 3 4 :5 6 7 

1993-94 2292 352 1916 348 84% 98% 

1994-95 3074 443 2604 434 85% 97% 

1995-96 4787 428 2393 404 50% 94% 

1996-97 5067 533 3515 490 69% 91% 

j 997-98 7272 605 4224 579 58% 95% 

1998-99 6058 525 5925 524 98% 99% 

1999-2000 5522 525 4915 524 89% 99% 

2000-2001 6879 494 5009 477 73% 96% 

2001-2002 9586 571 6097 539 67% 94% 

2002-2003 10600 681 3215 624 30% 91% 

2003-2004 10137 513 3612 462 36% 90% 

2004-2005 11098 458 4538 404 41% 88% 

Here we are to note that the definition ofsmall industries has changed in the 

recent past and units having plant and machineries exceeding Rs. 1 crore cease to 

be small industrial units. 
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With the onset ofglobalisation andWTO regime, theobjective conditions for 

scaleof operationandtype of operation ofanindustrial unithaveassumed much 

importance. SSIisnotthesufficient ground to continue as SSIandthetime isripe 

forIndian SSlsto graduate to theSMElevel. "Small isbeautiful" butit isnotalways 

effective. Size andscale certainly addto efficiency andcompetitiveness. It's time 

forus to reorient our attitude towards the SSlsandencourage themto growto the 

status ofSMEs. 

Keeping thisswitch-over inmind asa policy prescription, the West Bengal 

Financial Corporation sanctioned Rs.24281 lakh upto 31st March 2005 and 

disbursed Rs. 18256 lakhupto 31st March 2005 towards the units engaged in 

manufacture of secondary steelproductslikespongeiron;MS Ingot,ferroalloy, 

rerolled items etc. inandaround Durgapur (Burdwan), Barjora (Bankura) andPurulia. 

Theinvestment madebytheCorporationinthis sector hasyielded satisfactory results 

intermsofemployment andoutput. 

Location ofindustry ishighly conditioned byavailability ofrawmaterials which 

aremostly agricultural produce or natural resources, skilled aswell as semi-skilled 

human resource, goodcommunication facility leading to larger andwidermarket, 

adequate infrastruetural supportincluding power, presence of entrepreneurs who 

areready to assume risk andaccept challengeandfinally theflow ofcredit. Obviously, 

sofarastheconditions areconcerned, certain areas areplaced inmoreadvantageous 

position relative to other areas andintheprocess ofindustrialization othersectoral 

development takes placein suchareas. Benefits in the formofemployment and 

advancement are reapedbythe inhabitants ofsuchlocalities. As a result, social 

infrastructure is also builtup and consequently, the concept of developed and 

underdeveloped or lessdeveloped areaor region cropsin. Continuance of regional 

disparity causessocial unrest andagitation, which ultimately tellsupon speedof 

development. Herecomes inthelogic ofbalanced andrational development andas 

a footstep, socialscientists andeconomists advocate adoptionofa policy, be it 

agricultural or industrial so that regional disparities are removed and social 

discontentment isarrested. 
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Keeping in view the above issues, SFCs were asked to design their credit 

policy taking sufficientcare ofthe need of the less developed areas. The WBFC 

has assumed the responsibility sincerely in the past and credit requirements ofthe 

lessdevelopedareas of the state havebeenlooked into positively and due attention 

has been provided to the northern part ofthe state as well as western and south 

westernpart ofthe State. 

There are 20 blocks and 3 municipalities in the district of Purulia. 83 

Commercial Bank Branches, 29 Rural Bank Branches, 3 Co-operative Bank 

Branches, 4 Land Development Bank Branches and 1Branch ofWBFC caterto 

the credit requirements ofthe districthavinga population of22, 24, 577. 

Resources ofthe districts are-

Agricultural: Paddy, 

Minerals : Stone, 

Forestry: Lac. 

Santhaldihi ThermalPower Stationislocatedin the district and it is connected 

with the outside world by Road and Railway. 

Existing Industrial activities of the district include Cement, OilSeedCrushing, 

Small Tool,Bakery, StructuralMetalProducts,Bellmetal Utensils and SpongeIron. 

Mask is one ofthe prestigious handicraft products of the district The potential 

placesfor industries ofthe districtareHura,Adra, Manbazar, Jhalda,Raghunathpur 

and Purulia. 

Duringits operational yearsin Purulia, WBFChasgranted financial assistance 

of RS.50.36 crore in support of 1553 units. In 2004-05 and during previous 4 

financial years credit disbursementof theWBFC and related features are shown in 

Table 4. 
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Table 4 Credit Disbursment and Related Features of WBFC in Purulia 

District. 

F.Y. Amount Amount Activity in No of Total Salary 

sanctioned disbursed General Employ- per annum 

(Rs. in lakh) (Rs. in lakh) ment approx, 

(No) (Rs. in lakh) 

2000-01 142.84 156.21 * Cement, Rice Mill, 164 35.69 

AttaMill, Biscuit, 

Hotel, Transport, 

Diagnostic Centre. 

2001-02 686.75 516.69 Sponge Iron, Cement, 385 76.04 

Rice Mill, AttaMill,
 

Biscuit, Hotel,
 

Transport,
 

Diagnostic Centre
 

2002-03 1356.00 1081.00 Sponge Iron, Plastic, 282 54.35 

Xerox Copying, 

Nursing Home 

2003-04 764.52 423.40 Sponge Iron, 279 . 68.88 

Hotel, Market Complex,
 

Ice-cream,
 

Dal/chiraMill,
 

Computer Centre,
 

Transport,
 

Nursing Home
 

2004-05 1028.90 176.34 Sponge Iron, RiceMill, 89 16.63 

HoteL Godown, 

Lodge, Electronics 

*includes lastyear's sanction. 
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In thelastfinancial year, asagainst 8462registered SSIunitsin the stateas a 

whole, 198SSIunitswere registered in the district ofPurulia andthe samecould 

provide employment to 1461 persons while 54,241 persons got employment benefit 

inthe State. 

District ofBankuraconsists of22 Blocks, 3Municipalities. District population 

is 28,05,065. To providebanking service, Commercial Banks,RuralBanks, Co

operativeBanks and WBFChave97 branches, 69 branches, 16 branches and 1 

branch respectively. Agricultural activities ofBankuraareconfined to cultivation of 

Paddy, Potato, vegetables andanimal resources consisting ofCow, Buffalo, Sheep, 

Goat andPig. Lacisalso available intheforestry, while mineral resources arechina 

clay, quartzand stone. 

Mejia Thermal Power Station isa newdimension in respectof infrastructure 

ofBankura. Industrial Estate at Barjora and Growth Centre at Bishnupurcan 

provide necessary supportto theentrepreneurs. Ricemill, oilseedcrushing, stone 

crushing, bakery, wheatgrinding, engineering workshop, cold storage, bellmetal, 

handloom etc. aretheprominent industrial activities ofthe district. Thedistrict does 

possess a good treasure ofhandicrafts ofthe state, viz. dokra, baluchari saree, 

stone curving, wood curving, teracotta, conchshell crafts, bamboo products, 

dasabatartas, lacproducts etc. and thereexists the scope of activities under food 

processing, jute diversified products, plastic basedproducts. Potentialplacesfor 

setting upofindustries inthedistrict areBeliatore, Barjora, Bishnupur, Sonamukhi, 

Kotulpur, Chatna, Saltora, Taldangra and Bank.ura. 

Sofar theWBFCsanctioned loanofRs. 56.90crorein favour of 1127 units., . 

Since 2000-0I tillthe end ofthe lastfinancial year, theWBFC's role inthe district 

may be studied from Table 5. 
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Table 5 : Credit Disbursment and Related Features ofWBFC in Bankura 

District 

F.Y. Amount Amount Activity in Employment 

sanctioned disbursed General (No) 

(Rs. inlakh) (Rs. inlakh) 

2000-01 200.43 175.92 Cold Storage, Dyeing 56 

and bleaching, Rice mill, 

Hotel, Bakery, Bell metal 

2001-02 344.17 401.41* Cold Storage, Flourmill, 95 

Diagonistic Centre, 

Chira mill, Transport, 

Biri, Stone crushing, 

Rice mill, Cyber cafe. 

2002-03 353.00 163.00 Cold Storage, 66 

Offset printing, 

T.V Repairing, Video 

Photography, Diagnostic 

centre, Rice mill 

2003-04 743.58 832.27 Cold storage, Dyeing, 372 

Bleaching, Rice mill, 

Nursing Home, 

Transport, Brick field, 

Sponge iron, Hotel, 

Flourmill 

2004-05 1107.35 747.49 Newspaper, Rice mill, 269 

Brick field, Sponge iron, 

Transport, Printing, 

Cold Storage, 

Baluchari saree 

* includes previous sanction. 
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In Bankura, in the last financial year, 322 SST units have been registered 

having employment scopefor 2162 persons. 

Midnapore (EastandWest) comprises vast areaspreading through54 blocks 

and 13 municipalities. Population of the area is 83,31,912. 

Agriculture isthe principal activity of the populaceof Midnapore ingeneral 

while we noticeprominent industrial activities in Haldia, Kharagapur andKolaghat 

area. Paddy, pulses, oilseeds, jute, potato, cashew and mulberry are the major 

crops ofMidnapore. Railways andwell-spread roadways do provide linkageto 

the outside world. One thermal power plant is located at Kolaghat. At present 

thereare somemajorindustrial installations like Haldia Petro Chemicals, Indian Oil 

Corporation, Haldia Port,TataMetaliks, Mint andalso traditional industrial activities 

like licemill, oilmill, coldstorage,cashewprocessing, engineering, bamboo, jute, 

paperandprinting, metalproducts, non-metallic mineral products, rubberetc. etc. 

Theareaisblessed withoneIITandDigha, Thelatterhasgot immense tourism 

potentiality. If that canbeexploited ina planned manner, employment opportunity 

can be opened up for the local people. Scope also exists over food and fruit 

processing, jute diversified products, plastic andpolymer products, engineering and 

handicrafts. 

in owning its responsibility, the WBFCduringthe last 50years responded 

positivelyto 2243 units and the financial support was to the tune ofRs. 141.98 

crore. 

Duringthe lastfive financial years, lot of carehas beentaken in sanctioning 

projectswhichare traditionalas wellas sophisticated ones. Wemayconsiderthe 

following for our analysis : 
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Table 6 : Credit Disbursment andRelated Features ofWBFC inMidnapore 

District 

F.Y. Amount Amount Activity in No of Total Salary 

sanctioned disbursed General Employ perannum 
(Rs. inlakh) (Rs. inlakh) ment approx, 

(No.) (Rs. inlakh) 

2000-01 1555.66 901.41 Hotel, Cold Storage, 

Rice Bran Refinery, 

Biscuit, RiceMill, 

Diagnostic Centre, 

Chemical, 

347 84.38 

Computer Software 

2001-02 1365.78 1128.63 Cold Storage, 

Rice Bran, 

Refinery, RiceMill, 

Diagnostic Centre, 

Brick Field, 

Plastic, Engineering, 

Hotel 

518 124.47 

2002-03 1110.00 953.00 Cold Storage, 

Rice Mill, Diagnostic 

Centre, Engineering, 

Hotel, Transport 

& Brick Field 

391 95.75 

2003-04 936.13 955.69* Cold Storage, 

Rice Mill, Diagnostic 

Centre, Engineering, 

Hotel, Transport, 

Automobiles 

419 99.60 

Service Centre 
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2004-05 1742.85 1744.37* Cold Storage, 575 139.20 

Hotel,Rice Mill,
 

Edible Oil Mill,
 

Cement
 

*	 includes previous sanctions. 

During 2004-05, in Midnapore 1298 SSI units have been registered with 

employment opportunityfor 6889 persons 

During its operational years in Burdwan, WBFC has had sanctioned 1519 

caseswithfinancial support to the tuneofRs.302.44 crore. In2004-05andprevious 

fourfinancial yearscreditdisbursement ofthe WBFCandrelated features areshown 

inTable7. 

Table 7 Credit Disbursement ofWBFC and Related Features in Burdwan 

District 

RY. Amount Amount Activity in No of Total Salary 

sanctioned disbursed General Employ- per annum 

(Rs. inlakh) (Rs. inlakh) ment approx. 

(No) (Rs. inlakh) 

2000-01 2145.43 1291.33 Cement, RiceMill, 855 239.80 

ChiraMill, Biscuit, Hotel, 

Detergent, Iron& Steel, 

Oil Mill, Engg. Cold storage. 

2001-02 6369.01 3619.03 Cement, RiceMill, 1052 296.10 

ChiraMill, Hotel, Iron 

& Steel,OilMill, 

Coldstorage, 

Weighbridge, 

XeroxMarket 

Complex, FlourMill, 

Chemical 
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2002-03 5501.00 5489.00 Cement, Rice Mill, 1176 395.39 

MarketComplex, 

Hatchery, Transport, 

Iron& Steel, 

Oil Mill 

2003-04 4411.84 3957.57 Cement, FlourMill, 795 349.59 

Iron& Steel, Transport, 

Nursing Home 

2004-05 6433.04 3514.59 Rice Mill, 315 136.77 

Automobile Servicing, 

Iron& Steel, 

Coldstorage 

Ifwe considerthecumulative lending bythe SFCinWestBengal during the 

last50yearsandthesameinthedistricts ofPurulia, Bankura & Midnapore during 

the corresponding period,the districts' respective sharecomesto 2.03%,3.54% 

and9.08%. Whereas,shareofthe developed districtBurdwanis 19.50%,i.e. 11 
5th - total lending in the districtbeingRs. 234.222crore in supportof 1755 units. 

In percentage and absolutetermsthe shareof the 3 districtsis less than those of 

Burdwan. Here itwillbe pertinent to consider anddrawa comparison of the four 

districts already referred to interms ofexisting infrastruetural facilities & somemajor 

resources vis-a-vis WBFC'scontributionto the industrial development of thefour 

districts intermsof investment during lastfive years(Table 8): 
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Table 8 : Resource and Infrastructure in Four Districts 

SI.No. Infrastructure/Resource 

Area (in square krn.) 

II Area under Forest in % 

III Net area sown in % 

r:J Net area sown per agricultural 

worker in hectare 

V Index No, ofAgricultural 

Production (Base crop 

year 1981-82=100) 

V1 No. of Registered Factories 

(In 2004) 

VII No.of workers employed daily 

( In 2004) 

VIII Number of Villages electrified 

upto Nov, ,2004 

IX Registration on the Live 

Register of Emp. 

Exchange in '000 

(upto May, 2004) 

X No. of Bank offices 

at the end ofJune, 2004 

XI Population per Bank office 

in '000 at the end of 

June, 2004 

XII Per Capita Bank 

Deposits (Rs.) at the 

end of June, 2004 

Midnapore Purulia 

14081 

9,25 

67,92 

0.38 

294,30 

298 

33753 

68481 

11736 

812,1 

483 

21 

4410 
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6259 

12,00 

54,22 

0,45 

259.04 

79 

5494 

18021 

2653 

199.2 

113 

23 

3944 

Bankura 

6822 

21.46 

50,59 

0.37 

Burdwan 

7024 

3.19 

66.78 

0.43 

213.01 226.47 

162 863 

5707 92654 

28111 

3830 

287.7 

24331 

2529 

724.4 

166 380 

20 19 

3874 9169 
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XIII Per Capita Bank 898 706 892 2022 

Advances (Rs.) at the 

end ofJune, 2004 

YJV No. ofPACCS 1656 177 391 611 

(As on 31.03.2003) 

>W Number of Members 634 128 167 380 

of PACCS (As on 

31.03.2003) in '000 

XVI Working capital 52503 3361 8019 24773 

(As on 31.03.2003) 

(Rs. inLakh) 

XVII Roadlength-Surfaced at 2033 847 1164 1939 

the end of 

March 2004, inkm. 

XVIII Roadlength-unsurfaced 56 2 22 3 

at the end ofMarch 2004, 

in km. 

XIX Loan Sanctioned by WBFC 6710 3979 2749 24860 

(Rs. in lakh) 

XX Loan Disbursed by WBFC 5683 2354 2320 17872 

(Rs. in lakh) 

XXI Loan Outstanding at WBFC 3915 1801 2219 11715 

(Rs. in lakh) 

Hence, it may not be out oflogic to infer that it is not policy directive or 

resolution butexisting industrial environment and resultant infrastructure which are 

thedriving force behind fresh investment proposal and approval. 
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It has beenworked out that in respect ofthe projects fundedby the WBFC 

intheentirestate, for eachemployment, fund requirement isto the tune ofRs. 1.45 

lakh, whereasthe sameinrespectofMidnapore comesout to be Rs. 2.13 lakh, for 

Puruliait is Rs. I. 851akhand for Bankurait is 2.551akh. 

For Midnapore, the average salary per employment varies from RS.1980 

p.m. to Rs. 2147 p.m. andthe samefor Purulia is from Rs. 1154p.m. to Rs.1914 

p.m, whereasin the samedistrict employees of spongeironunitsand cementunits 

draw on an average Rs. 2748 to Rs. 4952. Hence, we find average worker gets 

aroundRs. 2000. Suchworkers generally havea family of 1plus3 anddwellinthe 

worldoftremendous uncertainty so farascontinuance inemployment isconcerned. 

Now timehascomeforthe economists andsociologists to ponder howwelloff the 

workers in SME Sector are specially where and when the social security net is 

almost zero. 

To comeout of suchacritical situation, at leastto a reasonableextentandto 

create a favourable atmosphere for balanced economic development through 

industrializationcutting across geographical boundary, weareto considerandsuggest 

certainremedial measures specially on the part ofWBFC, whichincludeinteralia : 

(a) Opening 0." conducting entrepreneurship development centres in the 

potential areas/districts 

At present, Small Industries ServiceInstitute(SISI), Govt. ofIndia, West 

Bengal Consultancy (WEBCON) and Directorate of Cottage and Small Scale 

Industries, Govt. ofWestBengal, conductEntrepreneurship Development Camps 

on selectivetrades. Such organizationsdo not have the exposure in the fields of 

credit lending, implementation of projectsand revival of sickunits directly, where 

liesthe cuttingedge in favourofWBFC. 

Accordingly, ifWBFC takes up conductingentrepreneurshipdevelopment 

centrewe will marchforward positively at leastto someextenttowardssettingup of 

enterprises bya group of selective entrepreneurs. 
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(b) Interacting with District Chambers of Commerce and association of 

different traders 

Suchinteractions will help inidentifying themissing links and desired action 

on identified areaswhichneedspecial andspecific treatment. Members of such 

organizations aretheright persons inpointing outcredit requirement and requirements 

intheareas ofupdated technology, availability of skilled workforce and marketing 

linkage. 

WBFC has already starteddialogue at the State level andthe process will 

continue and spread overthedistricts. 

Itmay notbeoutofplace tomention here thatforskill formation theITIsmay 

conductspecific orientation courses andeducational institutions may initiate the 

process bywayofintroducing different vocational courses. Sophisticated Technical 

Institutions likeTIT maytakeup thetaskofupgradation ofexisting andobsolete 

technology. Similarly, universities may design specific course onEntrepreneurship 

Development and insuch enterprise, lending institution may beassociated. 

( c) Interacting with the District Level Panchayat 

Inadequacy in infrastructural facilities poses serious problemfor taking up 

newventure and sometimes becomes responsible foruneconomic operation leading 

to closure of running unites). Intervention onthepartofzilla panchayat may beof 

immense help for the prospective aswellas existing entrepreneur in the areasof 

availability ofland, roadlinkage, power supply, market linkage etc. WBFC isready 

to playthe roleof catalyst in this regard infuture asbeing doneat present. 

(d) .Interacting with the District Administration 

Inthedistrict, forall practical purposes, District Administration -isthenodal 

agency inexecuting different programmes and schemes introduced bycentral and! 

or State Govt. In anycomplex situation, the pivotal role of DistrictMagistrate 

cannotbe denied, rathermostsoughtfor ineasing out suchproblems. We areto 

keepinmind that District Magistrate isthe Chairman oftheDistrict Level Credit 

Consultative Committee. 

WBFC acts as facilitator in this regard. 
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( c) Studying the flow of institutional assistance to the districts 

Inrespect ofcreditrequirement andflow ofinstitutional lending, aU the districts 

are not placed on the same platform. Geographical location, climaticcondition, 

availability ofwork force, quality of workforce, industrial environment, availability 

of natural resources and agricultural produce, infrastructural support; transport, 

communication and accessto marketinfluence flowoffund . Obviously-- andepth 

study ofthe objective conditions is essentially required in arriving at decision on 

sanctioning offund and releasing the same. 

It isadmitted that sometimes decisions are not backed by proper study. It is 

alsoadmitted that flow ofassistanceto a particular area is not alwaysstudied and 

taken into consideration before makingfresh release, The result is obvious, for 

some area there remainscritical gap whilesomeareas are over-funded. 

WBFC isawareofthis lapse andisattempting to act in thisregard ina righteous 

manner. 

Before drawinganyconclusion regarding the role playedby SFCs including 

WBFC vis-a-vis the same envisaged for them, we must consider the constraints 

underwhich SFCs/WBFCs are to operate. 

To have refinance, the SFC isto depend upon SIDBI and abideby the laid 

down stipulations. For operatingon a widerscale, besidesrefinance, the SFCmust 

ensurefundfrom alternativesource including marketborrowing. Previously, RBI 

used to allow the SFCs to raise fund through SLR Bonds which has since been 

discontinued. SFCs cann't also raise fund from and amongst members ofpublic 

due to restriction imposed byRBI. The only source that remains open is to float 

non-Sl.Rbondsguaranteed byStateGovt. SFCsare also guided bypolicy directives 

issued byGovt. ofIndia andStateGovt.fromtimeto timeandWBFCisno exception. 

For WBFC, the majorproblemisitshighcost of borrowingashuge amounts 

of fund wereraised inthe pastduring high interest regime whereas, the Corporation 

is to charge onlycompetitive interest rate at the time offresh & new investment, 
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which isdefinitely lower thanthecostofcapital available at itsdisposal. 

Intheentire state,WBFC operates through its 14branches mostly located in 

the district head quartersand some of the districts are looked afterby a branch 

located intheadjacent district. Naturally theinterested borrower andtheemployees 

of the Corporationare required to travel a long distance for service. This is a 

genuine problemandstill thenWBFC isdetermined to extend itsbestoutofexisting 

infrastructure andoncostconsideration; itisnotina positionto openmorebranches, 

whereas; thecompetitivebanks operate through goodnumber ofbranches. 

Being apublic undertaking, theWBFC cannotbypass andignore the social 

obligations bestowed on it. Accordingly, at the time of project appraisal it is 

ascertained ifmeasures towards workers' welfare andsafety have beenprovided in 

the projector not andsuitable stepsaretakenat thetime ofsanction. 

Butitisobserved thatinrespect ofsome potentiallyhazardous industries, the 

prescribed safety measures anddevices arenot strictly adhered to bythe employer 

andthereby workersareopento imminent danger. 

Tocheck such threats to safetyandsecurity, thereareRegulatory Authorities 

andas a lending institution, WBFC hasnothing to dowithsuchviolation. In this 

regard, Educational Institutions, Panchayat Raj Institutions andMunicipalities can 

undertake Awakening Campaign. 

Industrial development andenvironmental pollution areoftenconsidered as 

causeandeffect. Social implication of environmental pollution is anissuewhich 

deserves attention fromalmost allcorners. For potentially hazardous industries, 

WBFC ensures at the timeofsanctioning ofproject thatnecessary clearances are 

obtained from theRegulatory Forum. It isalso ensured before final disbursement of 

fund that antipollutant devices areinstalled. Eventhenit happens andisrevealed 

thatindustrialists withanaim to minimize costofproduction donot strictly comply 

withthe stipulations andthoughinstalled, anti-pollutant devices are not put into 

operationfully. 
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To copewith such a situation andensure a pollution free environment social 

consciousness isto beraised. Inleading to thatdirection, public awakening campaign 

maybetaken up by educational bodiesand institutions of public representatives. 

Globalization has opened up many vistas -- improved quality of life and 

aspiration levels. Its impact may be seen amongst new strata ofrural and semi

urban population ready to buy products of varied ranges and styles. Necessary 

outcome isenhancementin demand. On the other hand,globalisationhas opened 

up theboundaryand necessiated withdrawal of quota regime. Naturally moreand 

moresuppliers havestarted entering themarket Hereinliesthe threat of extinct of 

local competitorswho are still unable to equip themselves with quality product at a 

competitive price. Such a miracleispossible onlywhen localoperators transform 

themselves as to the need of the changed scenario by way of improving their 

technology of production, upgradation inskill andchangein mindset. 

This battle ofexistenceon the part ofSME Sector cannot be fought unless 

helpinghands are extended byPolicymakers,Technicians, Engineers, Scientists 

and Bankers etc. It is a proven and established fact that as the principal lending 

institutionfor SSIs inthe State. the SFC, i.e., WBFC has been playinga key role 

withdeepest faith andresolution to work for those whodeserve the most. 
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Saving Investment Behaviour of Rural Craft Households 

A Study of Four Districts in West Bengal 
Sachinandan Sau * & Debasisb Mondals" 

Introduction 

For centuries, the craftsin India held prominent placeinthe ruralarea. They 

provide the artisans withan opportunity to express their creativity, a respectable 

place in the society, and viable and self-employment avenues. In recent years 

following economic reforms, thecraft economy hasundergone substantial changes. 

Today the crafts havebothsubsistence anddevelopmental rolesto play. Countries 

like"South Korea, China, and Japan evolved very comprehensive policy and 

institutional supportforhandicrafts, enabling thesectorto rebuild itsviability soasto 

survive thenewchallenges coming fromtheglobalisation. InIndiaalso thegovernmem 
ofIndia have taken measures fortheir development through technology upgradation, 

infrastructure development andinnovative enterprise skills development. 

For accelerating economic growthand development, saving andinvestment 

play animportant role,which isrecognised asanengine ofgrowth. It helps to attain 

thesocial objectiveslikepoverty alleviation, increase ofemployment rate,reduction 

ofeconomic inequalities etc.Particularly, economic development of a developing 

country like India islargely dependent ontherateofsaving andinvestment. Inanera 

of economic liberalisation, the studyonsaving andinvestment behaviour ofrural 

crafts ishighly significant while theirboth subsistence anddevelopmental roles are 

recognised. Itis relevant to thestudy ofproblems likepoverty, unemployment and 

also to the study of rural development in relation to the dynamics of rural 

industrialisation. 

Srivastava andTripathi (1999)observe thatthe small-scale industries sector 

hasthepotential ofbecoming a dynamic sub-sector ofIndia'sintegrated industrial 
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economy. Whilesubsistencerole ofthe rural crafts is emphasisedin the existing 

literature theirdevelopmental anddynamic role, particularly ofthe flourishing crafts 

ishardly recognised and studied. Rural craftslikebrasswares, jewellery, homware, 

matetcdonolonger remain intraditional forms. They arebeing organised, reorganised 

andmodernised in responseto internal andexternalimpulses ofdevelopment like 

institutional, technological andcultural changes. Rural craftsmen practise theircrafts 

underdifferential conditions, i.e., various typesofproduction organisations, markets, 

technology, etc.and theirgrowthanddevelopment depend upon thepaceofcapital 

accumulation. Capital accumulation depends uponthe propensity to saveandinvest. 

Thequestionsthat naturally ariseare: Whatis the saving-income ratio ofthe craft 

households? Whatisthe natureoftheirinvestment behaviour? How are theyrelated 

to internal productionorganisation andto external institutional factors likecredit, 

market, Iiberalisation andglobalisation, andalso to changing technological conditions 

and the level ofdevelopment oftheregions under study? Thepresent chapter examines 

the saving and investmentofrural craft householdsin relationto the production 

organisations and the dynamicinstitutionalarrangements ofcredit, market and 

changing technologies, particularly in the contextofliberalisation andglobalisation 

of the Indian economy andwithreference to the relatively developed andrelatively 

backward regions. 

Thestudycoversfour districts ofWestBengal. Thisstatehas beenpurposely 

selected dueto its high population density andworkparticipation innon-agricultural 

activities. Fourdistricts havebeenselected onthebasis ofproportionofrural industrial 

workers to totalmain workers andcategorised intorelatively advanced andrelatively 

backward districts. Nadia and Midnapore are selected from among relatively 

advanced districts, and Bankura and Puruliaare selected from among relatively 

backward districts. Fromthesesample districts, mostimportant ruralindustries have 

been considered for the study. One block has been selected for the study of a 

particular industry according to the information available at the office ofthe District 

Industries CentreandDistrict Planning Cell, Zilla Parishad. Primary datahavebeen 

collected fromartisans selected on the basis of stratified randomsampling of rural 
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crafthouseholds - strata include production organisations, namely independent 

andtiedandalsocooperatives. At least 20 crafts households havebeensurveyed in 

a blockunderthecategories ofoneparticular industry whereit isavailable. In case 

more thanonetypeofproduction organisation, 15 craft households have been selected 

fromeachtypeoforganisation. 

In totalthestudy covers 13 types ofcrafts from thefoursample districts. Mostly, 

theseare traditional andlabour-intensive. In West Bengal, undivided Midanpore 

andBankura districts havegoodheritage ofrural crafts from Mughal regime. Dueto 

existence of diverse types of rural craftsinthesetwo districts, greater number of 

sample crafts havebeenincluded inthepresent study. Handloom andBrass&Bell 

metalworks are common ineverysample district. The importantindustries are: 

Clayworks inNadia; Homware,Zari, Mat,Chadni, Conchshell, Dhupmaking in 

Midnapur; Conchshell, Docra,Teracota inBankura; LacandMukhoshinPurulia 

districts. 

In a sample Blockall villages arenot equally important forthe specific crafts. 

Asa result, avillage or cluster ofvillages hasbeenselected depending uponthe 

availability ofnumber ofsamples. 

The study has examined the saving andinvestment behaviourof rural craft 

households inrelation to theproduction organisations ofrural crafts catering to both 

indigenous andoverseas markets. Though ruralartisans workunderthreedifferent 

typesofproduction organisation (independent, tiedandcooperative organisations) 

ruralcraftsare seenmostly to behousehold industries thatmembers ofhouseholds 

mainly nul. Duringtheboomseasonscrafthouseholds concentrate oncraft production 

and arenot involved in othertypesofworks. 

It has used both secondary data and primary data. The former have been 

obtained fromthe demographic Census. Thesecondary data fromthe Census are 

not adequate. Therefore, for anin-depthstudyprimary data havebeencollected 

andused. Thestudyis infactinthe nature ofsurvey and is mainly on primary data 

collected onthe basis ofquestionnaire andpersonal interview methods. For survey 
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of sample craft households, a questionnaire bas been used. Direct response of 

members of craft households is consideredfor the actual value ofa question. The 

primarydata for the study includetypesof products produced, types of production 

organisation, nature oftechnology used, institutional factors, wages, profit, family 

size, income, consumptionpattern, saving andinvestment. The data collectedfrom 

sample crafthouseholds havebeenanalysed by theLIse ofsimple statistical techniques 

likefrequency distribution, average, standard deviation, coefficient ofvariation, 

correlation and regression 

Major findings from analysis of secondary and primary data are discussed 

underdifferent heads,namely numberofworkers, capita] intensity, labourand capital 

productivity, income, saving, investment. Capital intensity ismeasuredbyfixed capital

labourratio, productivity oflabour bythe ratioofvalue of output andvalueaddedto 

numberof mandaysofwork, capital productivity byvalueofoutput andvalueadded 

p~;r unit offixed capital. 

Employment, Capital Intensitv and Productivity 

Number ofworkers per craft unit is smalland that varies significantly across 

production organisations, crafts and relativelydeveloped and backward regions. 

Other parametersvarysignificantly across different production organisationsofthe . 

craftsunder study. 

Number ofworkers: Frequency distribution ofcraftunitsbynumberofworkers 

shows that the craft units located in the relatively advanced districts and having 

independent organisation ofproductionhavelargernumberofworkers thanthose in 

the relativelybackwarddistricts andoperating undertiedconditions andcooperatives. 

Cent per cent ofhandJoom, hornwareand conchshell units inthe backward districts 

are tied to mahajans ! large industrial. units andthese are tiny unitshavingworkers 

below5. Percentage of independentunitshaving below 5 workers variesfrom 80.0 

per cent in handloom (backward region) to 46.7 per cent in conchshelL Only 4.0 

per cent of tied brassware units belong to the size class of) -4 workers In the 

reiatively advanced districts the size of the handloorn and brassware units is larger 
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thanthat inthe relatively backwarddistricts. For instance, inthe formerdistricts 

about8percentofhandloom units and 11 percentofbrassware units belong to the 

sizeclass of 10workers andabovebutinthelatterdistricts thereisnosuchunit. The 

sample lacunitsare relatively large- 70 per centof30 sample unitsbelongto the 
sizeclassof 10-19workers, 26.7per centto the sizeclassof20-49 workers and 

3.3 percent to the size class of 50workersandabove. Ofthetotal 149independent 

units57.7 per cent belongsto the sizeclass of 1-4workers,while 19.5per cent, 

18.1 per cent, 10per cent and 0.7 per centto the sizeclasses of5-9, 10-19, 20

29,and50andaboverespectively. 65.4percentofthe 162tiedunitsbelong to the 

sizeclass of 1-4workerswhile the rest to the sizeclass of5-9workers. Similar is 

thefeature incaseofcooperative organisation ofproduction, morethan85percent 

belonging to the sizeclass of1-4workers. In aggregate, 62.4percentoftotal356 

units belong to the sizeclass of 1-4workers, while 25.3 percentto thesizeclass of 

5-9workersandthe rest, i.e., only 12.3 percentto the sizeclass of]0 workersand 

above. 

Capital Intensity: It isobserved thatinthesamplerelatively advanced districts 

thecapital intensity ishigher than thatintherelatively backward districts andforthe 

independent unitsit ishigher thanthatforthetiedunitsofeachsample craft. Forthe 

cooperativeunits thecapital intensity lies inbetweenindependent units andtiedunits 

- it ishigher incooperativeunits thaninthetied units butlowerthanintheindependent 

units. Variation incapital intensity across theproduction organisations isstatistically 

significant for brass and bellmetalunits ofNadia and Midnapore districts, for 

homware,and conchshell unitsofBankura district, the F values beingabove 12. 

Coefficient ofvariation incapital intensity across independent units issignificant for 

chadni, mat, teracota anddocra, thevaluesbeingabove50 per cent. There is no 

significant variationacross tiedunitsexcepting in case ofzari and dhupmaking. 

Capital intensity ishighest for conchshell inMidnapore district, followed bylacin 

Purulia district, handloomin Purulia district andbrass and bell metal inNadiadistrict. 

It ishighest in tiedunitsof handloominPurulia district, followed bybrassandbell 

metal units inNadiadistrict. Capital intensity incooperative units issimilar to thatin 

tiedunits. 
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Labourproductivity: Indicesoflabour productivity measured in terms of (i) 

valueofoutput (Vo)per unit of manday (md) and(ii)value added (Va) per unitof 

munday, i.e, Vo I md andVal md, respectively, are ingeneral higherinindependent 

craft units than those intied unitsandcooperatives, the exceptionbeinghandloom 

industry inPurulia district wherelabourproductivity intiedunits ishigher thanthat in 

independent units So faras labourproductivity intiedunits andcooperative unitsis 

concerned weobserve that it ishigher inthe formerinmostcases, thesingle exception 

being handloom inNadiadistrict. 

Thevariation inVo I mdacross independent andtiedunits isstatistically significant 

for hand10om inMidnaporedistrict, brassand bell inNadia district, hornwareand 

conchshell inBankuradistrict, theF values beingabove 12.Coefficient ofvariation 

in Vo I md acrossindependent units issignificant for handloom (Nadia,Midnapore 

andPurulia), chadni, andmukhosh, the values being above 50 per cent.There isno 

significant variationin Vo I md across tiedunits excepting in case ofzari and dhup 

making. Vo/md is highest for independent chadniunits, followed byconchshell in 

Midnapore district and lac in Purulia district, and brass and bell metal in Nadia 

district. It ishighest intiedunitsof dhupbati, followed bybrassandbellmetalunitsin 

Purulia district. In cooperative units it issimilar to that intiedunits. 

Situations inrespect oflabour productivity measuredin terms ofvalueadded 

per unit of manday, i.e., Va I rod are similar to those in respect ofVo I md. The 

variation inVal md across independent andtied units is statistically significant for 

handloom inall the sample four districts, namely Nadia, Midnapore,Bankura and 

Purulia, for brass and bell inNadia district, hornware and conchshell inBankura 

district, the F values being above 5. Coefficient of variation in Va I mdacross 

independent unitsissignificant tor handloorn inNadia, Midnapore andPurulia districts, 

brassandbell metal inNadia,hornware, chadni, lacandmukhosh, the values being 

above 50 per cent. There is no significant variation in Va I rnd across tied units 

excepting in caseofzari. Va I md ishighest for independent chadniunits, followed 

by lacinPurulia district, andconchsheU inBankuradistrict, It is highest intied units 
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ofbrass and bell metal inMidnapore district, followed byhandloom unitsinNadia 

district. In cooperative units it issimilar to thatintied units. 

Capital Productivity: Measured in termsof valueof output (Vo) or value 

added (Va) perunitoffixed capital (Fe) itisseen to bealways higher inindependent 

craftunitsthanintiedunitsandcooperatives. Betweentiedunitsandunitsunder 

cooperatives capital productivity inthelatter ishigher inmostcases. 

The variation inVo /Feacross independent and tied unitsisstatisticallysignificant 

forconchshell inBankura, theFvalues being above 5.Coefficient ofvariation inVo 

/ Fc across independent units issignificant forhandloom (Purulia), teracota, lacand 

mukhosh, thevalues being above 50percent. There isno significantvariationinVo 

/ Fe acrosstiedunitsexcepting incaseofzari and dhupbati. Vo / Feishighest for 

independent chadni units, followed byconchshell inMidnapore district. It ishighest 

intied units ofdhupbati, followed byzari. In cooperative units it issimilar to thatin 

tied units. 

It is observed that in the sample relatively advanced districts the capital 

productivity measured intermsofvalue added perunitoffixed capital (Va / Fc)is 

higher than that intherelativelybackward districts and fortheindependentunits it is 

higher thanthatforthetied units ofeach samplecraft. Forthecooperativeunits the 

capital productivity lies inbetween independent units and tiedunits- it ishigher in 

cooperative unitsthanthat inthetiedunits but lowerthanthat inthe independent 

units. Variation in Va / Fe across the production organisations is not statistically 

significant forany ofthesample industries, theFvalues being less than 5.Coefficient' 

ofvariationincapital productivity across independent units issignificant forteracota 

and mukhosh, thevalues being above 50percent. There isno significant variation 

across tied units excepting incase ofzari and dhupbati making. Vo / Feishighest for 

chadni, followed byclayworks and mukhosh. It ishighest intied units ofzari, followed 

bydhupbati. 
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Profitability and Income 

Profitability : Profitability of samplecraft units ismeasured in two ways- (i) 

profit per unit ofmanday and (ii) profit per unit offixed capital. Ofall the three 

productionorganisations independent unitsrepresentthe highestvaluesinterms of 

both the indices, followed in most casesbythe cooperativeunits. 

Profitability measured interms of profitperunit of manday (i.e.,profit/ md) is 

higher in relatively advanced districts ofNadia and Midnapore than that in the 

relatively backwarddistricts ofBankura andPuruliaandfor the independent unitsit 

is higherthan that for the tied units of each sample craft. For the cooperative units 

theprofit/md lies inbetweenindependentunitsandtied units - it ishigher incooperative 

unitsthan that in the tiedunits inmost casesbut lower than that in the independent 

units. Variation in profitability across the production organisations is statistically 

significant forhandloomunitsofallsampledistricts andalsoforconchshell inBankura 

district, the F values being above 6. Coefficientofvariation in profit / md across 

independentunits is significant for brass and bell in Nadia district, chadni, lac and 

mukhosh, thevaluesbeingabove50percent. Thereis no significant variationacross 

tiedunitsexcepting in caseof zari. Profitability is highestfor conchshell inBankura 

district, followed bylacinPuruliadistrict, conchshell inMidnaporedistrict and clay 

works. It is highestintiedunitsofbrassand bell inMidnapore district, followed by . 

brass and bell metal units in Bankura district. Profit I mel in cooperative units is 

similar to that in tiedunits. 

Profitabilitymeasured by profit per unit offixed capital, i.e., Profit / Fe also 

varies substantially acrossproduction organisations andacrossindustries. It is higher 

for handloomsinrelatively advanceddistrictsofNadia and Midnaporethan that in 

the relativelybackward districts ofBankura and Purulia and for the independent 

unitsit ishigherthan that for the tiedunitsofeach sample craft. For the cooperative 

units the profit I Fe lies in between independentunits and tied units - it is higher in 

cooperative unitsthan that inthe tied units in most cases but lower than that in the 

independentunits. Variation in profitability across the production organisationsis 
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statistically significant foronly conchshell inBankura district, theFvalues being 31. 

Coefficient ofvariation inprofit / Fcacross independent unitsissignificant format, 

teracotaandmukhosh, thevalues being above 50per cent. Thereisno significant 

variation acrosstiedunitsexcepting incaseofzari anddhupbati. Profitability of 

independent units is highest for chadni, followed byteracota andmukhosh. It is 

highest in tiedunitsof zari, followed bydhupbati units. Profit/ Fc in cooperative 

units issimilar to thatintied units. 

Income: Income ofcraft households comprises (1)income fromcraftworks, 

(2)incomefrom agriculture andallied activities, (3)income from tradeand business, 

and (4)income from services. It issignificant tonotethatofthesample crafts across 

thesample fourdistricts intenusofincomegeneration conchshell ofBankura district 

leads othercrafts and districts, followed bylacofPurulia district, handloom ofNadia 

district, conchshell ofMidnapore district, brassware ofNadiadistrict andhomware 

ofMidnaporedistrict. 

Thepercentage share ofincome from industry intotal income ofcraft households 

varies acrosssample crafts. It is above 90per centforhandloom, brassware, clay 

works, conchshell, docraandlac, butlessthan60percentformatanddhupbati. It 

is highestfor docra (97.98per cent),followed bybrassware(96.44 per cent) in 

Midnapore district, handloom (96.02 per cent) inNadiadistrict and brassware 

(95.70) inBankuradistrict andisleast(23.75 per cent) for dhupbati. For the craft 

households agricultural income andallied income account for 65.36per centfor 

dhupbati making households andhardly 1percentfor handloom inNadiadistrict. 

Thepercentage of income fromtradeandbusiness varies from27.01 per centfor 

mukhosh making households to 0 per cent for brassware, chadni and teracota 

manufacturers. Income from services constitutes aninsignificant proportion oftotal 

income ofthecrafthouseholds. Ingeneral, percentage share ofindustrial income is 

higher forindependent units than thatfortiedunits. 

Percapitaincome fromdifferent sources byindustry andorganisation shows 

that it is highestfor hornware, followed bybrassware in advanced districtsand 
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conchshell, and that ishigherinindependent unitsthan intied units. Variation inper 

capita industrial income across independentunits ofdifferent units is, however, 

statistically significant, the coefficient ofvariation beingabove 50 per cent andthat 

acrosstied unitsisnot significant barring brasswareinadvanceddistricts. 

Saving Behaviour ofCrafts Households 

Savingisnothingbut the difference betweenthe incomeandthe consumption 

expenditure. Consumption items includefood and non-food. Food expenditure 

includes that on rice, wheat, cereal, pulse, milk & allied, vegetables, non-vegetables, 

tea & coffee, sugar & ghees, tobacco, pan (betel leaf) and other soft & hot drink 

etc. Onthe other hand, expenditure on non-toad items includes expenditure onfuel, 

gas, light, electricity, phone, internet, transport & conveyances, clothing& foot

wear, cosmetics & toilets articles, ritual expense, medicines, entertainments, payment 

to washermen & houseservant, remittances, gifts, donation, subscriptions and other 

.expenditure on maintenance of social relations. 

Saving per independent and DJVIE craft unit is highest for lac, followed by 

brassware andhandloominadvanceddistricts, namely Nadia and Midnapore. Per 

tied handloom unit it is, however, negative in those districts. Handloom per unit 

registershighersavingin cooperativethanthat in independentunits. It declines as 

we movefromlargerunits to smaller units, i.e.,fromDME to NDME and OAME. 

Saving is related to income. Saving-income ratio (SlY) for sample craft 

householdsis analysed with-reference to both total incomeand industrialincome. 

Bothsaving-income ratio and saving-industrial income ratiovarysubstantially across 

crafts. Theseare alwayspositivefor independent artisanhouseholdsbut not so for 

alltiedartisans. SN alsovariessubstantially acrossthe independent craftsunits. It is 

higher for the independent units than that for the tied units ofeach sample craft. 

Variation insaving-income ratio acrossthe productionorganisations is statistically 

significant for handloom in Midnapore and Bankura districts, hornware and 

conchshell, the F values being above 6. Coefficient of variation in SlY across 

independent unitsissignificant for an sample crafts excepting conchshell inMidnapore 
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district, andlac. Thereisalso significant variation across tiedandcooperative units 

for mostofthe sample crafts. Saving ratioof independent units ishighest for lac, 

. followed byconchshell inBankura disrtrictand clayworks. It ishighest intiedunits 

ofzari, followed byconchshell inBankura district. Thesaving-income ratio ishighest 

for lac(68per cent), followed byteracota(53 percent), clay works(38percent), 

conchshell (35 percent), brassandbell metal (26 percent)andhandloom (15 per 

cent). It is lowest for mat craft households, only 3 per cent. For handloom tied 

artisans saving ratiois negative andforothertiedcrafthouseholds itis positive but 

lessthanthat ofindependentcrafthouseholds. Forhandloom artisanhouseholds 

working under cooperative inBankuradistrict also thesaving-income ratio isnegative 

(Table 1). 

Table 1 Savingof SampleCraftHouseholds perUnit ofTotal Income (SlY) 

Industry Independent Tied Cooperative F N 

Handloom 0.19 -0.001 0.09 1.34 42 

(Nadia) (209.66) (-10060) (346.60) 

Handloom 0.09 -0.05 17.25 30 

(Midnapore) (442.52) (-265.48) 

Handloom 0.18 -0.16 -0.21 6.67 45 

(Bankura) (52.99) (-179.75) (-179.60) 

Handloom 0.17 0.13 3.21 30 

(Purulia) (181.15) (158.25) 

Brass& 0.26 0.23 27 

Bell (Nadia) (157.45) (74.53) 

Brass'S; Bell 0.25 0.29 0.68 30 

(Midnapore) (59.24) (59.88) 

Brass& Bell 0.22 30 

(Bankura) (195.75) 

Brass& Bell 0.19 20 

(Purulia) (228.20) 
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Hornware 0.36 0.09 0.01 8 34 

(82.47). (277.29) (5463) 

Conchshell 0.34 30 

(Midnapore) (42.59) 

Conchshell 0.42 0.26 9.2 30 

(Bankura) (25.70) (64.56) 

Zari 0.32 20 

(128.94) 

Mat 0.03 50 

(1195) 

Teracota 0.43 20 

(70.26) 

Docra 0.04 20 

(502.38) 

Lac 0.68 30 

(34.65) 

Mukhosh 0.27 20 

(108.04) 

C1ayworks 0.38 20 

(69.47) 

Source: Field Survey;
 

Note: Parenthesesrepresentcoefficient ofvariation (CV%)
 

Similar are findings for saving-industrial income ratio 

(SNI) acrossthreeproduction organisations andsample craftsanddistricts. Among 

the independent unitsit ishighest forteracota (50per cent), followed bychadni(50 

percent), mukhosh( 47 per cent), brassandbell metal(37 per cent) andconchshell 

(36 per cent). S/YI is negative for handloomslocated in Nadia, Midnapore and 

Bankura districts andispositive for othertiedcrafts. Itishighest for dhupbati making 
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(205per cent)followed byzari(50per cent). Handlooms undercooperative also 

suffer from negative saving inBankuradistrict. Saving-industrial income ratio here is 

highest forbrass and bell metal (Midnapore) followed byhandloom (Nadia). Variation 

in SIYI acrossproduction organisations is significant forhandloom in Midnapore, 

Purulia andBankuradistricts andthat acrossindependent unitsandtiedunitsit is 

.alsosignificant for almost allcrafts understudy, the coefficient ofvariation being 

higher than50percent. 

Distribution of saving ratioacross production organisations andsample crafts 

shows thatit isnegative for48percentofindependent handloomunits inadvanced 

districts, namely NadiaandMidnapore, andfor53per centoftiedhandloom units 

inthesetwo districts. It isalso negative for54per centofhomwaretiedunits. SlY 

varies between 1and25percentfor33percentofsample handloom units located 

inrelatively backward districts, namely Bankura andPurulia. Brassware located in 

both advanced and backwarddistricts andfor both independent and tied units 

registers saving-incomeratio varying between 26and75 per cent.Clayware and 

homware alsopresent the above-mentioned scenario. Mostofthelacunits running 

independently record saving-income ratio above 50 per cent and none ofthem 

registers negative SlY. 

While analysing saving asafunction ofindustry income, otherincome, wealth 

andnumber offamily members it isobserved thatfor allcrafthouseholds industry 

income asa determinant is statistically significant at 1percentlevel. Thecoefficient 

ofotherincome asa determinant ispositive inallcases andis significant formostof 

thecrafthouseholds but forsome households itisnot significant. Wealth andfamily 

member arenegatively correlated withsaving. Formostofthe crafthouseholds the 

coefficient ofcorrelationbetween saving and family member isstatistically significant 

but thatbetween saving andwealthisinsignificant inmostcases (Table 2). 
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Table 2 Determinants ofSaving ofSample Craft Households 

Industry Constant Yl YO W FM R2 F N 

Handloorn -1183 0.71 1.05 -0.01 3190 0.99 1398 42 

(Nadia) (-0.31) (58.32) (6.25) (-1. 57) (-4.58) 

Handloom -15519 0.91 0.83 -0.11 372.65 0.99 8090 30 

(Midnapore) (-413) (71.13) (4.03) (-7.15) (0.52) 

Handloom -4984 0.73 0.69 -0.05 -706 0.88 76.00 45 

(Bankura) (-0.92) (4.69) (4.45) (0.72) (-1.14) 

Handloom 208.09 0.77 1.04 -0.04 -2089 0.99 2676 30 

(Purulia) (0.25) (24.93) (47.19) (-7.28) (-9.28) 27 

Brass & Bell 

(Nadia) 

Brassware -60.36 0.66 1.88 -0.04 -2404 0.96 162 30 

(Midnapore) (-0.02) (14.27) (5.54) (-0.80) (-4.31) 

Brassware -15017 0.99 0.59 -0.02 -1449 0.90 54.16 30 

(Bankura) (-2.76) (13.97) (0.71) (0.29) (-4.00) 

Brassware -5731 1.06 1.02 -0.02 -3792 0.99 700 20 

(Purulia) (-1.92) (25.51) (44.42) (-0.77) (-9.88) 

Homware -5256 0.79 0.87 -0.01 -1956 0.98 539 34 

(-2.50) (16.30) (9.50) (-1.04) (-5.09) 

Conchshell -14286 0.67 -0.26 -0.01 439 0.84 32.11 30 

(Midnapore) (-2.68)(4.74) (-1.07) (-0.66) (0.30) 

Conchshell -2571 0.62 0.97 -0.05 -1555 0.95 125 30 

(Bankura) (-0.56) (15.28) (3.97) (-1.95) (-2.55) 

Chadni -5925 0.80 1.13 0.01 -1582 0.85 20.56 20 

(-0.87) (5.44) (6.40) (0.19) (-2.07) 

Dhupbati -1968 0.69 1.01 0.02 -3322 0.97 141.53 20 

(-0.79) (3.71) (12.17) (1.67) (-7.44) 
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Mat 1745 0.75 1.02 -0.02 -2887 0.96 241 50 

(1.07) (6.78) (26.66) (-3.61) (-9.71) 

Teracota -7122 1.06 0.98 -0.01 3375 0.99 1242 20 

(-4.92) (19.79) (38.66) (-0.86) (-8.94) 

Docra -2337 1.08 1.38 -0:19 -728 0.74 11.08 20 

(-0.65) (5.05) (3.57) (-1.01) (-2.57) 

Lac -4884 0.98 0.18 -0.03 -6216 0.87 48.89 30 

(-0.34) (183.6) (0.09) (-1.74) (-3.72) 

Mukhosh -16674 1.13 0.74 0.01 -2962 0.94 56.18 20 

(-1.97) (6.84) (8.61) (0.54) (-3.93) 

Clay works 709 1.01 0.80 -0.06 -4561 0.98 238.29 20 

(0.02) (25.16) (2.16) (-2.96) (-7.66) 

Source: Field Survey 

Note:Parentheses represent t-value 

Investment Behaviour of Craft Households 

Investment isthemostimportant aspect to assess thegrowthpotentialities of 

the craft households. Investment can be categorised into 7 items broadly, viz. 

(1)Capital formation forcrafts works, (2)Investment inagriculture, (3)Investment 

intrade andotherbusiness activities, (4) Investment indurables, (5) Purchase of 

ornamental assets, (6) Investment infinancial assets, (7)Investment onhumanresource 

development. 

Capitalformation ofcraftworksincludes newpurchaseof machine,' tools, 

transport equipments, land& building for manufacturing works and repairand 

maintenance expense ofplant and machinery oftheindustry. Investmentinagriculture 

involves purchaseofagricultural land, equipments etc. Investment in agri-allied 

activities include farm poultry, fishing etc.Investment intradeandotherbusiness 

activities involves investment on shop andothertrading activities. Investment on 

durables includes the purchase andrepairoftelevision, radio, refrigerator, four& 
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twowheelers, cycle, wristwatch, furniture, housing andotherhousehold equipments. 

Purchase ofother ornamental assetscomprises thepurchase ofornaments and other 

jewelry articles ofgold, silver, diamond etc.,which havepreciousvalue. Investment 

on financial assets includescurrent, fixed andterm deposit on bank, post officeor 

other financial institutions including savings onLIe, KVP, IVP etc. Investment on 

humanresource developmentincludesall types ofexpenditure on education and 

cultural activities. 

Proportion ofinvestment made on craft works is highest for brass and bell 

metal followed bydocra, mukhosh, conchshell andhornware. Financial assets account 

forthehighestproportionforbrass andbell metal, teracotta, docra, zariandhandloom. 

Investment per unit of total income (I1Y) of craft households across three 

production organisations andsample craftsanddistricts variessubstantially. Among 

the independent unitsit is highestfor teracota (22 per cent), followedby homware 

(14 per cent), brass andbellmetal(10 per cent) in Nadia district and handloom(7 

per cent) in Purulia district. For tied units it is highest in conchshell (24 per cent) 

followed byhandloom (6 percent)inPurulia district. Handlooms undercooperative 

inNadiadistrict record the highest IIYratioamongthe cooperativeunits. Variation 

in IIY across production organisationsis not significant for most ofthe crafts and 

that withinindependent units and tied units is, however, significant for almost all 

craftsunder study, the coefficient ofvariation beinghigherthan 50 per cent (Table 

3). 
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Table 3 Investment of Sample Craft Households per Unit of Total Income 

(IIV) 
Industry 

Handloom (Nadia) 

Handloom (Midnapore) 

Handloom (Bankura) 

Handloom (Pumlia) 

Brass& Bell(Nadia) 

Brass& Bell(Midnapore) 

Brass& Bell(Bankura) 

Brass& Bell(Pumlia) 

Homware 

Conchshell(Midnapore) 

Conchshell (Bankura) 

Chadni 

ZMi 

Dhupbati 

Mat 

Teracota 

Indepe.ndmt 
0.06(66.92) 

42 

0.06(91.86) 

30 

0.047(73.61) 

45 

0.07(60.33) 

30 

0.10(107.15) 

T7 

30 

30 

20 

0.14(17.30) 

34 

0.02(39.11) 

30 

0.036(63.33) 

30 

0.03(75.67) 

20 

20 

20 

0.01(59.76) 

50 

0.04(39.51) 

20 

Tied Cooperative F N 
0.03(20.79) 0.05(42.10) 1.27 

0.04(20.72) 3.42 

0.033(52.94) 0.037(47.82) 1.26 

0.~28.75) 0.65 

0.03(62.34) 

0.04(108.39) 0.03(62.43) 0.35 

0.02(53.53) 

0.03(44.22) 

0.016(31.80) 0.015(28.64) 1.8 

0.24(54.53) 2.11 

0.04(272.53) 

0.01(200.80) 
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Docra 0.08(56.47) 

20 

Lac 0.06(53.35) 

30 

Mukhosh 0.22(135.19) 

20 

Clayworks 0.04(45.19) 

20 

Source: FieldSurvey 

Note: Parentheses represent coefficient ofvariation (CV%). 

Investment perunitofindustrial income (IJYI) ofcrafthouseholds across three 

production organisations andsample craftsanddistrictsalsovariessubstantially. 

Among the independent unitsit is highest for mukhosh (30 per cent), followed by 

brass andbellmetal(13 per cent) inNadiadistrictand handloom (9 per cent) in 

Purulia district. For tied units itishighest inhandloom (6 percent) inPurulia district 

followed by chadni (6 per cent) and handloom (5 per cent) in Nadia district. 

Handlooms undercooperatives inNadiadistrict recordthehighest IIYI ratio among 

thecooperative units. Variation inIN across production organisations is significant 

only forhandloom (Nadia) and thatwithin independentunits andtied units issignificant 

for almost allcrafts, the coefficient ofvariation being higher than50per cent. . 

Patternofinvestment of sample crafthouseholds is shown inTable 8.24. Most 

of therelatively large size handloom units belonging to DME andNDME invest in 

tradeandbusiness andfinancial assets inrelatively developed districts while mostof 

theminvest in craft works in relatively backwarddistricts, namely Bankura and 

Purulia. Most ofthe brassware, conchshell, clay andlacunitsofallsizesinvestin 

crafts. Hornware making households mostlyinvest in agricultureand durables. 

Brassware andclay worksmaking households alsoinvestsubstantially infinancial 

assets(Table 4). 
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Table 4 Investment Pattern of Sample Craft households by Strata of 

Independent Units (Rs thousand) 
Industry strata Craft Agi- AI,1i- Trade & Financial Orne- Durables Human Tdal 

Works culb.re ailed business assets menls Resoll'ce 

actMties Develop

ment 
Handloom OME 425.0 0 45.0 550.0 150.0 100.0 225.0 118.0 1613.0 

(AR) (26) (0) (3) (34) (9) (6) (14) (7) (100) 

NOME 224.5 25.0 51.5 45.0 360.0 80.0 30.0 154.6 970.6 

(23) (3) (5) (5) (37) (8) (3) (16) (100) 

OAME 41.3 15.0 1.5 0 18.5 0 8.8 15.0 100.1 

(41) (15) (1) (18) (0) (9) (15) (100) 

Handloom NDME 110.0 64.0 7.5 0 50.5 18.5 75.0 14.2 339.7 
(BR) (32) (19) (2) (0) (15) (5) (22) (4) (100) 

OAME 42.5 5.0 3.9 5.0 2.5 9.4 8.5 14.0 90.8 

(47) (6) (4) (6) (3) (10) (9) (15) (100) 

Brassware DM E 675.0 190.0 23.0 450.0 325.0 79.5 179.0 184.0 2105.5 
(AR) (32) (100) (1) (21) (15) (4) (9) (9) (100) 

NOME 32.5 9.0 3.5 0 42.0 11.0 12.5 7.5 118.0 

(28) (8) (3) (0) (36) (9) (11) (6) (100) 

OAME 23.5 14.0 1.5 0 2.5 6.5 10.5 10.3 68.8 

(34) (20) (2) (0) (4) (9) (15) (15) (100) 

Clay Works NOME 139.5 7.5 20.5 47.5 172.5 37.0 35.5 47.5 507.5 

(27) (1) (4) (9) (34) (7) (7) (9) (100) 

OAME 33.4 9.0 7.1 15.0 30.0 7.5 10.0 17.6 129.6 

(26) (7) (5) (12) (23) (8) (8) (14) (100) 

Homware NOME 90.0 122.0 12.5 0 35.0 31.5 283.0 18.8 592.8 
(15) (21) (2) (0) (8) (5) (48) (3) (100) 

OAME 20.1 12.5 3.4 0 17.5 15.3 26.5 11.6 106.9 

(19) (12) (3) ~) (16) (14) (25) (11) (100) 

Conchshell NOME 350.0 260.0 0 55.0 55.0 65.0 332.5 44.0 1161.5 

(30) (22) (0) (5) (5) (8) (0) (4) (100) 

OAME 107.5 135.0 0 20.0 0 17.0 80.5 20.7 380.7 

(28) ~ (0) (5) (0) (4) (21) (5) (100) 

LacWorks OME 5217.4 28.0 0 450.0 3612.0 814.0 2662.5 410.2 13248.1 
(40) (0.2) (0) (3) (27) (6) (20) (6.8) (100) 

NOME 57.5 16.0 0 0 93.0 43.5 75.7 41.8 327.5 

(18) . (5) (0) (0) (28) (13) (23) (23(100). 

Source: FieldSurvey 
Note: Figures within parentheses indicate percentage share to total 
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Distribution ofcraftunitsbyamount ofinvestment acrossorganisations shows 

thatmost ofthe sample handloom units, irrespective ofwhether these areindependent, 

tied orcooperative or located intherelatively advanced or backward districts invest 

to thetuneofRs 100I to 2500. Most ofthebrassware , clay works, homwareunits 

invest to the amountvarying betweenRs2501 andRs 10,000. Most of thelacunits 

investaboveRs 100,000. 

While analysing determinants ofinvestment we observethat the coefficient of 

industrial income asa determinant ispositive andstatistically significant for mostof 

thecrafthouseholds. Thecoefficient ofotherincomeis insignificant inmost cases. 

All the modelsare statistically significant as indicatedby theirrespectiveF values 

(Table 5). 

Table 5 Determinants of Investment of Sample Craft Households 

2Industry Constant YI YO BOW R

F N 

Handloom (Nadia) -1585(-3.54) 0.10(32.32) -0.09(-2.67) 0.1J7 

573 42 

Handloom (Midnapore) -2983(-3.95) 0.18(57.13) 0.08(0.62) 0.99 

1698 30 

Handloom (Bankura) 367(3.02) 0.021(3.46) -0.02(-1.09) 0.24 

6.23 45 

Handloom (Purulia) -1483(-4.83) 0.15(8.66) 0.13(6.88) 0.94 

222 30 

Brass & Bell (Nadia) 785.21(1.00) 0.04(9.49) 0.03(0.88) 0.87 

78.21 n 
Brass & Bell (Midnapore) 241.60(0.63) 0.03(2.48) O.OI(O.OS) 0.31 

5.05 30 

Brass & Bell (Bankura) 691(4.10) 0.03(0.63) -0.03(-1.07) 0.05 

0.72 30 

Brass & Bell (Purulia) 889(1L50) 0.001(0.33) -0.001(-0.76) 0.05 

0.34 20 

Homware 4.1(-0.22) 0.02(29.83) 0.01(6.53) 0.98 

1659 34 
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Conchshell (Midnapore) -43.62(-0.15) 0.01(0.96) 0.03(5.30) 0.74 

39.05 30 

Conchshell(Bankura) -145.90(-0.27) 0.62(3.21) 0.09(3.04) 0.61 

21 30 

Estimated coefficients of investment functions concerning crafts areshown 

inTable6.Thecoefficients ofindustrial incomeareseen tobepositive and statistically 

significant forallthe sample crafts irrespective ofwhether thesearelocated inthe 

relatively advanced orbackward districts. All themodels arestatistically significant 

asindicated bytheir respective Fvalues (Table 6). 

Table 6Estimated CoetTcientsofInvestment Functions Concerning Crafts 

Variable	 Handloom Handloom Brassware Brassware Clay Horn· Conch- Lac 

(AR) (BR) (AR) (BR) Works ware shell Works 

Cons1anl -4476 ·2563 -9934 -4835 -10827 ·22.94 -9964 .81942 

(-6.48) (-3.88) (-1.73) (-3.90) (-3.13) (-0.47) (-2.76) (-3.11) 

Yl 0.17 0.29 0.23 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.22 0.14 

(17.6) (15.78) (12.1) (1.83) (6.17) (6.91) (9.38) (5.14) 

Yo -0.11 -0.03 0.01 0.11 0.18 003 0.03 0.69 
(-1.70) (-1.13) (0.04) (6.24) (1.04) (0.30) (0.82) (0.27) 

B 0.41 0.09 0.65 -002 004 -0.15 0.07 -3.06 

(6.70) (1.08) (5.44) . (-0.33 (0.94) (-1.59) (2.37) (-0.46) 
N 72 75 45 50 20 34 30 30 
R2 0.98 0.83 0.96 0.72 0.89 0.78 0.93 0.96 

F 95 3.6 79.6 205.0 29.2 24.3 25.7 80.1 

Notes: Figureswithin parentheses indicate t-ratios 

Conclusions 

Ruralcraftshavea subsistence aswellasdevelopmental roleto play for 

rural households. Rural crafts like brasswares, jewellery and mathaving flourishing 

internal markets do 'no longer remain in traditional forms. Their growth and 

development depend uponthepaceof capital accumulation. Capital accumulation 

depends uponthe propensity to save andinvest. 

In thesample relatively advanced districts thecapital intensity ishigher than 

that in the relatively backward districts and fortheindependent units itishigher than 
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that for the tied units of each samplecraft. For the cooperative units the capital 

intensity lies inbetween independent unitsand tiedunits- it ishigherthanthatinthe 

tied unitsbut lower than that in the independent units. Similar are the findings in 

respectoflabour andcapital productivity and profitability. 

The percentage share of incomefrom industry in total income of craft 

households varies across sample crafts. Saving-income ratio for sample craft 

households vanes substantially across crafts. It is always positivefor independent 

artisan households but not so for all tiedartisans. It alsovaries substantially across 

theindependent crafts units. Forall crafts households industry income asa determinant 

is statistically significant at 1per cent level. The coefficientofother income as a 

determinant is positive inall cases andis significant formostofthe craftshouseholds 

butforsomehouseholds itisnotsignificant. Wealth andfamily member arenegatively 

correlated withsaving. Formostofthe craft households thecoefficient ofcorrelation 

between saving andfamily member isstatistically significant butthatbetween saving 

andwealthisinsignificant inmostcases. 

Capital formation ofcrafts worksincludes newpurchase ofmachine, tools, 

transport equipments, land & building for manufacturing works and repair and 

maintenance expensesofplant andmachinery oftheindustry. Investment inagriculture 

involves purchase ofagriculturalland, equipments etc. Investment in agri-allied 

activities includes that inpoultry, fishing etc.Investment intrade andother business 

activities comprise that on shopandothertradingactivities. Investment on durables 

includes thepurchase andrepairoftelevision, radio, refiigerator, four & twowheelers, 

cycle, wristwatch, furniture, housing and other household equipments. Other 

ornamental assetscompriseornaments andotherjewelleryarticles ofgold, silver, 

diamond etc.Investment on financial assets includes current, fixed andtermdeposits 

and savings on LIC, KVP, IVP etc. Investmenton humanresource development 

inciudes all typesof expenditure oneducation and cultural activities. Proportionof 

investment made on craft works is highest for brass and bell metal followed by 

docra, mukhosh, conchshell andhomware..Financial assets accountforthe highest 

proportion for brass and bell metal, terracotta, doera, zari and handloom. The 
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coefficient ofindustrial income asadeterminant ispositive andstatistically significant 

formostofthe crafts households. Thecoefficient ofotherincome isinsignificant in 

mostcases. 
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Reforms and Growth of Indian Agriculture: A Review 
Pulak Mishra * 

Introduction 

Roleofagriculture intheprocess of economic development ofa developing 

country like India iswell recognized. The sector providesfood to the nationand, 

thereby, helps in reducing hunger and poverty. It also enlargesexport capability, 

contributes to capital formation, andsecuresmarketfor industrialization1
• Besides, 

growth of agriculture can make an important contribution in reducing regional 

disparities andthereby thesocio-political instability inthe economy. It canalso absorb 

theincremental portion ofpopulation and labour force till thetimethenon-agriculture 

sectorsstartgenerating sufficient employment opportunities. 

InIndiatoo, thoughdeclined overyears, theagricultural sectorstill accounts 

for about 28 per cent ofthe country's GDP and it is the source of livelihoodfor 

nearlytwo-third ofthe total population. It contributes about 13 to 18per cent of 

total annualexports ofthe country. Besides, due to its large production base, the 

agricultural sector inIndiahas anenormous impact on global food situation. Asthe 

Global CommodityMarket, WorldBank (1999) reports, India along with China 

contributed55.7per cent ofthe global productionof rice in 1998-99. 

Initiation oftheprocess of economic reforms in1991, whichfocused mainly 

on fiscal adjustment, foreigntrade and investment, industryand financial sectors, 

wasexpected to havesignificant impact on theagricultural sectorthroughreduction 

ofsubsidies and tariffand trade liberalization. Whilereductionin power, seed and 

fertilizer subsidies was likely to raiseproductioncosts, tariffreductionand import 

liberalization were expectedto reduce cost of importedmaterialsandmake them 

easily available to the Indianfarmers. 

IHis widely accepted11k1t in a largecountrylike India,agricultureprovides111e demandstimulus 
for industrialization even with less social and economiccosts. 

*Lecturerof Humanities,Dr. Meghnad Saha InstituteofTeclmology,P.O. - Debhog (Haldia), 
Dist. - PurbaMedinipur.WestBengal,Pill-nI657. e-mail:pulaktiyasa@yahoo.com 
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A numberofstudies(e.g., Dev2003;Landesand Gulati2004; Sharma 

andGulati 2005)attempted to explore theimpact ofthesepolicy changes onvarious 

facets ofthesector. But,while thereisa consensus thatgrowthof agricultural sector 

retarded in the post-reform period, most of these studieswere confined to the 

aggregate sector leveland crop levelexperiences remained largelyunexplored. 

Further, verylittle effort hasbeen madesofarinexamining this growthperformance 

in a systematic manner. 

Besides, thepolicyprescriptions made bytheexisting studiescenters around 

public investment for R&Dandinfrastructure, removal of restrictions, delivery of 

credit, etc. Forexample, Desai (2002) isoftheview thatthesector requires integrated 

fanning approachwith aparadigm shift inpublic and privateexpenditure onagriculture 

R&D. Rao (2003) also emphasized on strengthening agricultural research and 

extension alongwithremoval of restrictions on agricultural trade andprocessing, 

reinforcement ofinfrastructure anddelivery ofcredit. Sharma andGulati (2005)too 

suggested increaseinpublic expenditureforagricultural R&Dandrural infrastructure. 

Thesepolicy proposals canaddress theissueingeneral. But,considering that growth 

performanceofthe sectormay differ acrosscrops, formulation ofcrop-specific 

policyresolutions, especiallyinrespect ofR&Disimperative. Besides, the suggested 

policy framework ignores two otherimportant aspects, viz. cropdiversification and . 

agriculture-industry linkages. 

Thepresentpaperattempts to dealwithsomeoftheseissues. Therationale 

for sucheffortliesnot onlyinexamining the growthphenomena witha systematic 

econometric approach, but alsoinhaving aclearunderstanding ofthe effectiveness 

of the presentpolicyframework acrossvariouscrops. It also aims at suggesting a 

comprehensive policy framework to enhancegrowthperformance ofthe sector. 

The rest ofthe paperisdivided intofour sections. While SectionII gives 

the methodology applied for assessing growthperformance, SectionIII examines 

growth performanceof the sector. SectionIV providesan explanatorynote on 

observed growthperformance. Section Vgives theconcludingremarks andsuggests 

someimportant policy imperatives. 
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Methodologies 

Thepresent paperexamines growthperformance ofthe agricultural sector 

in terms ofarea, production and yield. Thisgrowth performance is examinedin 

three stages. First, we estimate trend growth rate ofthe sector as awhole and of 

majorcrops inthe post-reform era. Nextwe examine ifthere isanyacceleration or 

decelerationinthe growth process, i.e.,whether the absolute rate ofgrowth was 

increasing or decreasing overtime. Finally, we testifthereisany statistically significant 

difference betweengrowthrate ofthepost-reform periodandthat ofthe pre-reform 

period. In orderto estimate trendgrowthratewe estimate thefollowing linear trend 

equation: 

Y 
l
= a+bt+u 

t 

Here, Y , t and u, stand for the dependent variable (i.e. index of area, 
I 

indexofproductionandindexofyield inthe presentcontext), timeandthe random 

disturbance term respectively. Trendgrowth rate ofY, is calculated by dividing 

estimated b witharithmetic averageof'Y, 

Onthe otherhand, whetherthereisanystatistically significant acceleration 

or deceleration inthegrowthprocessistestei byestimating the following quadratic 

trendequation: 

Yt = 'Y + 0
1
t + 0

1
t1 + U

l 

There isstatistically significant acceleration or deceleration in the process 

depending on whether 02 is statistically significant and 02> 0 or O2< 01 
. On the 

other hand, if 02 is not statistically significant it is hypothesized that there is no 

acceleration or deceleration in the growthprocess, i.e.,the rate ofgrowth isconstant 

over time. In this connection it should, however, be mentioned that since t2 is a 

nonlinear function oft, thequadratic trendequation doesnotviolate the assumption 

ofno multi-collinearity (Gujarati 2003). 

Finally, in order to test whether the trend growth rate ofthe post-reform 

era issignificantly different fromthat ofthe pre-reform era (i.e.,if the 'trend-break' 

between the two sub-periods is statistically significant), we estimate the 'kinked 

exponentialmodel' ofBoyce (1986). Theadvantage ofusing this model is that, 
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unlike theusual technique offitting separate trend lines to eachsegment oftheseries, 

it eliminates thediscontinuities between thesegments ofthe piece-wise regression 

byimposing linear restrictions' . In general, ifthere are m segments and, thereby, 

(m-l) inthetrend line ofany characteristic, say, Y, the'kinked exponential model' is 

oftheform, 

m m m 

In{Ytl=a +b lDI+ L:DjkJ)+b IDi- L:DjkJ+ L:Djk2) 
j~2 j~2 j~3 

m m 

+ +b/DI- "''[pjki-J + L: Djk;) 
j=i j=i+1 

+ ....... + b m(Drr! - Dmkm-l) + u,
 

Here, ~ (i = 1,..•, m-I) isthekinkpoint forthe ith sub-period, andD isthe 
J

dummy variable for the jth sub-period taking value 1 in the jth sub-period and 0 

otherwise. The OLS estimates of 6s give the exponential growth rates for the 

respective sub-periods. 

In thepresent context, considering initiation ofthereform process in 1991, 

the trendlines arepartitioned into two sub-periods, viz., 1980-81 to 1990-91 and 

1991-92 to 2003 -044
• Therefore, the model is reduced to 

In(Yt)=a + b lDI+ D;t)+ b /Dj- D;t)+ u, 

As mentioned above, D1 = 1 during 1980-81 to 1990-91 and D1 = 0 

otherwise, whereasD2 =1 during 1991-92 to 2003 -04 and D2 =0 otherwise. 

1 AIl said earlier, in the present context, acceleration or deceleration is tested in terms of whether the 
absolute rate of growth was increasing or decreasing, i.e., irrespective of whether the growth rate is 
positive or negative. 
3 The elimination of discontinuities is important particularly because with discontinuities the sub-period 
growth rates may be higher andlor lower than the growth rate for the period as a whole. Not only that, in 
these cases the estimated sub-period growth rates may be negative while the estimated growth rate for the 
period as a whole may be positive and vice versa. 
4 The number of sub-periods into which a given time series can be meaningfully segmented, however, 
varies from case to case depending on the amount of instability, the presence of cyclical fluctuations, and 
the a priori ground for expecting growth rates to change. 
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Growth Performance f?! the Sec/or 

Table 1depicts the state ofIndian agriculture during 1980-2004. No significant 

change in area under the sector in general and under food crops in particular could 

be found. Area under non-food crops, on the other hand, increased during 1980

92, but showed declining tendency thereafter. Production and yield ofthe sector as 

a whole and al so ofdifferent crops, however, increased considerably during 1980

2004. 

Table 1: Index of Area, Production and Yield in Indian Agriculture (Base 

Triennium Ending 1981-82 = 100), 1980-81 to 2002-03 

Year Area Production Yield 

Food Non- All Food Non- AU Food Non- All 
Food Crops Food Crops Food Crops 

1980-81 99.8 99.4 99.7 104.9 97.4 102.1 105.1 99.2 102.9 

1985-86 1019 IOU IOU, 123.4 ns.o 119.5 120.6 108.3 116.0 

1991-92 %.0 124.8 102.7 ]37.6 158.8 145.5 136.5 123.7 131.1 

1995-96 95.3 131.7 103.8 1.:16.1 185.4 160.7 143.1 135.7 139.8 

1999.{)0 97.0 103.7 104.8 169.7 189.0 176.9 159.8 136.4 149.6 

2003·{)4 97.9 119.1 102.8 171.0 193.8 179.5 163.9 1.:16.3 156.4 

Source: Ministry ofAgriculture, Government ofIndia. 

Table 2: Trend Growth Rate of Area, Production and Yield, 1991-2004 

Variable Crop Index Average Trend Growth Rate (%) 

Area Food Crops 96.2 -0.2 

Non-Food Crops 125.1 -0.5 

All Crops 103.3 -0.2 

Production Food Crops 156.0 1.1 

Non-Food Crops 181.4 0.9 

All Crops 165.3 1.1 

Yield Food Crops 150.7 1.1 

Non-Food Crops 135.1 0.6 

All Crops 143.7 0.9 

Source: Ministry ofAgriculture, Government ofIndia. 
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Growth performance ofthe sectorwas, nevertheless, dismal inthe post
reform era. While thetrend growth rateofarea wasnegative, though marginally, that 

ofproduction andyield waspositive butinsignificant (Table 2)5. Importantly, the 
growthperformance varied acrosscropsduring 1995-2004 (Table 3). Areaunder 
wheat, jute, sugarcane, potatoandtheplantation cropsrecorded a positive rate of 
growth, whereas itwasnegative fortherest. For somecropslikegram, groundnut 
& mustard, rapeseed andtobacco thedecline wasat a considerably highrate. 

The experience ismixed inrespectof production. The trendgrowth rate 
was negative for the cropslikegram, oilseeds, cotton, mesta(andalsofibres as a 
whole), sugarcane andtobacco butpositive fortherest. Notably, except coffee, for 

all the cropstherate ofgrowthwaslessthan even 5 per cent. Interestingly, yield in 
the sector recorded a positive rate ofgrowthforallthe cropsexcept cottonfibres 

(andalso fibresas a whole), tea and sugarcane, though the rate ofincreasewas 

marginal exceptforcoffee. 
Table 3: Trend Growth Rate for Major Crops, 1995-2004 

Name of the Crop Area Production Yield 

Index Growth Index Growth Index Growth 
Average Rate (%) Average Rate (%) Average Rate (%) 

Ceresl' 95.6 -0.5 164.3 0.7 157.2 1.0 
Rice 108.7 -0.3 168.6 0.6 155.0 1.0 
Wheat 118.3 0 1 197.3 09 167.9 1.3 
Cos"e Ceresl' 710 -1.2 108.2 0.7 143.1 0.3 
Pulses 97.0 -0.3 129.6 Neg. 130.7 0.5 
Gram 94.4 -2.1 129.3 -17 136.9 0.5 
Ol/,eed, 131.1 -1.5 2008 -2.0 141.8 Neg. 
Groundnut & Mustard 95.5 -3.3 118.5 -3.1 123.7 0.2 
Rapeseed 143.1 -5.2 260.5 -3.0 181.8 1.6 
Fibre' 104.3 -1.7 149.7 -2.0 140.3 ·1.0 
Cotton 108.3 -2.0 153.3 -2.5 139.3 ·1.4 
Jute ~] 0.5 1Q.5 2.3 151.5 1.9 
Mesta 53.2 ·0.6 63.5 -1.3 121.6 0.3 

5 Asregards agricultural employment, the rateofgrowth notonlydeclined it wasevennegative 
in the 1990s. Annualrateof growth declined from 1.51 percentduring1983-94to ~.34 percent 
during1994-2000 withthe absolute numberofpersons employed in the sectordeclining from 
242,461akhsin 1993-94 to237.561akhs in 1999-2000. Asagriculture hasa significantcontribution 
tototalemployment ofthe nation,thisdeceleration in agricultural employment reduced therate 
ofgrowthof'total employment in the economyfrom2.04percentin 1983-94to 0.98percentin 
1994-2000. 
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Plantation Crops 154.7 19 1972 23 1362 01 
Tea 124.5 27 147.4 10 118.8 -18 
Coffee 158.3 21 1868 56 120.3 31 
Rubber 209.4 07 395.5 24 1910 1 5 
Sugarcane 1488 08 1810 -06 1225 -1.0 
Tobacco 88.1 -4.5 114.0 -3.4 1297 12 

Potal0 1730 1 4 2408 19 139.1 

Note Neg.-Negligible«0.05)
 

Source : Ministry ofAgriculture, Government ofIndia.
 

Asregards acceleration or deceleration inthegrowthprocess, Table 4 shows 

that, exceptproductionofnon-food crops, 02 isnot statistically significant inanyof 

thequadratic trendequations. Evenforproductionofnon-foodcrops, though8
2
is 

statistically significant at 5 per centlevel, valueof'R' isnot reasonably highandthe 

D-WStatistic doesnot rule outthepossibility ofpositive ornegative auto-correlation 

intherandom disturbance term. Inotherwords,therewasno statistically significant 

acceleration or deceleration inIndian agriculture during 1995-2004. 

Like growth rate, the experience differs across crops in respect of 

acceleration or deceleration also. 02 isnot statistically significant inrespectof area 

underanyofthe cropsconsidered. This means that though8
2 
isnegative or positive 

in sign for different crops, there was no statistically significant acceleration or 

deceleration inthe growth of area (Table 5). 

Table 4: Regression Results of Quadratic Trend Equation, 1991-2004 
'variable Crop Coefficient Adj-R2 F-Stat DW 

Constant t e 
Area Food Crops 95.7050 0.60&4 -D.0602 0.03 1.20 2.60 

(36.495)* (0.706) (-1.006) 

Non-Food 120.6653 2.9415 -D.2561 0.07 1.45 2.43 

Crops (14.581)* (1.082) (-1.355) 

All Crops J(X1.3612 1.6441 -D.l357 0.30 3.55 2.60 

(W094)* (1.949) (-2.316) 

Production Food Crops 133.1786 5.9128 -0.2946 0.35 4.28 3.15 

(14.478)* (1.957) (-1.403) 

Non-Food W!.1896 9.7762 -0.5757 0.47 6.33 2.66 

Crops (15.665)* (3.125)* (-2.647)* 

All Crops 138.8072 7.3605 -D.3977 0.45 5.82 3.19 

(16.122)* (2.602)* (-2.023) 
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Yield Food Crops 134.9261 3.3049 -0.1166 0.55 8.28 3.36 

(24.236)* (1.807) (-0.918) 

Non-Food 124.0694 3.0198 -O.1(ffl 0.18 2.36 2.66 

Crops (21.642)* (1.603) (-1.222) 

All Crops 129.8905 3.1247 -{).1280 0.46 6.06 3.25 

(24.477)* (1.792) (-1.056) 

Note *Significant at 5percentlevel.
 

Source Ministry ofAgriculture, Government ofIndia.
 

Forproduction, ontheotherhand, 6
1 
isstatistically significant only forrubber 

andsugarcane. But,while R2 is significantly high forrubber, it isnotreasonably high 

for sugarcane. Onthe otherhand, F-Statis significant onlyfor sugarcane. Since 02 
isnegativefor these crops it can,therefore, be saidthat productionofsugarcane 
decelerated inthepost-refonnera, buttherewasnostatisticallysignificant acceleration 
or deceleration for other crops(Table 6). 

Similarly, inrespectofyield also, 01 is statistically significant andnegative in 
signonlyfor sugarcane. Value of'R' isalsoquitehigh for thiscrop.But, theF-Stat 

isnotsignificant andthe0-W Statdoesnotrule outthepossibility ofauto-correlation 

in therandomdisturbance term. This means thatdeceleration inyield ofsugarcane 
wasnot statistically significant. Hence, noneofthecropsdidexperience statistically 
significant acceleration or deceleration inyield during 1995-2004 (Table 7). 
Table5: Regression Results ofQuadratic TrendEquationfor Area, 1995-2004 
Name of the Crop Variab1e-t Variab1e-t2 Adj-R2 F -Stat D-W 

Coeff t-Stat Coeff t-Stat Stat 

Cereals 1.365 0.787 -0.183 -1.083 0.08 1.33 2.60 

Rice 3.958 2.138 -0.431 -2.385 0.36 3.21 2.88 

Wheat 3.903 1.602 -0.383 -1.614 0.07 1.31 2.11 

Coarse Cereals -2.443 -1.159 0.159 0.772 0.20 1.98 2.30 

Pulses -4.167 -1.076 0.389 1.031 -0.12 0.58 2.08 

Gmm -5.788 -0.676 0.384 0.460 -0.10 0.63 1.82 

Oilseeds -4.074 -1.266 0.209 0.665 0.44 4.13 1.80 

Groundnut & Mustard -2.088 -1.242 -0.107 -0.650 0.90 36.24' 2.56 

Rapeseed -6.956 -0.780 -0.049 -0.057 0.61 7.15' 1.74 

Fibres 2.840 1.208 -0.464 -2.025 0.64 8.01' 3.21 

Cotton 3.004 1.079 "{).513 -1.888 0.63 7.73' 3.17 

Jute 4.257 1.257 -0.378 -1.143 -0.04 0.86 1.73 

Mesta -2.153 -1.110 0.182 0.962 -0.06 0.76 2.14 
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Plantation Crops 9,710 2.4998' -0.679 -L793 0.61 7.39' 2.83 
Tea 4.842 US1 -0.144 -0.543 0.79 16.17' 1.33 
Coffee 6.664 3,2420' -0.336 -1.675 0.87 27.90' 1.47 
Rubber 22.531 1.257 -2.101 -1.202 -0.05 0.80 2.59 
Sugarcane 2.624 0.572 -0,150 -{)J35 -{).09 0.67 1.80 
Tobacco 2.773 0.308 -{),676 -0.770 0.25 2.30 1.67 
Potato 6.569 1.161 -0.409 -{).741 0.24 2.24 1.94 

Note : *Statistically significant at 5 percentlevel ofsignificance 
Source :Economic Survey, Various Issues. 

Table 8 shows regressionresultsofkinked exponential fit. It is observed 

that for areaunder food crops andalso all crops the t-Statistics corresponding to 

the individual coefficients arenot statistically significant. Further, valueofadjusted 

R2 withrespectto regression equation ofthesevariables isalsoverylow andtheF.. 

Statistic isnot statistically significant for allcrops takentogether. Thismeansthat 

rate ofgrowth ofarea under food cropsand allcrops inthe post-reformera were 

not significantly different fromthatinthe 1980s. 

For the rest, on the other hand, not onlythe t-Statistics and theF-Statistic 

are statistically significant, but also valueofR? is quite high. Further, for each of 

thesemodels theD-W Statistic shows thatthereisno positive or negative correlation 

in the randomdisturbance term, Thismeansthat these kinked exponential fitsare 

statistically significant. 

Table 6: Regression Results of Quadratic Trend Equation for Production, 

1995-2()04 

Name of the Crop Variable-t Variable-t? Adj-R2 F -Stat D-WStat 

Coeff. t-Stat Cocff. t-Stat 

Cereals 8.179 1.227 -{).696 -uno -0.02 1.69 3.34 

Rice 10.744 1.489 -0,%8 -1.376 0,04 1.36 3.42 

Wheat 12.268 1.954 -1.046 -1.707 0.25 2.97 2.82 

Coarse Cereals -3.696 -0.479 0,442 0.586 -0.23 0.38 3.36 

Pulses -3.202 -0.330 0.318 0.335 -0.31 0.14 3.08 

Gl3m -{).375 -0.026 -{).I87 -0.131 -{).23 0.76 3.12 

Oilseeds -17.600 -LCXl8 1.366 0.802 -0.04 0.39 3.CX> 

Groundnut& -13.498 -0.872 0.986 0.653 -0.06 0.34 2.87 

Mustard 
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Rapeseed -31.053 -1.280 2.321 0.981 0.12 0.81 2.75 

Fibres -19.700 -1.717 1.674 1.496 0.17 2.41 2.16 

Cotton -23.779 -1.789 1.994 1.539 0.21 2.39 2.13 

Jute 6.201 0.889 -0.281 -0.413 ·0.27 11.42" 2.37 

Mesta 1.804 0.550 -0.265 -0.827 0.00 0.29 1.05 

Plantation Crops 9.946 3.979" -0.537 -2.200 0.90 0.08 2.91 

Tea 3.396 3.956" -0.193 -2.309 0.89 8.34" 1.31 

Coffee 12.931 1.077 -0.239 -0.204 0.63 8.09" 1.53 

Rubber 31.161 18.672" -2.164 -13.296" 0.99 0.65 2.69 

Sugarcane 13.395 2.517" -1.447 -2.788" 0.45 13.28" 2.66 

Tobacco 0.122 0.009 -0.405 -0.306 -0.02 1.38 2.27 

Potato 16.504 1.102 -1.194 -0.817 0.Q7 0.22 2.71 

Note *Statisticallysignificantat 5 percent level ofsignificance 

Source : Economic Survey, Various Issues. 

Table 7: Regression Results of Quadratic Trend Equation for Yield, 1995
2004 
Name of the Crop Variable-t Variable-t2 Adj-R2 F -Stat D-W 

Coeff. t-Stat Coeff. t-Stat Stat 
Cereals 3.850 0.960 -0.231 -0.591 0.15 0.92 3.19 

Rice 4.107 0.936 -0.262 -0.613 0.08 1.17 3.33 

Wheat 2.608 0.655 -0.047 -0.120 0.33 2.31 2.97 

Coarse Cereals 4.580 0.861 -0.417 -0.804 -0.18 0.26 2.79 

Pulses 1.625 0.275 -0.097 -0.169 -0.27 0.06 2.50 

Gram 6.510 1.202 -0.587 -LUI -0.06 0.25 2.03 

Oilseeds -6.770 -0.861 0.678 0.883 -0.18 0.84 2.71 

Groundnut& -12.004 -0.782 1.230 0.821 -0.20 0.78 2.85 

Mustard 

Rapeseed -8.599 -0.629 1.144 0.858 -0.05 1.55 3.04 

Fibres -18.715 -2.180 1.729 2.066 0.26 1.80 2.48 

Cotton -21.127 -2.144 1.918 1.996 0.26 2.04 2.44 

Jute 0.073 0.026 0.283 1.031 0.72 2.51 2.05 

Mesta 4.047 0.735 -0.364 -0.678 -0.22 1.02 1.50 

Plantation Crops 0.224 0.116 -0.005 -0.026 -0.30 36.81" 1.64 

Tea -1.970 -0.852 -0.012 -0.052 0.65 32.42" 2.U 
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Coffee 7.922 1.806 -0.414 -0.968 0.64 7.91' 1.49 

Rubber -2.036 -0.164 0.495 0.409 -0.10 421.64" 1.30 

Sugarcane 5.309 3.171" -0.652 -3.991" 0.75 4.31 1.58 

Tobacco -4.353 -0.773 0.593 1.079 0.09 0.91 1.84 

Potato 4.442 0574 -0.367 -0.487 -0.24 1.28 3.24 

Note * Statistically significant at 5 percentlevel of significance 

Source Economic Survey, Various Issues. 

Sincethe OLS estimates of the ~ coefficients giveexponential growth rate 

inthe respective sub-period, it can, therefore, be said that rateofgrowth production 

and yield of different crops and area under non-food crops in the second sub

period weresignificantly different from thatinthefirst one. But whatismoreimportant 

is thatgrowthrate ofeachthesevariables wasnot only lowerbut alsonegative inthe 

post-reformera. 

Table 8: Regression Results of Kinked Exponential Fit 

Coefficient Adj-R2 F-Stat D-W 

Constant 1\ ~2 
Area Food Crops 4.6128 ..(J0028 0.0015 0.32 6.37 2.23 

(263.926)* (-1.367) (1.911) 

Non-Food 4.5765 0.0186 -O,(l041 0.67 24.01 1.79 

Crops (114.95])* (3.984)* (-2.343)* 

All Crops 4.6032 0.0028 -O.0(X13 0.06 1.68 1.72 

(246.228)* (1.296) (-0.311) 

Production Food Crops 4.6101 0.0349 -0.0049 0.81 51.66 2.07 

(103.155)* (6.638)* (-2.474)* 

Non-Food 4.5466 0.0500 -0.0092 0.91 111.80 1.47 

Crops (97.260)* (9.099)* (-4.466)* 

All Crops 4.5869 0.0405 -0.0066 0.87 81.46 1.82 

(106.992)* (8.048)* (-3.468)* 

Yield Food Crops 4.6077 <1.O324 -0.0045 0.88 85.12 1.72 

(142.448)* (8.521)* (-3.175)* 

Non-Food 4.5710 0.0271 -0.0032 0.85 68.19 2.0-1 

Crops (l56.o31 )* (7.911)* (-2.471)* 

All Crops 4.5957 0.0299 -0.0038 0.88 83.05 un 
(155.224)* (8.600)* (-2.899)* 
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*Statistically significant at5percent level. 

Thus, thereisnodenying thefact thatIndian agricultural sector experienced 

setback intermsofitsgrowthperformance inthepost-reform era. Not only therate 

of growth during thisperiodwas loweras compared to that in the 19805, it was 

even negative. Further, except forproductionofsugarcane, thegrowthratestagnated 

during 1995-2004. Experienceacross crops suggests thatwhile areaundermajority 

ofthe cropsdeclined, yield increased formostofthembut only marginally except 

forcoffee. Theexperience is,however, mixed inrespect of production. 

This retarded growthperformance hasputthesectorinaverybadshape so 

far as output, productivity and input utilization are concerned. As the World 

Development Indicators (World Bank2001) shows, notonly India stands farbehind 

many ofthe developing countries, even theneighbouring countries likePakistan, 

Bangladesh and SriLankahavedonebetterin many respects(Table 9). This has 

undoubtedly limited competitiveness ofIndian agriculture intheinternational market 

place. 

Table 9: Indian Agriculture Vis-a-Vis Selected Developing Economies 

Indicator Value Economies Performing Betterthan India 

OutputCropProductionIndex 122.1 Algeria(125.8),Chile(126.3), 

(Asin 1998-00)(Base 1989-91 = 100) China(141.5),Egypt(141.4), 

Ghana(174.1),Pakistan (125.4), 

Sudan(162.0) 

FoodProductionIndex 124.6 Algeria(131.1), Brazil(136.8), 

(Base1989-91 = 1(0) Chile(133.1), China(168.5), 

Egypt(149.5),Ghana (163.5), 

Malaysia (134.1),Mexico (128.4), 

Pakistan (143.3),Philippines (128.4), 

Sudan(155.9) 

Productivity ValueAdded per 395 Algeria(1,876), Brazil(4,300), 

(Asin 1997-99) Worker(Measuredin Chile (4,997), Colombia (3,454), 

constant 1995 US $) Egypt(1,222),Ghana(554), 

Hurtgary(4,860), Indonesia (742), 

Korea (12,252),Malaysia(6,578), 
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Mexico (1,742), Pakistan(626), 

Philippines(1,342), Poland(1,554), 

Russian Federation (2,282). 

SouthAfrica(4,070), SriLanka (734), 

Thailand (939), Turkey(1858), 

Zimbabwe (369) 

InputIrrigation (Irrigated 33.6 Bangladesh (44.8),Chile(78.4), 

(As in 1996-98) land as a percentage China (38.3), Egypt(99.8). 

ofCrop Land) Korea(60.5), Pakistan (81.2), 

Tajikistan (80.9) 

Fertilizer Consumption 97.6 Bangladesh (146), Brazil (102), 

(Kg per Hectare of Chile(222.5) China(286), 

Arable Land) Colombia (282.6), Egypt(385.8), 

Indonesia (143.4), Korea (535.8), 

Malaysia (694), Pakistan (117.8), 

Philippines(128.3), Poland(114.8), 

SriLanka(251.7) 

Tractor(Per 1,000 6 Algeria (39), Brazil (58), Chile(52), 

agricultural workers) Egypt(11), Hungary(162), Korea (50), 

Malaysia(23), Mexico(20), 

Pakistan(12), Poland(285), 

Russian Federation (10I), 

SouthAfrica(60), Tajikistan(37), 

Thailand (10), Turkey (60) 

Note Figuresin the parenthesesagainsteach ofthe countries inColumn-IV 

indicatevalueofthe respective indicatorfor that country. 

Source WorldDevelopment Indicators, WorldBank, 2001. 

An Explanatory Note: 

Existing studies highlight a largenumber offactorsresponsible forthe deceleration in 

agricultural growthinthepost-reform period. For example, according to RBI(2003), 

inadequate irrigationcover, improper adoption of technology,unbalanced use of 

inputs, decline inpublicinvestment andweakness inpublic delivery systemwere the 

mainfactors behindthe decelerationphenomena. Rao (2003) explainedthe slow 
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downintermsofneglect of reform inthe areas suchasremoval of restrictions on 

domestic tradeandprocessing, steeping uppublic investment inagriculture, reforms 

inmanagement of infrastructure, etc.thatcould have direct effect onthe sector. 

Thus, public investmentvis-a-vis private investment andR&D efforts seem 

to have importance. In addition, extent of crop diversification and industrial 

deceleration may also have significant impact on growth performance of the 

agricultural sector. Thepresent section analyses thephenomenon intermsoffour 

majorfactors,viz. (i) declining investment, lowR&Defforts, (ii)extentofcrop 

diversification, and(iii) industrial deceleration. This is,however, ananalysis at the 

aggregate level andthe setoffactors may differ acrosscrops. Further, identifying 

the exactsetoffactorsandassessing theirrelative impact ongrowthperformance 

require rigorous econometric exercise; thisisbeyond the scopeofthis paper. 

Declining PublicInvestment 

In a developing country like India importance of public investment in 

agriculture iswell recognized. Public investment isnecessary notonlyfordeveloping 

various infrastructure inthe sectors likeirrigation, roads, markets etc,but also to 

attract greater private investment into thesectorand, thereby, accelerates theprocess 

ofcorporatizationofthe sector. 

Table 10showsthat public investment inagriculture recordeda negative 

rateofgrowth of 1.6 percentinthepost-reform period" . Though private investment 

grewat therateof4.3 percent, this wasnotadequate to raise totalinvestment inthe 

sectorina significant way. Asaresult, investment inagriculture asa percentage of 

GDPnotonly wasverylowduring this period, butalso declined continuously over 

theyears. Thisdecline ininvestmenthasundoubtedly slowed downthedevelopment 

ofagricultural infrastructure like irrigation, roads, markets, etc,andthereby growth 

ofthesectoritself 

6 Declinein publicinvestmentis nota phenomenon ofthe post-reformperiodonly. In fact, it 
started decliningafter 1980-81 and a number ofstudies dealtwiththis issue(e.g.,Rath 1989; 
Rao1994). 
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Table 10: Gross Capital Formation in Agriculture (at 1993-94 prices), 1992

93 to 2002-03 

Year Amountof Investment (Rs, Crore) Share in GDP(%) 

Public Investment Private Investment Total Investment 

1992-93 4076 10432 14508 1.8 

]993-9.). 4407 9056 13523 1.6 

1994-95 4947 ](XJ22 14969 1.6 

1995-96 4849 ]0841 I56<Xl 1.6 

19%-97 4668 11508 16]76 1.5 

1997-98 3979 11963 15942 1.4 

1998-99 3870 11025 14895 1.3 

1999-00 4221 13083 17304 1.4 

2Otn.{)J 3927 12979 16906 1.3 

2001-02 4127 13201 17328 1.3 

2002-03 4538 14119 18657 1.3 

Average (1992-03) 4334 11657 15991 1.5 

Growth Rate (%) -1.6 43 2.7 -2.8 

Source: Economic Survey, Various Issues 

Low R&D Efforts 

Theother important reasonforslowagricultural growth might be the low 

level ofR&D activities in the sector in the nineties. Although the investment in 

agricultural research and education (at 1980-81 prices) increased from Rs. 733 

million in 1965-66 to Rs. 2,994 million in 1998-99 its share in total government 

expenditure was onlyabout3.6 per centinthe NinthPlan. Besides, the agricultural 

research intensity ofO.52per centduring thisplanperiodwas too low compared to 

2.5percentseeninmanyotherdeveloping countries. SuchlowR&Defforts limited 

product andprocess related innovative activities andhence competitiveness ofIndian 

agriculture. 

Stagnation in Crop Diversification 

Growthof theagricultural sectorofan economy dependsconsiderably on 

the process of agricultural transformation, which isintum wellconnected withshifts 

inproduction patterns, i.e., onthe extentofcropdiversification. Agreaterdegreeof 
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diversification fromthe traditional wheat-paddy system facilitates in overcoming 

various economic, social andecological problems suchasdecline anddeceleration 

inproductivity growth, dropinagricultural employment, decline insoilfertility, etc. 

Further, cropdiversification also reduces theriskofcultivating a particular crop. 

Table 11 showsdistribution ofgross areaunder different crops during 

1980to 2004. It is observed that the distribution was concentratedtowards four 

crops, namely rice, wheat, jowarandbazra Further, therewasno significant change 

in the distribution patternafter initiation of the reformprocess. Even in 2003-04 

thesefour cropsaccounted for nearly 67 per centofgrossareaunder cultivation, 

whichwas exactly the same in 1990-91 while it was 69 per centin 1980-81. 

Table 11: Gross Area under Different Crops (in million hectares), 1980-81 

to 2003-04 
Crop 1980-81 1990-91 1994-97* 1997'()()* 2000~3* 2003~ 

Rice 40.1 42.7 43.0 44.5 43.3 42.4 

Wheat 22.3 24.2 25.5 27.2 25.7 26.6 

Jowar 15.8 14.4 11.4 10.3 9.6 9.5 

Maize 6 5.9 6.1 6.3 6.4 7.4 

Bazra 11.7 10.5 9.8 9.3 9.0 10.4 

G1am 6.6 7.5 7.1 7.4 5.8 7.3 

Tur 2.8 3.6 304 3.4 3.4 3.5 

Groundnut 6.8 8.3 7.6 7.1 6.3 6 

Rapeseed 4.1 5.8 6.4 6.5 4.7 5.1 

Cotton 7.8 7.4 8.7 9.0 8.4 7.6 

Jute 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Mesta 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Tea 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Coffee 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Rubber 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6
 

Sugarcane 2.7 3.7 4.1 4.1 4.4
 4 

Potato 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.3 

*Average for theperiod. 

Source: Economic Survey, various issues. 
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This skewed distribution efland is reflected in the diversification index? . 

Though the extent ofdiversification was reasonably high, the sector failed to achieve 

maximum possible diversification. Further, the extent ofdiversification remained by 

and large stagnated during the whole period of 1980-2004 (Table 12). This means 

that there was no significant increase in the extent ofcrop diversification following 

economic reforms. Instead, value ofthe index was lower in 2003-04 as compared 

to what one observes in 1990-91. 

Table 12: Extent of Crop Diversification in Indian Agriculture, 1980-81 to 

2002-03 

Year	 Extent ofCrop Diversification 

Berry's Measure Entropy Measure 

Index Degree (%)* Index Degree (%)* 

1980-81 0.838 89 2.149 76 

1990-91 0.840 89 2.180 77 

1994-95 0.837 89 2.160 76 

1995-96 0.837 89 2.168 77 

1996-97 0.838 89 2.175 77 

1997-98 0837 89 2.173 77 

1998-99 0.834 89 2.163 76 

1999-00 0.827 88 2.139 76 

2000-01 0.825 88 2.136 75 

2001-02 0.827 88 2.139 76 

2002-03 0.830 88 2.157 76 

2003-04 0.834 89 2.164 76 
,Note	 *Measures actual degree ofdiversification to maximum diversification 

possible for a given number of crops. While for Berry's Index this is 

measured as DI/ll-(1Io)], for Entropy Index as D1i1n(n). 
Source	 Economic Survey, Various Issues. 

7 Here, we have computed two indices to measure extent of diversification, viz., Berry's Index 
(DJ ) based on Berry (1971) and Entropy Index (Di.) as suggested by Hart (14). While DI isu	 B 

computed by using the DI
B 

=1-a(AJaAil, 10 compute DIE we have used the formula DI
E 
= 

<iIA/ln(lfA)). In either of'these formulas, Ailstands for area under the i 1h crop at time point t. 
Further, we have considered 17 crops to compute these indices at different time points (i.e., i = 
l. 2, .... 17). DIllor DIEis expected to increase with increase in the extent ofdiversification and 
vice-versa. 
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SlowIndustrial Growth: 

Slowgrowth of the industrial sectormight be anotherimportant factor 

responsible forthe poorgrowthperformance oftheagricultural sector. Thisis so 

because there exists intimate relationship between agriculture andindustry in an 

economy through various demand-supply linkages. Ontheonehand, ahigh rateof 

growthoftheindustry sectorasawhole creates additional demand forwagegoods. 

Onthe other hand, expansion ofthe agro-based industries generatesadditional 

demand forrawmaterials. Further, growth and development oftheindustrial sector 

also benefit agricultural sector bysupply ofmodem inputs' . 

Table 13reviews growthperformance ofthe industry sectorinthe post

liberalization era.It is evident thattheindustry sectorasawholegrewat a rateof 

6.1 per centper annum during 1992-93 to 2002-03 andindustrial productionin 

2002-03 was 76.7 per cent higher thanwhat it was in 1993-94. This growthis 

largely attributable to themanufacturing sector and, to someextent, to theelectricity 

sector, which registered average rateofgrowthof6.5percentand5.6percentper 

annum respectively with theirrespective weightof79 .36per centand 10.17 per 

centinthe sector. 

Table 13: Growth Perfonnance oflndian Industry Sector, 1992-2003 
Sector Weight IlP, 2002~3 (Base 1993-94= 100). TGR(%) 

General 100.00 176.7 6.1 

Mining& Quarrying 10.47 139.6 3.2 

Manufacturing 79.36 183.1 6.5 

Electricity 10.17 164.3 5.6 

Notes IIP- IndexofIndustrial Production; TGR- Trend GrowthRate. 

Source: Central Statistical Organization, Government of India, Ministry of 

Planning andProgramme Implementation. 

aHowever, growthofthe industrialsector alsodepends toa largeextentonthat oftheagricultural 
sectoras the latter supplieswagegoodsto the industrialsectoras a wholeand raw materialsto 
the agro-based industriesin particular. Besides, growthofagricuhurealsogeneratesadditional 
demandforthe industrialproducts. Modeling ofthe linkagesbetween agricultural and industrial 
growth hasshownthat a 10per cent increasein agriculturaloutput wouldincrease industrial 
output by 5 per cent. 
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But, what ismore important isthat althoughrate ofgrowth ofthe industry 

sectorwasmarginally higherinthe 1990s as comparedto that inthe 1980sandthe 

manufacturing sector recordeda marked improvement inits growth performance, 

their share in GDP remained by and large the same (Mishra 2005). The rate of 

growth ofthe sectors likemining & quarrying and electricity, gas & water supply 

declined sharply during thisperiod. Theconstruction sector, on the other hand, has 

grown only at a marginally higher rate in the 1990s. Besides, many ofthe agro

basedindustries likefood products, cotton textiles, jute andother vegetable, fibre 

industries, andwood andwood productshavegrown at a rate lessthan 5 per cent 

perannum during thisperiod. Thisslowgrowthof theindustry sector, specially that 

ofthe agro-based industries seemsto have limitedthe demand for agricultural 

products and,thereby, the pace of theirgrowth. 

Conclusions: 

Hence, growthofIndian agricultural sectornot onlystagnated inthe post

reform eraandthe rate ofgrowthwasfar lowerandnegative as comparedto that in 

the pre-reformperiod.Experienceacross cropswas also not encouraging. While 

area under majority ofthe crops declined, yieldincreased for most ofthem only 

marginally, except for coffee. The experience is, however, mixed in respect of 

production. In addition to thetraditional factors likedecline inpublic investment and 

lowR&Defforts, ashighlighted intheexisting literature, stagnated cropdiversification 

and slow down in industrialgrowth also seemto be responsiblefor this retarded 

growth performance of the sector. 

Thismeansthat theNational Agricultural Policy(NAP)needsa fresh look. 

While theimportance of increasing public investment inthesectoriswell recognized, 

the responsibility has been shifted to the stategovernments in the UnionBudget of 

2005. Considering that there is severe crisis in the exchequer of many state 

governments, possibility of taxing the sector should, therefore, be seriously 

considered. Asregards private investment, since it depends on rateofreturn, addition 

ofnewfarmholdings, institutional credit and agricultural subsidies, inadditionto 
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public investment (Chand andKumar 2004),should beaddressed. Further, purpose 

anddirection ofprivate investment should be clearly defined. 

Secondly, there should be acomprehensivetechnology policy forthesector. 

Thepolicy resolutions should aim atnot only raising investment (bothpublic and 

private) on R&D, but also in implementing new technologies by the farmers. 

'Technology Pools' maybe developed inthestate-sponsored agricultural research 

laboratories and research institutes. There should be an effective system for 

disseminating information on new technologies to the farmers. Intermediary 

organisations I agencies withexpertmanpower maybeengaged to bridge the gap 

betweenthe developers andtheusers, particularly inguiding the farmers towards 

implementing newtechnologies successfully. Block level agricultural department and 

panchayats should play active roleinthisregard. 

Efforts should also bemade inhaving greaterdegree ofcropdiversification 

inthesector. Diversification ofIndiandiets from foodgrains to highvalue products 

likevegetables, fruits, etc.hascreated greateropportunity forcropdiversification. 

With increase inthenumber ofmiddle class people and riseinpercapitaincome, the 

extentof diversification inthedietbasket isexpected to beenhanced further. Indian 

farmers should tap theseopportunities. In thestateslikePunjab andMaharashtra, 

efforts arebeing made to promote crop diversification. Such efforts should bewidely 

spread across otherstatesofthecountry. Apartfrom emphasisoncontract farming, 

encouraging agro-industries, developing infrastructure foreasy marketing andboosting 

exportsofagricultural commodities, thisalsorequires aneffective cropinsurance 

policy to provide the farmers necessary confidence inthisregard.9 

Growth performance of the industrial sectorneedsto be enhanced. The 

Indian corporations should putgreater emphasis onmodernization oftheir enterprises 

and a significant portion ofcorporate investments should bedirected forthispurpose. 

Besides, therate of implementation oftheinvestment projects should be improved 

significantly to boost the confidence of the prospective investors. Thisrequires 

9 This is quite important asIndianagriculture is still dependent heavily on natureand crop 
failure dueto naturalcalamities is a common phenomenon. 
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minimization or evenabolition of regulatory stringency, red-tapismand procedural 

hasslesas well as development ofcooperative relationship between the investors 

and therelated govenunent departments, supporting agencies/organizations andlocal 

administration. 

Furthermore, overall competitiveness of the sectoraswellas that ofthe key 

industries needssignificant improvement. For this, the fum level initiatives shouldbe 

accompanied byremovalofimperfections in the trade, investmentand teclmology 

related policies. Thelongpending labour reforms andambiguities relating to objectives 

and processes ofdisinvestments shouldalsobe cleared and the policyframework 

for reforming the publicsector enterprises should bereformulatedto improvetheir 

competitiveness onurgent basis. 

Finally, the policymeasures should adequately put emphasis on relating the 

agricultural sectorintimately to the industrial sectorthroughvariousdemand-supply 

linkages. Specialattention shouldbe paidin promotingfood-processing industry. 

Although it recorded a high rate ofgrowth of 6.62 per cent in the post-reform 

period as compared to 4.12 per cent in the pre-reform period (Singh 2003), there 

still exists enormousscopefor enhancing therate ofgrowth. Thisisso becauseonly 

2 per cent offruits and vegetables are processed in India as compared to 30 per 

cent inThailand, 70 per cent inBrazil, 78 percent inPhilippines and 80 per cent in 

Malaysia (Patnaik 1997). Therefore, promotion offood processing industry will not 

onlystrengthenagriculture-industry linkages, but alsoreduce post-harvestlosses' . 

The draft national food policy 2005 recommends contract farming as a 

measure to facilitate greater processing. But, sustaininghigh rate ofgrowth and 

boostingit furtheralsorequireincrease indemand forprocessedfoodswhichinturn 

requiresreductioninproductioncostsandhenceprices. More importantly, growth 

offood processing shouldnot be viewedinisolation ofgrowth ofrespectivecrops. 

Instead, thereshould be a common policy framework, whichcanvertically integrate 

the two effectively. There shouldalsobe a strong regulatorymechanism to protect 

the interestofthe farmers. 

10 Besides, this industryhas high employment potentialwith significantly lower investment. 
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Decentralization: Constraints and Opportunities 
Pabitra Giri* 

Introduction 

Terms ending with 'ization', like urbanization or industrialization have one 

thing common, that is, they represent a process of change. So is decentralization, a 

movement from a centralized situation to a decentralized situation. But there may be 

different levels of decentralization. In a unitary government system, introduction ofa 

federal structure of government, with central and state governments, stands for 

decentralization, as in the case of some Latin American countries. In contrast, the 

Constitution of India from the very beginning provided for a federal structure of 

government, with central and state governments. Therefore in India in the recent 

period decentralization refers to the devolution of power to various local government 

units, which have been accorded constitutional recognition through the 73rd and the 

74th Constitution Amendment Act of 1992. As shown below, we can think of a line on 

which various systems with increasing degree of decentralization are arranged with 

the starting point, 0, representing 'centralized' state and the terminating point, E, 

standing for completely 'decentralised' one, and movement from any point on the line 

to a point on its right would represent greater decentralization. For example, we can 

thinkof A and B as two points on the line; where A represents a situation with central 

and state government, and B is a situation with central, state and local governments. 

A movement from A to B is a sort of decentralization. 

o (centralized) A B E (decentralized) 

As there could be different levels ofdecentralization, in the discussion of 

decentralization one should be very specific about the stage ofdecentralization, that is, 

>Ie Director, CentreforUrbanEconomic Studies, CalcuttaUniversity 
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whether we are talking about a movement from 0 to A or from A to B or from B to 

E should be clear (the straight-line arrangement is just for illustration, one can use a 

tree-chart also) because opportunities and constraints V31Y from one situation to another. 

Decentralization: Economic vv. Politicai Perspective 

Decentralization may be conceived in \ arious contexts but most important of 

them is decentralization of governance, which means decentralization of decision

making power in the matters of public domain. Thus decentralization of planning or 

project implementation has much narrow scope compared to decentralization of 

governance. Here we are concerned with decentralization of governance. 

Decentralization can be seen from two different perspectives - economic and 

political perspectives. From the economic perspective decentralization is an issue of 

deciding the allocation of functions and fiscal instruments between different levels of 

government. The traditional public finance theory, primarily based on experience of 

capitalist countries of the West, distinguishes three broad functions ofthe government 

- stabilization, distribution and allocation. Stabilization function consists ofmeasures 

for combating economic fluctuations, while distribution function refers to activities for 

ensuring equity in income distribution and welfare levels. Allocation function is related 

to provision of various kinds of public goods. The discussion ofmerits and demerits of 

decentralization of governance is carried generally with reference to the allocation 

function or provision ofvarious types ofpublic goods. The stabilization and distribution 

functions because of their wider scope automatically fall in the jurisdiction of the 

central (national) government. However, in the developing countries growth and 

development, rather than stabilization, is the major economic agenda for government. 

Further, ensuring growth and development is a complex exercise. Therefore the debate 

011 decentralization from the economic perspective should take into account the growth 

and development related functions of the government. 

The question of prime mtcrcst to an economist is whether decentralization is 

economically desirable? Will it promote efficiency.equity and stability? Political scientists 

arc more descriptive than nonnative. They put things as they are rather than as they 

should be. 
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It is also important to look at decentralization from a political perspective for 

at least two reasons: first, decentralization serves political objective as much as or 

more than economic objectives. Decentralization is not only an institutional means to 

an economic end but an end in itself, or a means to reach political ends. In other 

words, even if decentralization is not desirable economically, it might still be worth 

having. The economic loss would be the premium paid for an insurance against 

authoritarianism. Second, decentralizationis an institutional change. Institutional change 

can only be brought about by a political process, involving a complex interplay of 

various groups (professionals, politicians, regional bosses, economic pressure groups, 

bureaucracies, concerned citizens, and even terrorists). This is an understanding 

essential for applied economists. It is true for every policy, but much more in case of 

decentralization policy, as it has a higher political content than most other policies. The 

way it is introduced, the form it takes, and the sequencing that is used determine its 

success or failure as much as or more than the substance of decentralization policy 

itself. 

Constraints of Decentralization 

The constraints of decentralization emerge from the basic contradiction of 

decentralization, which is illustrated with the following diagram. The decentralization 

of taxes and spending to governmental units leads to greater allocative efficiency, 

which reinforces the process ofdecentralization. However, decentralization accentuates 

the inequality in income distribution and macro-economic instability. Macro-economic 

instability may be in either direction: an excess of expenditure over revenue if local 

government is allowed to operate with a soft budget, may lead to inflation. On other 

hand, if financing decentralization is through local taxation, this exerts a negative 

influence on the overall macro-economic activity. To avoid distributional inequality 

and macro-economic stability it is necessary that central government would exert its 

control over the local government and also provide grants. The central or the upper 

level government should take revenue-sharing and taxing decisions to a large extent. 

This goes against the process of decentralization. 

It is also possible, though it is not usually recognized in the literature, that the 
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decentralization process may fail also with respect to allocative function - that is in 

the provision of local public goods, specifically for political reasons or for change in 

the nature of public good. Local governments may be more susceptible to capture by 

divergent forces and fears that these forces will behave in an irresponsible fashion.Such 

decentralization failures call for a good and strong central or upper-level government. 

Joint! '--Greater allocative ]
 
decentralization of ~-_._--~ efficiency
 
taxes and spending L _
 

1 
Greater inequality l Central government 
and instability ---------/~ grants and control 

Paradox ofdecentralization is that it demands more central government 

and more sophisticated political skills at the national level to guide the process, at 

the same time that it requires breaking the habit ofdependence on central 

government. 

Opportunities of Decentralization 

In many developing countries centralization has failed to deliver; then people 

turn to theories of decentralization (mostly based on US experience) and conclude 

that decentralization is highly desirable. But one must keep in mind that decentralization 

is essentially a political process, having various economic dimensions. The success of 

decentralization will depend as much on solving the economic problems as on political 

problems. Thus decentralization should not be considered as intrinsically a good thing 

that can be recommended without any conditionality. It should be further pointed out 

that the experiences of the developing countries should be studied extensively to cover 
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both the cases of successes and failures to identify the opportunities and constraints. 

Thepotentialities of decentralization maygounrealized because oflocalpolitical 

failures. Therefore onecannot be sureofthecontribution ofdecentralizationto economic 

performance just going by the economic theories. However, an analysis of the cross

countrydata relating to economic growth, measures of decentralization (share of sub

national government's shareoftotalpublicexpenditure) andself-reliance of sub-national 

governments (share of own revenues in total revenue) shows that the measure of 

decentralization has a positive effect on economic growth after controlling for other 

growthinfluencing variables likeinvestment in physicalcapital, education etc. 

The problems of growth and development in the developing countries are 

different from the macro economic instability problem of the Western Developed 

economies. Here the problem is providing the whole range of public goods and their 

management through proper institutional arrangement. In the early stage of 

development, many of the local public goods have strongcomplementarities with the 

national publicgood. At the sametimecreatinginstitutions consistent withdevelopment 

needs local initiatives. It is necessary therefore to have an interpenetrating structure 

of governance where sub-national govermnents function in some respects as 

independent governments and in other respects as responsible agents of carrying out 

the functions of the upper level governments. Decentralization of governance with 

democratic participationprovides the opportunity for experimenting with the growth 

and development initiatives according to the needofregional and localcircumstances. 

The West Bengal Scenario 

West Bengal has achieved more progress in decentralizing governance 

compared to many other states of India. In fact, in the late 1970s, when Left-Front 

Government came into power, the local level government structure was reformed, 

both for thepanchayet in rural areas andmunicipalities in urban areas, andthe elected 

representatives, rather than nominated personswereat the helmof local government. 

Regularelections wereheld. Subsequently the CentralGovernment took the initiative 

to changethe Constitution and the 73rd andthe 74th Constitution Amendment in 1992 

gave the local govermnent units constitutional status and made regular elections 

mandatory. Thus Indian federal structure has been expanded, formally, from a two
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tier system (consisting of central and state governments) to a three-tier system 

(consisting of central, state and local governments). 

The decentralization process in West Bengal has been more successful 

compared to many other states of India for the following reasons: (a) the land reform 

and related movement has been successful to dismantle the feudal controls in the rural 

areas; (b) the leading political party of the Left Front Government has a broad-based 

decentralized organization which fitted well to the decentralization ofgovernance; and 

(c) the majority of ruling leadership do not have vested interest in land property. 

However, while assessing success of decentralization one should either 

compare actual decentralization with actual centralization, or between two situations 

of actual decentralization. Because it is understood that the actual decentralization 

will always be inferior to ideal decentralization. In West Bengal what we have achieved 

is in the form ofan organizational set up for decentralization, but we have a long way 

to go for successful institutionalization ofdecentralization. There arc many constraints 

- bureaucratic, cultural and attitudinal - that should be removed in the process. Finally, 

the upper level governments, central and state governments must playa role conducive 

to the decentralization and should not introduce schemes like MP and MLA funds 

which go against the autonomy and strength of the decentralized local governance. 

Because after all MP and MLA funds arc individual oriented, and develop clientelism, 

which interfere with the spirit of democratic and participatory institutions of 

decentralization. 

Conclusion 

It is important to recognize both the political dimension as well as economic 

dimension ofdecentralization process. Further, one must take into consideration explicitly 

the level of decentralization, whether it is from center to states or from state to local 

government units, because the political and economic constraints and opportunities 

are likely to be different for different stages. While decentralization itself can be a 

political objective, but if designed properly, given the political scenario, it may be an 

effective instrument for growth and development in the developing countries. Finally, 

decentralization is an integrated structure of governance, with various governmental 
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units having spaces of their relative independence and cooperation, but it does not 

mean one unique structure. There can be large variations, both temporal and spatial, 

within a broad set up. Each country or each state within a country could have its own 

decentralization system of governance. 
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Marine Fish Production in West Bengal : Application of a
 
Bioeconomic Model
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Introduction 

India is the seventh largest producer of fish in the world and perhaps second in 

inland fish production. Fisheriesplay an important role in the Indian economy.Importance 

of the fisheries sector to the Indian Economy is widely acknowledged. Its significance 

lies inthree major areas. First, it is a source ofanimal protein for human consumption. 

The average human consumption of fish has been increasing gradually. In the year 

2002-03, total demand for fish amounted to 11.68 lakh tonnes but production offish 

was 11.20 lakh tonnes. As a result, there was a deficit amounting to 0.481akh tonnes. 

It is expected that that by 2020 the fish eating population would be around 650 million 

even if the rate of increase was only 50% of that in the last decade. Secondly, it is a 

source of employment. About 1.8 million fishermen draw their livelihood from 

fisheries, though they generally live on the verge of extreme poverty. Thirdly, it is a 

source offoreign exchange. Fish production increased to 6 million tonnes in 2001-02. 

Less than 10% of fish production is exported, bringing in foreign exchange earnings of 

Rs. 6370 crores in 2000-01 and Rs. 5800 crores in 2001-02. In dollar terms, export 

earnings from marine products exceeded over 1.2 billion dollars in 2001-02. 

Broadly speaking, fishery resources of India are either marine or inland. The 

principal rivers and their cannels, ponds, lakes, reservoirs comprise the inland fisheries. 

The rivers extend over about 17,000 miles and other subsidiary water channels comprise 

70,000 miles. The marine resources comprise the two wide arms of Indian ocean and 

a large number of gulf and bays along the coast. 

Despite the vast fishery resources, the production of fish in India is far from 

adequate. India produces 9% of total supply of fish in Asia. The importance of 

developing fishery resources lies in the fact that they can act as substitute for our land 

resources. However, we have not exploited our marine fisheries fully. The Indian 

Ocean Expedition has estimated that only 1% to 8% offish available along the Eastern 
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and Western coast is being caught at present. If modem methods of catching are 

employed, it is possibleto increase the fishcatchby 10times.This indeed wouldmake 

a tremendous impact on raising the nutritional standard of people and on raising the 

standardof livingof our poverty-sticken fishermen, as also on enhancing our foreign 

exchange earnings. 

From the very beginning of the plan period, planners are interested in the 

development of fisheries sector and the welfare of fishing community. However, for 

proper development and policy formulation some micro level study is needed. The 

studieson socio-economic condition of the fisherman are not large in numberin India. 

These comprise Mathur (1978), CentralMarineFisheries Institute (CMFRI) (1981), 

Jhargram(1983), GeorgeandRao(1986), Shukla(1986),Nair (1986),Paniokkarand 

Rao (1986), Sehra, Sathiadhas and Kaberi (1988), Sarnal and Meher (2003), Patel 

(2003) withreference to IndiaandPantalu (1967), Saha(1970), Central Marine Fisheries 

ResearchInstitute(1985),Guha,Neogi, DasandChakraborty (1994)and Dhar (2004, 

2005)withreference toWestBengal. Das,Neogi andGuha(2000)studied sustainability 

ofmarine fishing intheDigha-Shankarpur coastal regionthrough estimation ofmaximum 

sustainableyieldbased on a simplebio-economic model. Estimated results showthat 

actual yields of all varieties are still belowmaximum sustainableyieldexceptprawn, 

whichhas reachednear optimallevel. Butthe problemwiththeir approachis that they 

have based their study on cross section primary data for the year 1992-93. Since 

MSY can be better judged by looking into the historical time series data, proper 

calculationofMSY needto be taken into accountthese figures. Further, their study is 

not recent as it was based on the data for 1992-93. Further, Das, Neogi and Guha 

(2000) have not calculated maximum economic yield (MEY) which also constitutes 

the subject matter of our study. 

The present study has thus the following specific objectives: 

1.	 To discuss the development process of coastal fisheries in West Bengalwith 

mechanization, 

2.	 To estimatethe cost returns of mechanized fishing methods, 

3.	 To draw some policy suggestions for the development and welfare of fishery 

community. 

Our study is based onthe data collected through primary survey taken from 
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Purba Midnapur district and also the relevant secondary information from different 

Government publications. 

The plan of the present paper is as follows. In section 2 we present the 

methodology of the study. Section 3 describes calculation of data required for the 

analysis. Section 4 deals with results and discussions. Some concluding observations 

are made in section 5. 

Relevant Concepts and Methodology 

As a first step, we present the functional specificationofthe concepts of 

MSY, MEY in estimable form, which can be used for empirical analysis of the 

model. 

By Maximum sustainableyieldwe indicate the level ofyield that can be 

harvested without affecting the stock ofbiomass. The MSY concept refers to a 

steady statebecause 'sustained' means "sustained forever" underbiological conditions 

change. Harvesting offsets natural growthsothat ifharvesting equals natural growth 

the biomassis stationary. This idea canbe represented interms of a formalmodel. 

. ( db _ '1. . . 
BIOmass growth l'dt -b) IS the algebraic difference between natural 

growth (Gtb) and the harvest (x) : 6= G(b) - x 

The steady state is defined as 6=G(b) - x =0 

i.e. x = G(b) 

The steady state requires that the natural growth (G(b» should be 

harvested (r), nor more nor less so that b is neither declining (b < 0) nor growing 

The maximum sustainable yield is found as the solution to the problem
 

Max. x
 

(b) 

S.T. x = G(b) 
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Herethe choice is to be madefrom feasible stock levels of b. The solution 

is found by substituting the steady state constraints (x= G(b)) intothe objective function 

Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) can be represented by using Schaefer's surplus 

production model (1954). Maximum sustainable yield can be defined as the yield that 

can be harvested without affecting the stock level. 

The function can be written in terms of catch and effort and is as follows-

Y = aE + b£2 (i) 

Where, Y = total yield, E = effort. 

Themaximum sustainable yield canbe obtained fromequation (i) 

by taking partial derivative of Y w.r.t. E and setting it equal to zero as 

shown 

= - (;b) , (ii)EMSy 

The output at MSY can be obtained by substituting effortat MSY into equation (i). 

Finally, we specifymaximum economic yield (MEY). The maximum economic yield 

represents the levelof output where marginal revenue of fishing becomes equal to 

marginal cost of fishing. Revenues (TR) are derived fromthe sale of harvested fish 

(x) at a fixed price (p). Costs are incurred by employing fishing effort (a) at a 

fixed wage (W) 

. In short,the problem is to 

Max. TI=TR-TC 

= Px - W(l (iv) 

Let B be a stock specific parameter. 

The greater the B, the greater the G(b) for any b <j) 

G(b) = Bb(jJ - b) (v) 
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Where, 1) = max. sustainable stock 

Or, 

min. sustainable stock is absence of fishing: 

The relation (v) specifies a quadratic relation between the biomass and its growth

G(b) = B (- b? + b 1) ) 

In a steady state, x=G(b), implying 

x = B (- b2 + b1) ) (vi) 

The technology ofharvesting is generally discussed with the harvested product 

(x) depending in a positive way on both the stock (b) and the flow of effort expended 

in making the harvest (a). 

x = F(a, b) (vii) 

Particular functional form representing fishing technology is taken to be, 

x = Aab (viii) 

Output depends on multiplicative interaction ofinputs. Technological efficiency 

is denoted by A. Bringing together the biology and the technology, the steady state is 

described by, 

Aab = Bb(1) - b) 

Or, a = BfA (1) - b) Ox) 

Since a and b are uniquely related to each others by equation (vi) in steady 

states, it is a choice of convenience to Max. IT W.r.t. either 'a' or 'b'. 

Max. IT = TR - TC 

= Px-Wa 

S.T. x = Bb(1) - b) 

a = BfA (1) - b) 

Profits are maximized S.T. output and effort, which depend upon the biomass 

alone in the steady state. After making substitutions, the problem is to 

Max. IT = (TR - TC) 
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- - -B 
(b) =PBb(b -b)-W A(b -b) (x) 

This isan unconstrained maximization problem that can be solved graphically. 

TR, TC 

Visual inspection reveals that I1-maximizing b is found where the slope ofTR 

line equals to the slope of TC line. It is labelled b*. b*represnts the maximum 

economic yield is the point where MR = Me. 

To find out the actual value of b*, let us rewrite the equation (x), which 

. - 2 - -B
can be presented as max.I1=PB(-b +bb)-WA(b-b) 

The producer is to find the first derivative of profits (I1) with respect to 

fish stock (b). The value of this derivative is the slope of the profit function. The 

slope I1(b) is zero at b*. Proceeding, 

- -B
Il' = pB(-2b +b) -W -(0-1)

A
 

This can be set to zero and solving for b = b*.
 

b 1W 1 
b*=-+--

2 2 P A 

The maximum economic yield is seen once again to exceed 
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h" = ': (Which supports MSY) owing to catching cost (w >0)
2 

Maximum economic effort required to achieve maximum economic yield can 

be calculated as follows: 

At the open access point, fishing cost equals fishing revenue so that 

E * cost = (aE + bE2
) *price (xi) 

Maximum Economic Effort required to achieve Maximum Economic Yield 

can be obtained by differentiating equation (iv) w.r.t. effort (E) and equating to zero. 

This gives us the effort level required to achieve maximum economic yield. 

cost
[(-.---a)]

priceE'lEY = -----"----- . (xii) 
2b 

Maximum economic yield is given by 

MEY = (aEME y + bPMEy ) * price (xiii) 

The Data Base 

The data on quantity, value of output, number ofmechanized and non-mechanized 

boats, total number of boats are presented in table I. Both mechanized and non

mechanized boats are added to get the total figure. The total fishing effort was estimated 

by assuming constant hours of actual fishing. The actual fishing hours were kept 

constant at 2.5 hours based on preliminary survey of fishermen and expert opinion. 

The data are collected through the primary survey from the different fish landing 

centers of Midnapore district of West Bengal. As revealed through the survey there 

exist broadly three types of technology for catching fishes, namely country boat, 

motorboat and trawler. Data from the representatives of three alternative types of 

technologies through a well-designed questionnaire. The actual fishing effort is 

calculated by applying the formulae :

The actual fishing effort = 

(Actual fishing houri day) * (number of trips/ day) * (days allotted for fishing in a 

month) * (number of months for fishing in a year) (xi) 
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Accordingly the data on actual fishing effort as givenby equation(xi) will be 

different for the fisher men using three alternatives means of production. The actual 

fishing hours for three differenttypes of boats are as folIows:

For trawler, the results becomes 

2.5 hourI day * 3 trips * 10 days * 8 months= 600 hours 

For non-mechanised boats 

2.5 hourI day * 2 trips * 20 days * 7 months= 700 hours 

For mechanized boats 

2.5 hourI day * 2 trips * 25 days * 7 months = 875 hours 

Average actual fishing effort (in hours) weighted by number of different types 

(600 * 16) + (700*21)+ (875*35) 
of boats = (16+21+35) 

9600+14700+30625 
=------

72 

=763 

Cost per kg. is calculatedas the ratio oftotal operatingcost per trip per boat to 

quantityharvestedper trip per boat. In this way, the cost per kg. becomes Rs. 2.9, Rs. 

1.5 & Rs. 16.1 for motor boat, countryboat, and trawler respectively. In order to get 

cost per kg. I effort the costs calculated separately for three alternatives have been 

divided by the actual fishingeffort spent by three alternatives, which is kept constant 

throughout our analysis. Finally, the aggregatecost is calculated. Ina similarfashion, 

price per trip is calculatedas the ratio of revenue earnedper trip to quantity harvested 

per trip for three alternatives. Aggregate price per kg. per effort is calculated in the 

same way as for aggregate cost. Finally, ratio of cost to price has been estimated. 

Lastly, actual fishing efforts have been calculated taking average of three efforts for 

three boats. In order to get total effort,numberof boats available in a year as supplied 

by historical data is multiplied by the averagefishing effort. 
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Table 1 Over-all View ofMarine Sector in Midnapore District, 1994-95 to 2002

2003 

(1) (2) Total (3) Value (in (4) No. of (5) Total Catch per unit 

Year Yield (in crores) boats effort effort (2)/(5) 

M.T.) (Y) (mech.+non (4)x763 (CPUE) 

mech.) 

1994-95 60506.098 47.67 3422 2610986 0.02317365 

1995-96 92232.271 78.41 2957 2256191 0.04087963 

1996-97 87431 77.55 2861 2182943 0.040051893 

1997-98 68194.83 67.78 2925 2231775 0.03055632 

1998-99 90460.83 90.46 2892 2206596 0.04099565 

1999-00 91483.87 109.78 2551 1946413 0.04700126 

2000-01 86172.604 108.58 2692 2053996 0.04195364 

2001-02 93957.89 124.024 2921 2228723 0.04215772 

2002-03 82541.76 115.5585 3236 2469068 0.03343033 

The cost aspects of fishing activity are measured by cost of fishing per kg. 

per unit effort. For this purpose, only variable components are considered. This is 

consistent with the assumptions made in Hannesson (1993) who has mentioned that it 

will be appropriate to consider the short term cost only. The components of variable 

cost are ice, diesel, fuel used, commission, labour payments, costing rituals. These 

data are collected through the questionnaire. It is revealed from the survey that cost 

component is different for three different types of boats. The operating costs for three 

alternatives are Rs. 47770.67 for trawler Rs. 914.45 for motor boat, and Rs. 221.60 

for country boat. The quantities harvested per trip are 125 kg. , 61 kg., 118 kg. for 

motor boat, country boat and trawler respectively. 
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Table 3 Cost, Returns and Efforts for Trawler, Motor Boat and Country Boat 

(I) Capital Cost Trawler MotorBoat Country Boat (CB) Average for 

(in Rs.) (MB) (in Rs.) (in Rs.) 3 types of 

boats 

1. Cost of Boat 12,000,0 2,000,00 50,000 48,3333.33 

0 

2. Cost of engine 450,000 4,000,00 - 28,3333.33 

3. Cost of net 50,000 1,000,00 70,000 73333.33 

Total Cost 17,000,0 7,000,00 120,000 84,0000 

0 

(II) Fixed cost per year 

4. Depreciation @ 120,000 20,000 5,000 483333.33 

10% of boat 

5. Depreciation @ 45,000 40,000 - 28333.33 

10% of engine 

6. Depreciation @ 5,000 10,000 7,000 7333.33 

30% of net 

7. Interest @ 12% of 204,000 84,000 144,00 100800 

capital cost 

8. Repairs & 5,000,0 57,000 42,000 199666.66 

maintenance 0 

Total fixed cost 874,000 211,000 68400 384466.66 

(III) Operating cost per trip 

9. Ice @ Rs.50 I 700 150 - 283.33 

Block 

10. Disel@ 34,000 430 23 11484.33 

Rs.48001 Barrel (7 

barrell trip for 

trawler, 241tr. for 
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ME, BtI. for CB) 

11. Other fuel 

(Wood! gas) 

12. Commi-ssion 

13. Labour 

554 

2,000 

7,300+3 

,200 

18 

-

315 

7 

-

190 

193 

-
3668.33 

14. Cost in rituals 

(Driver) 

16.67 1.45 1.60 6.57 

(IV) Total operating 47770.6 914.45 

cost! trip 7 
._-~ 

(V) Amount of fish 1188 125 Kg. 

harvested! Trip Kg. 

(VI) Actual fishing 600 875 

effort 

(VII) Total operating cost! Kg.! Trip = 

221.60 

61 Kg. 

700 

I 

16236.57 

458 Kg. 

763 

3.0385 

PricelKg 

Total Actual fishing effort 

3.93 + 2.616 + 16.25 
= 3.0385 = 

7.5 

(VIII) Total operating cost! Kg.! per unit effort = 2.733 

Totaloperatingcost/Trip/Boat = 2.9+1.5+16.1 =2.733 

Total Actual Fishing Effort 2.5*3 

(IX) Total revenue/ 

LTriP 

772000 142950 

-1_________ 

8300 274416.66 

L 
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Results and Discussions: 

The catch effort relationship is estimated by fitting a regression equation with 

CPUE as dependent variable and effort as independent variable. The results of 

estimation are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 Estimated values ofEMSy , EMEy , and YMSy, Y MEy 

Estimated Parameters Calculated Value 

1. a 0.33259 

2. b 0.80930.10.7 

3. EMSY 20548004.4 

4. EMEy 3502822.2 

5. YMSY (in M.T.) 3417030.4 

6. YMEy(in M.T.) 3956269.8 

The results of estimation indicate Y MSY < YMEY and EMEy < EMSY These are 

consistent with theoretical concepts. Maximum economic yield is also not desirable 

from the point of view of sustainability because maximum economic yield is greater 

than maximum sustainable yield and hence if the fishermen are allowed to go by profit 

motive it will violate the condition of sustainability. Definitely this requires some 

regulatory mechanism or reduction in fishing effort. 

However, reduction in effort through regulatory mechanism means unemployment of 

fishermen, 

specially when there is no alternative employment outside the fishing sector. Inview of 

social and equity considerations people need to be accommodated within the fishing 

sector although their employment within that sector may cause harm to sustainability. 

This in turn requires creation of alternative employment opportunities to compensate 
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the unemployed fishing people. Further, diversification of skills could be done to make 

them more suitable for outside non-fishing sector's employment. 

Conclusions and Policy Implication 

Most of the fishing management can be viewed as a means of achieving certain 

social objectives through the use of appropriate regulatory investment to avoid 

overfishing. such instruments provide an institutional and regulatory framework within 

which the desired level of fishing effort can be obtained. In this case, a biological 

reference point is first selected in fishery management as a measurement of optimal 

level. This measurement aims at stabilizing the stock at the biomass, which provides 

the MSY, which can be harvested under average environmental conditions. From this 

viewpoint, efforts level beyond MSY will cause a reduction in stock population and 

thereby constitute biological over- fishing. An economic reference point can be 

selected as an objective of fishery management, which will take into account economic 

factors such as value of output and cost of production. 

The results of our study indicate that the optimum economic yield, though 

targeted, cannot be maintained unless there are some regulatory measures. This 

requires creation of alternative employment opportunity outside the fishery sector. This 

in turn places greater emphasis on poverty alleviation programmes and decentralized 

planning to take into account the remedial measure for the welfare of fishermen and 

the fishery sector. Alternative methods of compensating the people to relieve them 

from the impact of regulation would mean very high administrative and transaction 

costs which the developing countries generally can not support. 

Developed countries have been trying with several alternatives for managing the 

fishing resources. In general. these alternatives are classified into two categories, 
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namely limitations on fishing effort and catch limitations. Important measures are 

licensing, limited entry, taxes, quotas etc. 
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Research Methodology and Application of Computer 

Chiranjib Neogi" 

Introduction 

The word "science" comes from a Latin word "scientia", which 

means "Knowledge." Research is one kind of academic activity for the 

persuasion of better understanding of the observed phenomena of our daily 

life. Scientific and deeper analysis of the observed phenomena will provide 

the nature and causes of any type of happenings in the physical world and in 

society which otherwise regarded as obvious. Research may stem from pure 

intellectual curiosity. The inquisitiveness to understand inner causes of the 

apparently obvious happenings is the basic motivation of any researcher. 

Research should always be for the betterment of mankind and the 

knowledge is empowered by the application of scientific and logical 

arguments. It is, however, not always true that all the ideas of research 

originated from observations, rather they are some form of abstraction 

communicated through some notations by the scientist that refer to common 

properties among phenomena. We call them concepts. Most of the 

researches are cumulative effort of the past research activities to understand 

any new phenomenon. Research does not always lead to any discovery or 

invention but any research activity is equally important when the outcome 

of the researches gives clue or open up some genuinely new avenues for 

further researches. Proposition is a scientific term from which the causes of 

*Economic Research Unit, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata 
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observed or observable events are logically deduced. Proposition of this sort 

are called hypothesis when their observable prediction have not yet been 

tested. Scientific explanation describes how facts and predictions logically 

follow from empirical generalization or law. 

This academic pursuit is an integral part of human activity to understand 

his surroundings. The enquiry into the causes of different human behaviours 

is necessary for the development of society. Analysis of human behaviour in 

society falls in the purview of social science and research in economics is 

related to the understanding of different economic activities of people in a 

society. Any type of research has the following steps: 

1.	 Consolidation of concepts or ideas 

2.	 Formulation of hypothesis 

3.	 Identification of methods of studying or getting the solution of the 

problem. 

4.	 Building logical blocks in right direction for getting the solution. 

5.	 Synthesis ofvarious logical arguments. 

6.	 Interpretation of findings. 

In general, research emphasis on the development of generalization of 

any specific behaviour observed in society or nature. To explain empirical 

generalization or law, science introduces theories. Theories explain laws 

deductively in the same manner that laws explain facts. By following 

deductive logic one can move from proposition to hypothesis and laws to 

the prediction and explanation of observable events. The confirmation of a 

particular prediction, however, is not enough to confirm a theory and the 

basic idea of a theory is that it can be challenged and researchers' work is to 
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go beyond that theory and establish the work as superior to the earlier theory 

or to refute the existing theory. One theory is judged superior to other 

competing theories if (i) it involves the fewest number of statements and 

assumptions, (ii) it explains the broadest range of phenomena, and (iii) its 

prediction is more accurate. Now, in physical science the occurrence of any 

event is more regular than that of in social or behavioural science. Thus the 

formulation of any law regarding the genesis of the occurrence of the event 

in physical science is easier (not in intellectual sense) compared to that of 

social science due to stronger relationship among the variables in physical 

science than in social science. In physical science the relationships in most 

of the cases are time independent while in social science the relationship of 

the variables are basically time dependent and there are inter temporal 

variation of the relationships among the social variables. As a result the 

development of a generalization of different laws in behavioural science 

may not lead to any specific theory. However, analysis of various economic 

and social activities is pertinent to predict the behaviour of human activity 

in society more correctly in future and that help to develop any policy for 

betterment of society. There is nothing mechanical or programmed about 

scientific research. The development of theory, the formulation of 

hypothesis, and the application of methods to carry out tests all need a great 

deal of imagination and insight about the subject of research and reasoning 

of mind. Social scientists have created many different methods which are 

guided by the various scientific enquiries to resolve some defined problems. 

To sum up we can characterise research as follows: 
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1.	 Research is directed towards the solution of the problem that is 

sought for. 

2.	 Research is to find out relationship among different chosen variable 

according to the conjecture in mind. 

3.	 Research emphasis a generalization of human activity or occurrences 

of some events by some definite laws. 

4.	 Research is based upon some past and present experience or 

observations. 

5.	 Research requires the aptitude of analyzing the problem and testing 

the validity of any argument to justify the opinion. 

6.	 Research should be carefully recorded and reported for future 

investigation. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section some terminologies in 

research is explained. Different types of researches are discussed in section 

three. In section four we will discuss about the methods of conducting 

applied researches. Some methodological issue for the solution of some 

specific empirical problem will be discussed in section six. Availability of 

computer software for the solution of some specific econometric problems 

is discussed in section seven. In the final section some future scope of 

researches in economics are discussed. 

2. Terminologies in Research 

During the course of our research work we are facing different 

concepts and terminologies which are used frequently in analysis. Science 

can be defined as a process and knowledge is the output of science. But the 

output of science could never be a finished product, and constantly 
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remolded for the process of next investigation of some newer facts. The 

sequence of steps followed in one scientific investigation is seldom repeated 

in another work and the end of one investigation is treated as the beginning 

of another investigation. Thus science is a continuous process of 

investigation of facts and a theory developed in a research work at any point 

of time could be disproved by different logical arguments in the future using 

the results of the that research. 

It is argued that science must start with facts and ends with facts, no 

matter what theoretical structure it builds in between. In other words, at 

some point scientists observe facts; next they try to describe and explain 

what they see; then they make prediction on the basis of their theories, 

which they check against their observations (i.e., facts) again. 
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Figurel 

I I 
Theories'"I I
 

'Fi Empirical generalization -----------------1 Prediction (Hypothesis) 

~ 

I I....
ObservationsI I~ 

Figure-I describes the chain of events in scientific researches. We can start from 

any arbitrary point of the chain and at some point theories generate predictions or 

hypothesis, hypotheses are checked against observations, the observations produce 

generalization and generalization either support or contradict theories or suggest 

modification of theories. The horizontal broken line in the diagram bisecting 

empirical generalization and predictions separates the world of theory from the 

world of research. The development of theory is the goal of science. Research 

supports this goal through systematic observation generates the facts from which 

theories are inferred and tested. The important point to remember is that science is 

process involving the continuous interaction of theory and research. The three key 

principles underlying this process are (i) empiricism, (ii) Objectivity and (iii) 

control. 
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Empiricism 

The foremost characteristic of scientific enquiry is that it is based on 

empiricism. Empiricism is a way of knowing or understanding the world through 

some information or observations which are experienced by our senses for the 

purpose of research. We can observe the happening of any events directly through 

our senses or indirectly through some instruments designed to observe or to collect 

the information. Thus the evidence to prove or disprove any scientific hypothesis 

should be observable, directly or indirectly, through some tangible manifestation. 

In some subjects, for example in theology or in philosophy, theories are based on 

some nonempirical or intuitive logical arguments which are not considered as 

scientific evidence. Scientist can not accept the generalization of a fact (observable 

or unobservable) only because an authority or expert says it is true without any 

observable evidence. However, in social sciences in particular all the phenomena 

can not be observed or measurable directly but some manifestations of the actual 

measures can always possible to verify the theoretical arguments. Further 

discussion on the necessity of empiricism will be done in next section. 

Objectivity 

We often find the use of two very common words "Objective judgment" 

and "Subjective judgment". These two terms, however are related. For example, 

when one examines a paper he or she judges the paper subjectively on the basis of 

his conjecture, ideas, emotions etc But when the person gives score against his 

judgment we can define it as objective judgment. But this objectivity in true sense, 

i.e., the judgment which is free from ay bias, is rarely possible. Fortunately, a 

limited and far more useful meaning of the term "Objective" could be assigned. It 

means that there will be a broad agreement among the scientists about the 

observation of the event and about the measure of the events (if the event is 

measurable/ quantifiable). The technical term of this is called intersubjective 

testability. 
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Control 

The information or data gathered for the objective verification of a 

hypothesis or theory is supposed to be free from any bias of measurement. Biases 

may come from any source during the process of gathering information. Research 

design of any empirical analysis may not be free from biasness in choosing or 

section of method of collecting information. There is a basic difference in 

collecting information or data between pure science and social science. In pure 

science the observations are made on the characteristics of events or matters which 

are less probabilistic in nature and free from bias. Information collected from 

scientific controlled experiments generally suffers from measurement bias. On the 

other hand, in the social science researches the subject of research is human 

characters who supply the purpose and meaning of their actions which are purely 

subjective and biased according to one's perception of the action. For this reason 

social scientists should aim to understand human behaviour from the subject's 

frame of reference only. An attempt to complete generalization of external causes 

of particular human behaviour may be erroneous even when the information 

collection is unbiased. Some social scientists deny the possibility and eliminating 

different forms of bias. There are social researchers who challenge the 

appropriateness of adopting the so-calledpositivist or natural science model. 

Proposition 

The fundamental elements of logical analysis consist of proposition and 

argument. A proposition is an expression of a judgment about some term or terms 

which is analogous to concept in pure science. In the grammatical sense, it is a 

declarative sentence. Proposition, by definition is either true or false. Researcher 

should establish the hypothesis by logical application of propositions and test what 

is true or false according to the proposition. 
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Argument 

Argument is a way of giving explicit reasoning to make conclusion from 

evidences. Once an act of reasoning has taken place, the reasoning can be 

transformed into group of verbal or written statements that constitute an argument. 

The statement that is claimed to follow from the others in an argument is referred 

to as the conclusion. 

Deductive and inductive logic 

The two major types of reasoning III establishing any hypothesis are 

deduction and induction. The primary distinction between deduction and induction 

rests with the strength or certainty of the claim that is made about the conclusion 

on the basis of the prenuses. When one use deductive reasoning or present 

deductive arguments the person is claimmg that the conclusion drawn on the basis 

of reasoning is absolutely true if all the premises are true. On the other hand if a 

person argues inductively, the conclusion made on the basis of arguments is 

probably but not necessarily true if all the premises arc true. 

Deductive reasoning is either valid or invalid and the conclusion on the basis of 

deductive argument cannot go beyond the content of the premises. Induction, on 

the other hand, involves the drawing of conclusion that exceeds the information 

contained in the premises. 

Testing of hypothesis 

The underlying logic of testing hypothesis in SCIence is sometime called 

the hypothetico-deductive method. The first part of the term signifies that the 

scientific explanations tested arc hypothetical in the sense that they are assumed to 

be true. Once the assumption is made about an explanation, then its observable 

consequences are deduced for testing - hence, the second part of the term. Forming 

a hypothesis and deducing consequences from the hypothesis are actually the first 

two of four steps in the hypothcnco-deductivc method. Step three involves 

checking by observation to sec whether the deduced consequences are true and step 
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four entails making inference about the hypothesis on the basis of one's 

observations. One can increase the credibility of a hypothesis by repeated and 

varies testing, especially when such testing eliminate alternative hypotheses. If the 

evidence does not support a hypothesis, then one may logically conclude that the 

hypothesis is false. 

3. Type of Research 

Researches can be classified differently depending the on the nature and 

purpose of research activity. From now onward we will talk about the researches in 

social sciences, economics in particular. Researches in social science can be 

broadly classified in two categories (i) Theoretical research and (ii) empirical 

research. 

Theoretical research 

The type of research depends on the way of investigation of the specific 

problem that crop up in the mind of a researcher. In a theoretical research 

researcher may try to develop some new ideas in understanding the reality. The 

second group of researchers may try to develop or challenge some existing 

theories. All such theoretical researches are generally based on some theoretical 

models. Those models are more mathematical in nature and researchers try to 

understand the relationship among the variables using mathematical connotations. 

There are some well defined propositions which can be expressed in mathematical 

arguments and notations. These propositions are the representation of some ideas 

those are subjects to prove for the establishment of some hypothesis. The 

development of logical arguments is mostly based on mathematical reasoning. The 

development of existing theory may help to understand the problem in a different 

frame of mind and with newer concepts. Since theory is based on some 

assumptions, there is always scope for altering or formulating new set of 

assumptions and thereby adding new dimensions to the existing theory. These are 

very useful type of researches when some theories developed in the advanced 
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nauons on the basis of their SOC10-GCOnOnIIC environment arc reconsidered and 

d~,doped for a less advanced country according to that country' s perspective. 

Applied Research 

Applied research is either the application of some existing theories with the 

\;~d hie data or for the verification cl those models 111 the. chosen field or to test [he 

. uhditv of some new hypothesis in actual operational field that originated from the 

conjecture of mind of the research r Fer example Lewis s growth model for labour 

surplus economies assumes thai real 1\ age rate for labour shall remain constant till 

[he surplus labour is completely wiped out. It may be of interest to a researcher to 

ill\ csngatc if it IS valid for every labour surplus economy. Now if such model does 

u.t l101d good in a similar countrx one 111:1) be interested to unearth the lacuna of 

the model and what modification b required [0 apply the model in this casco On the 

ither hand. researcher may be interested to apply an existing model in a different 

snuauon with fe\'\ modifications of the underlying assumptions of the model. The 

applied researches can be classified Il1tO different categories according to their 

objective of study (i) Ex-post facto research: (ii) Experimental research; (iii) FICld 

research; (iv) Survey research: (v) Evaluation research. 

Ex-post facto research 

In many occasion researcher try to investigate the relation among the 

variables from the past observations In such a SItuation the researchers have no 

direct control on the variables SlI1CC their manifestation has already occurred. 

/" Iowever, if the variables arc property idenufied or the relation between the 

.ariables can be appropriately stated the researcher may obtain valuable results 

·.:gardl11g the strength or th, [,l~l;ilmshJPi ilt.: srgnificancc or u.e effect or 

:jidepcndent variables C::1I1 b..· measured b',- proper statistical or econometric 

'ec)miques. In this type c.r r,'.'ea'c.! jlC independent vanablcs could not be 

nanipulated or controlled. 'l h, GITI.'C1 01 tIlGSC mdependcm \ anablcs either 

i.ioependently 01 wholly produced 'IL[)".}t I'll the Jepc:ndcnt vanab:c The \\.1\ ill 



get the strength and weakness of the effect of those independent variables on the 

dependent variable is to measure the impact of the independent variables in 

explaining the variability of the dependent variable. Now from establishing the 

relationship one .can have idea of two things (i) how the variables are associated 

and (ii) the predictive values of the dependentvariables for different set of values 

of independent variables. One may be interested in studying the cause and effect 

relation between variables which may help understanding the simultaneity of the 

variables. There are some other purposes of ex-post facto researches. Researchers 

may be interested to analyse the facts those are already observed in the society or 

economy. On the basis of their findings based on the past data it may be possible to 

prescribe some policies for the improvement of the society or economy. However 

there are some weaknesses of this type of research since there is no control over the 

variables to be studied. Another difficulty is that in many occasions it is difficult to 

disentangle the effect of independentvariables on the dependent variables. In such 

cases the variables should be freed from the multicollinearity before any 

econometric analysis with those variables. But in reality it would be very difficult 

to work with such type of variables since any transformation to eradicate the 

multicollinearity may either reduce the strength of the analysis or give spurious 

results. 

However, this type of research is widely accepted due to many reasons. 

Since in the social science research the information or the data on social behaviour 

can not be taken form experimental investigation (recently, in some studies 

information on social behaviour are collected from the experiment on human 

behaviour under controlled environment) most of the research works are based on 

the ex-post facto information. But the type of research should always depend on the 

nature and scope ofthe problem to be studied. 
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Experimental Research 

As we know that experimental research means that there should be some 

control over the elements of observations. For example, we can take the readings of 

pressure of a specific volume of gas for some controlled temperature and the 

relation between temperature and pressure can be established. But in social science, 

particularly when the element of observation is human behaviour it is hardly 

possible to conduct experimental research. However, some form of experiment can 

be possible in understanding the pattern of behavioural changes in social science 

research. It is often found that some projects relating to the upliftment of some 

section or group of people arc implemented. In such a programme we can think of 

observing the changes in the pattern of economic behaviour of that particular 

section of people (control group) over time. This programme can be considered as 

a form of experiment in social science. But in true sense the laboratory experiment 

as we find in pure science is not possible in social science and only some weak 

control can be imposed in order to find out the causal relationship among variables. 

Field investigation Research 

Filed investigation is one kind of experimental research in social science 

where different kinds of characteristics of human behaviour are observed over a 

tnne span. This type of research is very popular in sociological study. Field 

experiments have the advantage of investigating more fruitfully the dynamics of 

inter-relationships of small group of variables. But one basic problem of this type 

of study is that a generalization from the results obtained from the study is difficult 

and generally this type of study IS regarded as case study. Also the sample taken for 

such study is not random in statistical S'.~I1SC and thus the result may be biased in 

nature if one tries to generalize the result. But such type of study is very useful 

since the observations of behaviour are taken from close contact of the people and 

the data collected are more dependable to establish any hypothesis. 
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Survey Research 

This type of research has become more popular these days as a scientific 

method for studying relevant impact and inter-relationship among social and 

economic variables. The popularity of this type of research is gaining due to the 

development of survey methods and sampling techniques, especially by the 

statisticians. The information for the analysis of the variables defined for the model 

is collected from surveying the unit of analysis. This unit of analysis could be any 

economic agent like person, household, production unit etc. depending on the 

nature of study. A set Information is collected by interviewing the unit of survey 

through questionnaires developed by the researcher according to the purpose and 

scope of the study. Questionnaires should be made in such a way that it can fetch 

the maximum information related to the purpose of study and caution should be 

taken to avoid spurious and multiple answer of any question. There are basically 

two types of interviews, one is called unstructured interviews and the other is 

called structured interviews. In the unstructured interviews the surveyor will get a 

general information about the unit of survey and many to not be very specific about 

the answers of the respondent. This type of survey is basically a journalistic 

approach than a serious research oriented approach. On the other hand, the 

structured interview is very specific to the problem of study and the answers given 

by the respondent are more accurate and objective. The main idea of such 

interviews is that the researcher can objectively define the variables from the 

answers and if possible can be quantified even if the answers are not in numeric. 

The researchers may use data taken from some secondary source where the data are 

collected from primary survey. The analysis of survey data by analyst other than 

the primary investigator who collected the data is called secondary analysis. One 

advantage of this type of research is that one can increase the sample size for the 

analysis by adding the information from various surveys if the sample frames are 
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same for all the surveys. There are steps to be followed for conducting a successful 

survey. 

FIgure 2. 

" 
Select unit of Select Vari~...--.analysis 

"
 
Develop sampling 

plan 
--_._._._.- - ----- ---1~~. method 

Figure 2 describes some steps to be followed before going for survey. All 

the steps are very important from the pU!l11 of view of a researcher since the 

ultimate result of the analysis depends on the selection at each step. For 

example, if the construction of sampling frame of the survey is not followed 

the proper statistical rules the esnrnates obtained from the survey may be 

biased and do not represent the populaticn Before going to final survey a 



pilot survey may be necessary to get an idea of the nature of answers from 

the respondent and the feasibility of the survey. During the time of survey 

continuous monitoring of the surveyor and the checking of the schedules are 

needed for getting accurate information from the respondents. The main 

difficulty of this type of survey research is that it is time consuming as well 

as expensive method unless it is a very small survey. But a very small 

survey does not give good results and is difficult to generalize the result 

obtained from the survey. 

Evaluation Research 

This type of research is to evaluate any projects undertaken by any 

government or non-government organizations mainly for the development 

of the socio-economic condition of the people. In very recent years there is 

vast project on the construction of roads is taken by the Government of 

India (Golden quadrilateral). In some parts of the country the projects has 

been completed and researcher are now interested to know the effect of this 

infrastructure development on the socio-economic conditions of the 

neighbouring people. This type of research is useful in evaluating a 

developmental project of a country or in any locality. 

4. Research Design 

Research is some time seen as an activity for the purpose of building 

some relationship or to asses to strength of associations among the variables 

in terms of some models developed for that purpose. However, not all 

research is conducted for the immediate purpose of testing the relationships. 

Research is undertaken for three broad purposes: (1) to explore a 

phenomenon to gain insight and understanding about it in order to formulate 
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a more precise research problem for further study; (2) to describe a section 

of population completely or accurately as possible to understand the 

behavioural pattern of the group; and (3) to examine and formally to test the 

relationships among the variables. Research design depends on the purpose 

of the research stated above. There are various types of studies like 

exploratory studies, descriptive studies, explanatory studies etc. Exploratory 

and descriptive type of studies deals with the problem of understanding of 

some broad phenomena when the very little is known about the subject of 

the study. Sociological and anthropological researches are in most cases fall 

in this category of research. When the researcher formally seek the answer 

to the problem and hypothesis or test the relationship among the variables 

we call it explanatory study. 

Stages of Social Research 

In all researches, particularly in empirical researches, there are some 

steps to be followed. But the steps are neither very rigid nor mandatory. The 

stages of researches depend on the type of researches and researches may 

arrange the stages according to their research problem. 

Stage 1: Formulation ofresearch problem 

Research begins with a question or problem. The question or 

questions may arise from some common ideas or from some observations 

but that should be clearly delineated and must be contextual to any 

discipline. To make a question 01 problem more specific researcher should 

apply the logic for separating out the problem which may be entangled with 

various related problems. To make the problem narrower and sharper 

researches must have to do a thorough review of the current literature on the 



subject. Literature review is also necessary to get the guideline to solve the 

problem and the proper variables required for the study. Also, one may get 

the idea of methods and process from the earlier research works addressing 

the related problem. 

Stage 2: Preparation ofResearch design 

Once the problem has been clearly formulated the researcher must 

develop an overall plan for framework for investigation. Research design 

includes all the steps from collection of information to the report writings. If 

there is any flaw in research design the researcher may not finish the 

research study in time. Selecting the units of observation and the variables 

to be studied is also the part of preparation of research design. If the 

variables for the investigation are not properly selected for any survey the 

researcher may not get the required data for testing the hypothesis and it 

may not always possible to collect the information once the survey has been 

conducted. Within the context of selecting an overall strategy, decision also 

must be made on the unit of analysis, on which variables to observe and 

control and how they should be measured and on how best to analyze the 

data. 

Stage 3: Measurement 

In any empirical researches the measurement of observable events 

and selection of the type of variable is important. There are basically two 

types of measures (a) Ordinal measure and (b) Cardinal measure. In any 

survey the nature of data collected depends on the character of the response 

from the unit or respondent. Answers to some questions may not be possible 
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to give in quantitative term and lI1 such cases researches have to rely on the 

ordinal measure of the variables or the qualitative values of the variables. 

Stage 4: Sampling 

In any survey research sampling of the unit of analysis is the most 

Important part of the total studv. In most of the empirical studies in social 

science the objective is to generalize the findings that based on a few 

number of observations. There are many reasons for a researcher to test his 

or her hypothesis on the baSIS of small number of observations like, shortage 

of time and money. But the basic idea of sampling is that these few 

observations or sample should he an ideal representation of the whole 

observation or population otherwise the generalization of the finding will 

not be possible. In the researches of pure science the sample need not mean 

few observations because the character of anv sample of material used in 

experiments is same for all other sample ofthe same material. 

Before going to take the sample of any population a sampling frame 

should be needed for delineatu.c the population. This is generally done by 

method of listing of all the units ut observations. For example, if a 

researcher tries to characterize t!1e pattern of consumption of particular 

goods in a city the researcher :ljetj Us! the population from the telephone 

directory of that city and put number J) each person. Similarly, for a house 

hold survey of any particular mea the researcher may rely on the voter list of 

that area which is available -v.tn the IOCll municipality. Thus the sampling 

frame is not a sample but the operauonal definition of the population that 

provide the basis for samplinz 
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There are two broad category of sampling (1) Probability sampling 

and (2) Non-probability sampling. Simple random sampling is the most 

widely used sampling technique of any survey in social science. The 

defining property of a simple random sampling is that every possible 

combination of cases has an equal chance of being included in the sample. 

The selection of sample from the list of population is random it is based on 

the random number generated for the purpose. As we know from the 

elementary statistics that sample estimates of population parameters are 

called statistics. Now, if we think of a particular statistics obtained from 

different sample of same size for a given population then the resulting 

distribution of the statistics is called sampling distribution. From this 

sampling distribution one can judge the significance of any sample statistic. 

The amount that a given sample statistic deviate from the population 

parameters it estimates is known as sampling error. The statistical measure 

of the average of such error for the entire sampling distribution is called the 

standard error. Theoretical knowledge about the sampling distribution is 

utilized to attach a probability, or level of confidence, to a calculated range 

within which the population characteristic should fall. This range, called a 

confidence interval, is established around the sample statistic. 

The other very common sampling technique is stratified random 

sampling. In stratified random sampling, the population is first subdivided 

into two or more mutually exclusive segments, called strata, based on 

categories of one or a combination of related variables. Simple random 

samples then are drawn from each stratum, and these sub-samples are joined 
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to form the complete, stratified sample. Clustered sampling and systematic 

sampling are other two types of sampling techniques used in survey. 

Stage 5: Data Collection 

Collection of data and the sources of data depend purely on the 

nature of the research study. There are primarily two sources of data: (i) 

primary source and (ii) secondary source. When the data are collected 

from the field survey using questionnaire or any other techniques they are 

primary data. Some time researchers collect data from any published 

documents that are already collected and tabulated by some individual or 

any organization (like, National sample Survey Organization, India or Penn 

World table of University of Pennsylvania, USA). Collection of primary 

data requires a good knowledge about the objective of study and about the 

variables required for the analysis. Checking of raw data collected from the 

survey is needed for reduction of absurd and abnormal figures. Similarly 

when data are collected from any secondary sources care should be taken 

about the transcription error during the copying of data in papers or in 

computer. But nowaday data on different topics are available in Internet 

and in soft copy. So the chances of committing error during copying are 

reduced in a great deal. 
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1. Formulation of Research problem 

2. Preparationof the ResearchDesign 

5. Data Collection 

7. Data Analysis and Interpretation 

Figure 3: The Stages of SocialResearch 
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Stage 6: Data analysis 

After collecting data either through experiment or through field surveyor 

from any secondary sources the,researcher should pay attention how these data can 

be fully utilized for the analysis of the hypothesis. The model of analysis should be 

such that there will be little or no scope of information loss. Data analysis is a vast 

area and what will be the most suitable method of analysis of data depends on the 

nature of study. In any empirical analysis there ate two basic approaches of 

analysis: (i) Parametric and (ii) Non parametric. Some time researchers do not 

go into any modeling for the analysis but depend on some descriptive analysis 

using bivariate or multivariate tables. One very common parametric analysis is the 

regression method to analyze the effect of one or more variables for the variation of 

a particular variable, which supposed to depend on those variables. There are many 

such parametric methods in economics like, frontier production function analysis, 

time series analysis etc. Association tests of categorical variables and the data 

envelopment analysis are some common application of non-parametric methods in 

economics. There is vast scope of discussion on the data analysis. However, for our 

purpose we will restrict ourselves on some elementary ideas on the data analysis. 

Stage 7: Report Writing 

The final stage of a research is to report the analysis in a well-organized 

manner. At the beginning of the report the motivation of the paper OJ' the thesis 

should be clearly written. Then one should write on the review of literature from 

which the researcher gets the impetus and the issue of the research comes up. Then 

the proposition and the hypothesis of the research should be logically built and the 

topic of analysis should be focused clearly. Models and method of analysis will 

come next followed by the description of collection and sources of data for the 

analysis. Reporting on the analysis of data should be clearly done along with the 

tables of result in favour of the arguments to establish the hypothesis is an 

important part of any thesis writing. The concluding observations on the results 
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coming out from the analysis are to be summarized in the final section. This 

structure can be followed for each chapter of any thesis or for preparing a paper for 

any scientificjournal. 

5. Specific Research Problem and Corresponding Methodology 

So far we have discussed about the structure of the research approaches in 

social science. Selection of suitable model for any specific research problem and 

the method of analysis of data are major area of any empirical research. In this 

section we introduce a research problem which is a recent development of standard 

micro economic theory of production. The following issue of research is a typical 

example of ex-post facto research and empirical research where knowledge of 

computer packages is needed for the solution of the problem. Also, this problem 

can be solved by both parametric and non parametric approaches. 

Concept ofEfficiency 

In standard microeconomic analysis, producers are assumed to behave 

optimally and the production relations are represented by the production function, 

cost function and profit function. Isocost and isoquant lines are frequently used to 

describe the production behaviour of an individual firm. In the analysis of 

efficiency, however, it is not assumed that producers always behave optimally and 

hence they can operate inefficiently. The orthodox school of microeconomics, 

however, does not admit such inefficiency. Theoretically, a competitive market in 

equilibrium can not allow inefficiency of this type. In measuring efficiency a bench 

mark production function has to be constructed to judge the performance of 

production units. This efficient production function is called as frontier. The 

method of comparing the observed performance of production unit with the 

postulated standard of perfect efficiency is the basic problem of measuring 

efficiency. This is primarily a two stage problem. First, an ideal production frontier 

should be estimated with the observed production information. Then in the second 
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stage efficiency of production units arc measured correctly from the departure of 

the observed to potential values. 

The literature on production and cost frontier and calculation of efficiency 

begins with Farrell's seminal work "The Measurement of Productive Efficiency" 

published in the Journal of Royal Statistical Society in 1957. The empirical 

counterpart of the idea of efficiency mooted by Farrell, fall into an econometric 

approach in which the efficiency is identified with disturbance in production or 

cost function. The distributed disturbance terms in the production function analysis 

is the basic consideration in measuring frontier production function. 

Let us consider for simplicity that the production unit produces single 

output using two inputs and the production process follows constant return to scale. 

It is also assumed that the efficient production function is known. 

o 

T 

X, 

Figure -4 

The curve II in Figure-4 represents the unit isoquant of an efficient 

producer. Let A be a point which represents the combination of two inputs 

X, and X2 per unit of output. If we draw a line from the origin to point A it 
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will cut the efficient isoquant at point B. It means that if the inputs can be 

reduced equiproportionately the efficient point will be at B, which must lie 

on the efficient isoquant II. Thus the point B represents the combination of 

inputs in the same proportion as in point 'A' but with a lesser amount of 

both inputs to produce a unit level of output. OB/OA fraction of inputs is 

now needed to produce the same level of output or in other words OA/OB 

times of output can be produced from the same level of input. The ratio 

OB/OA can be interpreted as technical efficiency of any production unit. 

Thus if the production unit is technically efficient the value will be 1 and 

any value below 1 (OB=OA) indicates technically inefficient unit. 

In the above definition of efficiency the role of input price m 

measuring efficiency is not considered. Now if one has to assess the 

efficient allocation of inputs in terms of input price then the price line or 

isocost line SS in Figure-4 should be introduced to measure efficiency. The 

point C on the line SS represents the minimum cost required given the price 

of inputs for the use of same proportion of inputs as is used at point B. Thus 

the ratio OC/OB gives the measure of price efficiency or allocative 

efficiency. Now if the firm can change the proportion of inputs to the point 

D then the firm can attain both the minimum cost of input as well as 

optimum efficiency from the input used. However, it may not be always 

possible to change the proportion of inputs keeping the same level of 

technical efficiency. If the production unit is perfectly efficient, both 

technically and in respect of price the ratio OC/OA will be the measure of 

overall efficiency. 
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If the objective of a producer is to minimize the wastage ofinput use 

the performance of the production unit can be measured in terms of 

technical efficiency/inefficiency, On the other hand, if the objective of a 

production unit is to minimize cost for a given level of output or 

maximization of profit by allocating inputs and outputs then the 

performance of production unit can be defined in terms of economic 

efficiency. 

Before gomg into the detail of the econometric technique for 

modeling and measurement of technical efficiency it will be wise to 

describe briefly the physical structure of different production technology in 

terms of graphs, 

A production technology transferring inputs 

output 

Y =(YI , Y2"'" YM ) E R~f can be represented by the output correspondence 

P, the input correspondence L, or the graph of the technology GR. 

The output correspondence P : R~" ~ 2R;H[2R;'f => {A : A ~ RM 
} ] (A 

IS a subset of Euclidian space of dimension M) maps input x E, R~ into 

subset p(x) ~ R~f of output. The set P(x)is called output set and it denotes 

the collection of all output vectors )' E Ie that are obtainable from the 

. RNmput vector x E +' 

The input correspondence L H1
" -~ 2/<' maps the output Y E R~ 

into subset L(y) ~ R~ of inputs. The input set L(y) denotes the collection 

of all inputs vector x E R~ that yields at least output vector y E R;f . 
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The input and output correspondence can be derived from one 

another by means of the relationships 

L(y) = {x: Y E P(x)} 

and P(x) = {y : x E L(y)} 

o o 

Output set Input set 

Figure -5 

Now the graph of the production technology is the collection of all feasible 

input-output vectors, i.e. 

GR ={(x,Y) E R:+M 
: y E P(x),x E R:} 

and GR == {(x,y) E R:+M 
: x E L(y),y E R~}
 

Thus the input output correspondence can be derived from the graph as
 

P(x) = {y: (x,y) E GR} and
 

L(y) ={x: (x,y) E GR}
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Figure-6 

The graph (Figure-6) models both input and output substitution in addition 

to modeling input output transformation. The input set, the output set and 

the graph provides representation of technology in terms of input 'quantities 

and output quantities. 

Let us introduce the concept of production frontier as a functional 

characteristic of the boundary of graph of production technology. The 

boundary of the graph represents the maximum possible output obtained 

from a given level of input or minimum input use for a given level of 

output. In a single output multiple input case the production frontier can be 

defined as 

f(x) =maxl j: : Y E: P(x)}
 

== :-:max{v:xEL(y)}
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o x 

Figure -7 

In figure-7 the production function ttx) describes the maximum output that 

can obtain with any given input vector. The different combination of 

inputs and outputs fallon or bellow the production frontier. The basic idea 

of efficiency is to measure the distance of a particular combination of input 

and output of a production unit from the respective' production frontier. 

There are two concept of distance function. The input distance function 

measures the maximum possible conservation of input to reach the 

boundary of production frontier. The concept can be illustrated in the 

following figures. 
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Input = l: output= I lnput=2: Output=l 

Figure-8 

An input distance function can be defined as 

D,(y,x) =max{A: xl A E L(y)} 

).., is the contraction factor by which inputs can be reduced to produce output 

y. Figure 6 is the graphical presentation of the input distance function.
 

An output distance function can be defined as
 

Do (y, x) =min{J-l: y I J.l E P(x)}
 

fA is the output expanding factor by which output can be maximize by fA<l
 

with a given level of input. A graphical representation of the output distance
 

function is given in Figure -9.
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Input= 1 : Output= 1 

The method of efficiency measure is based on the estimates of the 

best practice frontier production function which is a natural reference or 

basis of efficiency measure. Efficiency can be of three types: (i) Technical, 

(ii) Economic and (iii) Scale. In the following paragraphs the 

correspondence between these efficiencies with distance function will be 

described. Before going into the functional specification let us briefly 

describe the concept of these efficiencies diagrammatically. 

Efficiency measure provides a description of the structure of an 

industry and a necessary step for identifying the causes of inefficiencies. 

Figure-lO(a) describes the concept of feasible production set which is the set 

of all input-output combinations those are feasible and the set consists of all 

points between the production frontier and the 
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Figure -lO(a) Figure -lO(b) 

X-axix. The points along the production frontier line OP defines the 

efficient subset of all the feasible production set. If the firm operating at 

point A moves to point B the firm can achieve the output augmenting 

efficiency. Similarly, if the firm switches from point A to point C the firm 

will be technically efficient from input saving measure. Point D in figure 

gives the technically optimal scale where output per unit of input is 

maximized. Figure-l O(b) represents the corresponding points of figure 

lO(a) in an isoquant frame. Now, one measure of technical efficiency EI is 

measured by comparing an observed point of input requirement to produce 

output Y, with the input requirement on the frontier production function 

corresponding to that level of output. In the input coefficient space this 

means comparing an observed input coefficient point with the point on the 

transformed isoquant of the frontier function corresponding to the observed 

output with observed factor proportions. In figure-l O(b) this can be stated as 

DC
E=

I OA 

Another measure E2 is obtained by comparing a observed point of input 

requirements for an observed output Y, with the output Y, obtained on the 
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frontier production function for the same amount of input. In Figure -1O(b) 

this can be represented by the ratio 

E =OB 
2 OA 

Let us now define the efficiencies in terms of distance function described 

earlier. First, we can consider the case of single output and multiple inputs. 

The input oriented measure of technical efficiency is given by the function 

TE; (Y, x) =min{A: y s 1(J.x)} 

and the output oriented TE is defined as 

TEo(y,x) =max{,u: yu ~ I(x)} 

Similar to our earlier discussion the input oriented TE can be 

described as a measure of maximum radial contraction in X that enable to 

produce Y and 1...<1. Output oriented technical efficiency on the other hand 

is the maximum radial expansion in Y for a given set of input X. 

So far we have not discussed the issue of costs and price of inputs in 

measuring efficiency. When the prices of inputs are introduced in explaining 

the production technology it will be possible to measure the efficiency of 

units in terms of costs and allocation of inputs. Cost frontier is defined as 

the locus of minimum possible costs to produce a given level of output. A 

cost function is defined as 

C(y,W)=min{W:xeL(Y)},whereW =LW;x; ; Wi is the price of 

inputs. 

Let us now explain the conceptcost efficiency and allocative efficiency. The 

measure of cost efficiency is defined as 

CE(y,x, w) =C(y, w)/W 
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In other words it is the ratio of minimum cost to actual costs. The concept is 

described graphically in the following figure. 

A ..... 

I 

Figure -1] 

Let A is a set of inputs to produce a given level of output indicated by the 

isoquant II. This point is neither technically efficient nor cost efficient point. 

If the point can be brought down to a point along the ray through origin 

where it cuts the price ratio line of inputs the intersecting point will be the 

cost efficiency- the ratio of minimum cost of production with a given input 

prices to observed cost. From Figure -11 we can write 

CE=OC 
OA 

Now it is understood that all the cost efficient points may not lie on 

the isoquant, i.e. all are not technically efficient points. Input combination at 

C in figure is cost efficient but not technically efficient. On the other hand 

point B is technically efficient but not cost efficient. Here the concept of 
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allocative efficiency is introduced in the efficiency literature. Allocative 

efficient point is such a point which gives both technically and cost efficient 

combination of inputs. Point D in Figure -11 is such a'point where the 

production unit is both technically and cost efficient. This point then will be 

a tangential point between the price line and isoquant. The measure of 

allocative efficiency is the defined as 

AE{y,x, w) =CE{y,x,w)/TE{y,x) 

Thus the measure of input allocative efficiency is given by the ratio of cost 

efficiency to input-oriented technical efficiency. 

Measures of Technical Efficiency 

The estimation of production function by least 'square approach 

actually contradict the theoretical notion of maximization of quantity of 

output from a given level of inputs, since the regression represents the 

average rather than best practice technology. Farrell (1957) provides "an 

intellectual basis for redirecting attention from production or cost function 

specifically to the deviation from that function, and respecifying the 

regression technique accordingly" (Green,1993) 

The approaches to estimate production frontier are of two types, viz. 

(i) non-statistical and (ii) statistical. The basic difference between these two 

approaches is that while statistical approach depends on the stochastic 

properties of the data the other does not depend on such property. In 

statistical approach the analysis of the data yields standard error for the 

estimates while m non-statistical approach analysis gives only 

measurements of efficiency and does not contain any statistical properties. 

Non statistical measure can further be classified into two groups (i) non
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statistical non-parametric and (ii) non-statistical parametric. In the first type 

of model it is assumed that all the inputs and outputs are properly identified 

and measurable and there is no measurement error. Thus there will be no 

scope of statistical noise in the measurement of efficiencies. The study by 

Afriat (1972), Hanoch and Rothschield (1972), Diewart and Parka.n (1983) 

belong to this approach Banker and Manindiratta (1985) allowed statistical 

"noise" in the non-statistical non-parametric model to measure efliciencies. 

Another competing approach which belongs to this category is Data 

Envelopment Analysis (DEA) which is basically a linear programming 

approach with multiple Input and output data. The study of Charnes, Cooper 

and Rhods (1978) is the pioneenng work in this area and a rich literature on 

DEA has been developed during recent years. 

Thus there are basically two approaches in measuring the technical 

efficiency. We will discuss very briefly about the models and how to get the 

technical efficiency of any production units empirically using computer 

packages. 

Parametric or Econometric approach 

Let us consider a simple C-D production function in its linear form. 

y, = /30 +"L/3k Xk/ '-/1, 

where y; and X;k are the logarithm of output and inputs respectively. u, 1S 

the random disturbance term that lies between 0 and 1. The parameters of 

the equation should first be estimated by OLS to get the consistent unbiased 

estimate of the slope parameters and a consistent but biased estimate of the 

intercept term /30' In the next step the intercept term is to be corrected by 
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sifting up until no residual is positive and at least one is zero. Now the 

estimated residual u· can be used to estimate the technical efficiency 

Richmond (1974) suggested a similar technique considering a simple C-D 

production function in its linear form. Taking J..l as mean of u j the equation 

can be written as 

If the distributional specification of the error term is half-normal it 

satisfies all the ideal conditions except normality. Therefore, the above 

equation may be estimated by OLS for obtaining the BLUE of (Po - It) and 

Pi'S. Richmond procedure is very similar to COLS but the intercept term 

here is to shift up by the mean of one-sided disturbance u. This technique is 

called MOLS or Modified Ordinary Least Square. The OLS residuals can 

then be used as the estimates of technical efficiency. The difficulty with this 

technique is that even after correcting the constant term some residuals may 

have wrong sign and those observations may be above the estimated 

frontier. 

A stochastic frontier model is a major improvement over the former 

models in the sense that it makes a clear distinction between the so-called 

white noise and inefficiency as such. Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977) 

proposed this stochastic model with the idea that the error term is composed 

of two parts and form of the function is 

Yi = !(xi;p)e(Vi-U
;) [i = l,.··,n] 
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The random error term Vi has some symmetric distribution to capture the 

random effect of measurement error and exogenous shock, while uj's 

assumed to be non-negative truncation of the N(0,cr2) distribution, provided 

the measurement of technical efficiencies relating to stochastic frontier. 

Now, simple OLS type of estimate can provide the test of presence of 

technical efficiency in data i.e. if uj==0 then the variation in production from 

the frontier level is only due to the random error or white noise. If it is 

assumed that technical efficiency is present among the production units then 

a stochastic frontier approach to estimate the (in) efficiencies can be 

obtained from the estimates of the parameters of the model. 

Now one should take assumptions on the distribution of the two 

disturbances. The most common distributional assumptions are the 

followings. The Normal-half normal model, i.e. the v;'s are iid with N(0,cr2
) 

and the uj's are iid with non-negative half normal. The log likelihood 

function can be written as 

n -£.2 1 £ 
lea, f3,a,2) =const - -loga2 + ~)log¢(-J_) __(--,-)2]

2 a 2 a 

2 = au .a = au + a; and cpO is the cumulative distribution function of the 
a y 

standard normal distribution. U i 's and v,'s are distributed independently of 

each other, and of regressors. The assumption of half normal means that the 

modal value will be zero with the occurrence of technical inefficiency 

becomes less as one moves away from the frontier. The density function of 

v;'s is then 
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y'2 (--)
/(v) = e 2". 

J21rcry 

2 

The half normal distribution parameters a u anda v are estimated 

along with the technology parameters of the production function and the 

hypothesis A=0 is tested by appropriate test statistics. After getting the 

estimates values of the parameters the next step is to obtain the estimates of 

technical efficiencies from the values of u., Technical efficiency of each 

( 1producer can then be obtained from TE =e ) . Where uj is the mean of the 

conditional distribution of u j given by either 

E(u
j 

lSi) =cr[ ¢(s,A/ cr) (s,A)],

1-¢(s,A/cr) a
 

Battese and Coelli (1988) proposed the estimates for technical efficiency as 

where M is the conditional mean of the distribution. 

There are some other distributional assumptions of error term U j which have 

been considered to estimate the parameters of production frontier. 

Normal-Exponential model is another distributional assumption where along 

with the normal distribution of white noise U j is considered as iid 

exponential. The point estimates of technical efficiency can be obtained just 

as in the Normal-Half-normal case. Normal-Truncated normal and Normal
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Gamma are the two other distributional assumptions which are taken for 

estimation of production frontier and the technical efficiencies from the 

point estimation of u i 'so 

Non Parametric Approach 

Non-Radial Measures of Technical Efficiency 

Consider the production possibility set: 

T = {('C, y): y can be produced from x}, (1) 

where x is an n-element input bundle and y is an m-element output 

bundle. Unlike parametric models, the non-parametric approach DEA 

does not specify the production possibility set explicitly. Instead, it only 

assumes that: (a) all observed input-output bundles are feasible; (b) inputs 

are freely disposable; (c) outputs are freely disposable; and (d) the 

production possibility set is convex. 

The Debreu-Farrell input-oriented measure of technical efficiency of 

the bundle (x", y~) is 

TE/( 0 0) . e (exl) ]'
1" x, Y = mm: , y II ' ) EO • (2)
 

Similarly, the corresponding output-oriented measure is
 

rE?(xo, l) = --.1.;- (3)
 
'I' 

where <p • = max rp : (x (J,rpy)I) E 7' .
 

Both of the measures above are radial measures because all inputs are
 

contracted (as in (2)) or all outputs are expanded (as in (3» by the same
 

proportion.
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In general, many input bundles other than xOcan also produce l. For the 

specific output bundlel, we can define the input (requirement) set 

V(l) = {x : l· can be produced from x}. 

(4) 

For each specific output bundle y, there is a specific input set V(y). Thus, 

the same production possibility set T generates a family of input sets. 

Every observed input bundle x lies in the input set of the corresponding 

output bundle l Further, if XO E V(Y°) and Xl ~XO, then Xl E V(Y°). Also, if 

Xl E V(Y°) and / "5".l, then Xl E V(yl). If the production possibility set Tis 

convex, the input sets are also convex. 

Many input bundles in the input set of a specific output bundle are 

inefficient, because one can produce the target output from a smaller 

input bundle. These are strictly interior points of the input set. By 

contrast, the. isoquant of an output bundle l consists only of boundary 

points of V(Y°). The isoquant ofl is 

V(yO) = {x: x E V(yO) and Ax ~ V(yO)if A < I}. 

(7) 

Thus, if x E V (y 0
) , then it is not possible to reduce all inputs even by the 

smallest amount and still produce the output level j/'. The quantity of at 

least one input in the XO bundle must be strictly binding. From the 

definition of the isoquant, if XO E iT (yo), then the input-oriented technical 

efficiency of (xo, l) equals unity. Indeed, every input-oriented radial 

projection of an inefficient input-output bundle (x, y) lies in the isoquant 

of the output bundle y. The efficient subset of the isoquant of any output 

bundlel is defined as 
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V' (/l) := {X: x E I'(yO) and x' ~ V(yO) if x' ~ x}. (8) 

Note that if XOE V(/), then reducing any input in the XO bundle renders 

the output bundle yO infeasible. Thus, every input bundle in the efficient 

subset of the isoquant of an output bundle is technically efficient and no 

slack exists in any individual input. The non-radial measure, proposed by 

Hire and Lovell (1978). measures the technical efficiency of a firm 

relative to a point in tile efficient subset of the isoquant. 

In an output-oriented analysis of technical efficiency, the objective is 

to produce the maximum output from a given quantity of inputs, For this, 

we first define the (producible) output set of any given input bundle, For 

the input bundle xo, the output set 

P(xo) {y: (\.0, y) c: n (9).cc 

consists of all output bundles that XO can produce, Because different 

output sets exist for different input bundles, the production possibility set 

is equivalently characterized by a family of output sets, If (x, I) is an 

actually observed input -output combination, then 1 E P( x), Further, if 

YoE Pt:(X0) and 1if X?X,I ,j then1 y (J E P/(x).1, S'irm ar y, 'I 1 1if YoE P/IX 
o
/\ and 1if 

/ ~l, then / E Ptx") , Finally, convexity of T ensures that each output set 

P(x) is also convex. 

The output isoquant of any input bundle XU is defined as 

(10) 

Thus, if .IF co J5 (x"), then the output-oriented radial technical efficiency of 

the pair (x", /J equals unitV, because one cannot increase all outputs 

holding the input bundle unchanged. This does not, of course, rule out the 

possibility that one can increase some individual components of the l 
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output bundle. The efficient subset of the output isoquant of xo, on the 

other hand, is 

p·(xO)={Y:YEP(xO)and y'(lP(xO)if y'~yO}. (11) 

Therefore, an output-oriented radial technically efficient projection of l 
produced from XO onto P(xo) may include slacks in individual outputs. But 

no such slacks may exist, if the projection is onto r'(xo). The radial 

measure of output-oriented technical efficiency does not reflect any 

unutilized potential for increasing individual outputs. Again, as shown 

below, a non-radial, output-oriented measure does include all potential 

increases in any component of the output bundle. 

The problem of slacks in any optimal solution of a radial DEA model 

arises because we seek to expand all outputs or contract all inputs by the 

same proportion. In non-radial models, one allows the individual outputs to 

increase or the inputs to decrease at different rates. Hire and Lovell (1978) 

introduced the following output-oriented, non-radial measure of technical 

efficiency, which they called the Russell measure: 

° 1RM (x ,Y ° )=-, (J2a)y 
Py 

where Py =max;,L:¢, 

s.t. L:AjYtj ~ ¢,Y,o; (r = 1,2•...,m); 
j 

L:AjXij ::;;x;o; (/= 1, 2, ..., n); (J2b) 
j 

L:Aj =1; Aj ~ 0; (j =1, 2, ..., N). 
j 
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When output slacks do exist Jt the optimal solution of a radial DEA 

model, the non-radial Russell measure falls below the conventional 

measure obtained from all output-oriented BCC model. That is" because 

the radial projection is always a feasible point for this problem, Py ~ ¢/. 

Hence, the non-radial Russell measure of technical efficiency never 

exceeds the corresponding radial measure. 

7. Computer Application for the Specific Problems 

As we have already said that there are two approaches for getting the 

estimates of efficiencies of' any decision making unit. Thus, for each 

approach separate programs are developed for the purpose of 

estimation of efficiencies The data for the analysis are unit level 

information on production of output or value added and the values of 

different inputs used for the production. In the econometric approach 

output should be restricted to one while in the non parametric DEA 

approach the number of output could be more than one. The data can 

be collected from any secondary sources like Annual Survey of 

Industries, Reserve Bank of India etc. or data can be collected from 

the primary sources bv survey. In studying with the problem of small 

scale manufactunng units (unorganized sector) Researchers can 

collect data by surveying the units using questionnaires. After 

collecting the data it should be properly checked and cleaned and 

arranged the require variables according to the requirements of 

computer packages. 
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THE FRONTIER PROGRAM 

FRONTIER Version 4.1 differs in a number of ways from 

FRONTIER Version 2.0 (Coelli, 1992), which was the last fully 

documented version. People familiar with previous versions of FRONTIER 

should assume that nothing remains the same, and carefully read this 

document before using Version 4.1. You will, however, find that a number 

of things are the same, but that many minor, and some not so minor things, 

have changed. For example, Version 4.1 assumes a linear functional form. 

Thus if you wish to estimate a Cobb-Douglas production function, you must 

log all of your input and output data before creating the data file for the 

program to use. Version 2.0 users will recall that the Cobb-Douglas was 

assumed in that version, and that data had to be supplied in original units, 

since the program obtained the logs of the data supplied to it. A listing of 

the major differences between Versions 2.0 and 4.1 is provided at the end of 

this section. 

Files Needed 

The execution of FRONTIER Version 4.1 on an IBM PC generally 

involves five files: 

1) The executable file FRONT41.EXE 

2) The start-up file FRONT41.000 

3) A data file (for example, called TEST.DTA) 

4) An instruction file (for example, called TEST.INS) 

5) An output file (for example, called TEST.OUT). 
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The start-up file, FRONT41.000, contains values for a number of key 

variables such as the convergence criterion, printing flags and so on. This 

text file may be edited If the user wishes to alter any values. This file is 

discussed further in Appendix A. The data and instruction files must be 

created by the user prior to execution. The output file is created by 

FRONTIER during execution. I Examples of a data, instruction and output 

files are listed in Section 4. 

The program requires that the data be listed in an text file and IS 

quite particular about the format. The data must be listed by observation. 

There must be 3+k[+p] columns presented in the following order: 

I) Finn number (an integer in the range I to N) 

2) Period number (an integer in the range 1 to T) 

3) v, 
4) x l , 

3+k) xk, 

[3+k+l) z l, 

3+k+p) ZPit] 

The z entries are listed ill square brackets to indicate that they are not always 

needed. They are only used when Model 2 is being estimated. The 

observations can be listed in any order but the columns must be in the stated 

order. There must be at least one observation on each of the N firms and 

'Note that a model can be estimated without an instruction file if the 
program is used interactively. 
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there must be at least one observation in time period 1 and in time period T. 

If you are using a single cross-section of data, then column 2 (the time 

period column) should contain the value "1" throughout. Note that the data 

must be suitably transformed if a functional form other than a linear 

function is required. The Cobb-Douglas and Translog functional forms are 

the most often used functional forms in stochastic frontier analyses. 

Examples involvingthese two forms will be provided in Section 4. 

The program can receive instructions either from a file or from a 

terminal. After typing "FRONT41" to begin execution, the user is asked 

whether instructions will come from a file or the terminal. The structure of 

the instruction file is listed in the next section. If the interactive (terminal) 

option is selected, questions will be asked in the same order as they appear 

in the instruction file. 

The Three-Step Estimation Method 

The program will follow a three-step procedure in estimating the 

maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of a stochastic frontier 

production function.' The three steps are: 

1) Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimates of the function are 

obtained. All ~ estimators with the exception of the intercept will be 

unbiased. 

2) A two-phase grid search of y is conducted, with the ~ parameters 

(excepting (30) set to the OLS values and the 130 and (52 parameters adjusted 

according to the corrected ordinary least squares formula presented in 

2If starting values are specified in the instruction file, the program will
 
skip the first two steps of the procedure.
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Coelli (1995). Any other parameters (u, 11 or 8' s) are set to zero in 

this grid search. 

3) The values selected in the grid search are used as starting values 

in an iterative procedure (using the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell Quasi-Newton 

method) to obtain the final maximum likelihood estimates. 

Grid Search 

As mentioned earlier, a grid search is conducted across the 

parameter space of y. Values of y are considered from 0.1 to 0.9 in 

increments of size 0.1. The size of this increment can be altered by 

changing the value of the GRIDNO variable which is set to the value of 0.1 

in the start-up file FRONT41.000. 

Furthermore, if the variable, IGRID2, in FRONT41.000, is set to 1 

(instead of 0) then a second phase grid search will be conducted around the 

values obtained in the first phase. The width of this grid search is 

GRIDNO/2 either side of the phase one estimates in steps of GRIDNO/l O. 

Thus a starting value for y will be obtained to an accuracy of two decimal 

places instead of the one decimal place obtained in the single phase grid 

search (when a value ofGRIDNO=O.1 is assumed). 

Iterative Maximization Procedure 

The first-order partial derivatives of the log-likelihood functions of 

Models 1 and 2 are lengthy expressions These are derived in appendices in 

Battese and Coelli (1992) and Battese and CoeJIi (1993), respectively. 

Many of the gradient methods used to obtain maximum likelihood 

estimates, such as the Newton-Raphson method, require the matrix of 

second partial derivatives to be calculated It was decided that this task was 
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probably best avoided, hence we turned our attention to Quasi-Newton 

methods which only require the vector of first partial derivatives be derived. 

The Davidon-Fletcher-Powell Quasi-Newton method was selected as it 

appears to have been used successfully in a wide range of econometric 

applications and was also recommended by Pitt and Lee (1981) for 

stochastic frontier production function estimation. For a general discussion 

of the relative merits of a number of Newton and Quasi-Newton methods 

see Himmelblau (1972), which also provides a description of the mechanics 

(along with Fortran code) of a number of the more popular methods. The 

general structure of the subroutines, MINI, SEARCH, ETA and CONVRG, 

used in FRONTIER are taken from the appendix in Himmelblau (1972). 

The iterative procedure takes the parameter values supplied by the 

grid search as starting values (unless starting values are supplied by the 

user). The program then updates the vector of parameter estimates by the 

Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method until either of the following occurs: 

a) The convergence criterion is satisfied. The convergence criterion 

is set in the start-up file FRONT41.000 by the parameter TOL. Presently 

it is set such that, if the proportional change in the likelihood function and 

each of the parameters is less than 0.00001, then the iterative procedure 

terminates. 

b) The maximum number of iterations permitted is completed. This 

is presently set in FRONT41.000 to 100. 

Both of these parameters may be altered by the user. 
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Program Output 

The ordinary least-squares estimates, the estimates after the grid 

search and the final maximum likelihood estimates are all presented in the 

output file. Approximate standard errors are taken from the direction matrix 

used in the final iteration of the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell procedure. This 

estimate of the covariance matrix is also listed in the output. 

Estimates of individual technical or cost efficiencies are calculated 

using the expressions presented in Battese and Coelli (1991, 1995). When 

any estimates of mean efficiencies are reported, these are simply the 

arithmetic averages of the individual efficiencies. The ITE variable in 

FRONT41,OOO can be used to suppress the listing of individual efficiencies 

in the output file, by changing it's value from I to O. 

A Translog production frontier using cross-sectional data and 

assuming a truncated normal distribution. 

In this example we wish to estimate the Translog production 

frontier: 

(8) In(Qi) = ~o + ~lln(Ki) + ~2In(Li) + ~3In(Ki + ~4In(Li +
 

~5In(Ki)ln(Li) + (Vi - Ur),
 

where Qi, K, L, and Vi are as defined earlier, and U, has truncated normal
 

distribution. We follow a similar presentation to that in Section 4.2, but 

only list 4 tables: 2a to 2d. We suppress the listing of the output file to 

conserve space. The main differences to note between the procedure in 

Section 4.1 and here are that: the squared and interaction terms have to be 
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generated in the SHAZAM instruction file (refer to Table 2b); because of 

this the file EG2.DTA contains three more columns' than EG 1.DTA; and in 

EG2.INS we have made the number of regressors equal to 5 and answered 

yes (y) to the !l question (because we wish Vi to be truncated normal). 

Table 2a - Listing of Data File EG2.DAT 

I. I. 12.778 9.416 35.134 
2. I. 24.285 4.643 77.297 
3. I. 20.855 5.095 89.799 

58. I. 21.358 9.329 87.124 
59. I. 27.124 7.834 60.340 
60. I. 14.105 5.621 44.218 

Table 2b - Listing of Shazam Instruction File EG2.SHA 

read(eg2.dat) n t y xl x2
 
gene1y=log(y)
 
geneIx1=log(x1)
 
gene1x2=log(x2)
 
gene1xis=log(x1)*log(x1)
 
genr 1x2s=log(x2)*log(x2)
 
gene1x12=log(x1)*log(x2)
 
file 33 eg2.dta
 
write(33) n t 1y1x11x21xis 1x2s1x12
 
stop
 

Table 2c - Listing of Data File EG2.DTA 

1.000000 1.000000 2.547725 2.242410 3.559169
 
5.028404 12.66769 7.981118
 
2.000000 1.000000 3.189859 1.535361 4.347655
 
2.357333 18.90211 6.675219
 
3.000000 1.000000 3.037594 1.628260 4.497574
 
2.651230 20.22817 7.323218
 

3 Note that the SHAZAM WRITE command will only list five numbers on 
each line. If you have more than five columns, the extra numbers will 
appear on a new line. FRONTIER has no problems reading this form of 
data file. 
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~l<.OOOOO 1.000000 3061426 7231128 4467132 
;.'.186860 19.95706 9.976124 
59.00000 1.000000 3.300419 2.058473 4.099995 
4231'312 16.80996 8.419730 
(,(J.OOOOO 1.000000 2.646529 I. 726510 3.789132 
z')X0835 14.35752 654bn 

_.--- - -------------_._..__ . 

Table 2d - Listing of Instruction File EG2.INS 

I=ERROR COMPONENTS MODEl. 2cTE EFFECTS MODEL 
cg2.dta DATA FILE NAME 
"g2.out OUTPUT FILE NAME 

1=PRODUCTION FUNClIUN. : -COST FUNCTION 
LOGGED DEPENDENT V,illLI.13LE (YiN) 
NUMBER OF CROSS-SECTIONS 

NUMBER OF TIME PFR'()D~: 

NUMBER OF OBSERV,iTlO~~: I>: TOTAL 
NUMBER OF REGRESSOR VAlUABLES (Xs) 
t&r (YIN) [OR DELTAO (YiN) IF USING TE EFFECTS MODELl 
ETA (YIN) [OR NUMBER OF TE EFFI·;crs REGRESSORS (Zs)J 
STARTING VALUES (YiN) 
IF YES THEN BETAO 

13ETAITO 
BETAK 
S101\IA SQUAREO 
GAMMA 
MU LOR DELTAO 
ETA DELTA! TO 

DFLTAK! 

NOTE: IF YOU AHE SIJl'I'LYING STARTING VALUES 
.~ND YOU HAVE RESTRICTED l\lU lOR DELTAOj TO BE 
ZERO THEN YOU SHOULD NOT SUPPLY A STARTING 
VALUE FOR THIS PARAMETER. 
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